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I. IMTRODUCTION

The electronic properties of condensed matter axe in general more com
plicated as the electronic properties of free atoms· Whereas the elec
tronic structure of free atoms already can he fairly veil understood on
the hasis of analytical models, only a fev nearly free electron metals
can he treated with such a simple model· In the general case a numerical
model is necessary, requiring large amounts of computertime· Optical ex
periments covering some 10 eV along the energy axis, are a strong tool
in the experimental verification of the results of such model calcula
tions· For elementary metals and semiconductors such an approach is al
ready established· But the investigation of the electronic structure
of alloys and compounds in this way is a recent one· This thesis pro
vides a detailed comparison between handstructures calculated by means
of the APV method for NiSb, FtBi and ?dSb and the response of these
three compounds obtained from ellipsometric and UPS photoemissive expe
riments· From other sources also the ΧΡΞ spectra for these materials are
known· All these compounds belong to the large group of nickel-arsenides,
to a better understanding of it, this vork hopes to contribute« A short
review about the theoretical vork already made in this field, can be
found in the introduction of the article about Pt3i in chapter II· In
this same article also the famous book of Hume-Rothery can be found·
In that reference an interpretation is made of the basic properties of
metals, alloys and compounds in terms of the electronic configuration of
these materials· Qualitative models are used in (l) to link the empirical
facts· These experimental data, especially for the class of compounds
to which the three previously mentioned materials belong, the nickel-ar
senides, can be found in quantitative form in reference (2)· From both
references can be learned the important place of the nickel-arsenides in
the theory of compounds and alloys· The nickel-arsenides find themselves
inbetveen metallic solid solutions on the one hand and purely ionic
compounds with the cadmium-iodide structure on the other hand· This
group of compounds is very big. It can be considered as a strong advan
tage that the crystallographic structure of these materials is comparati
vely easy, what facilitates computation greatly. The nickel-arsenide
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structure is hexagonal with four atoms Oer unit cell in Schönfliess'
k

notation described аз O¿. . Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the unit
cell and the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone. The structural data related to fig. 1.1 can be obtained fron (3). The Bravais
-

*

•

-

*

•

lattice in the case of the nickel arsenides a.., a

- * ·

and a. follow fron:

a, = i a/3 χ - J a ?
aу
a- =

с ζ

(1.1)

The reciprocal lattice vectors are spanned by a set that follows in the
usual way from (1.1). If the nickel-arsenide is written as ЧХ, where 4
corresponds to the transition metal part and X to the metalloid part
of the compound, the four atoms in the unit cell have the coordinates:
t,., =

03i

tii2

0

=

$

*Х1 = 273 *
t

+

x2=7|3E

+

+

0 y +
0 у

2у
+

o

+

+

î

Oz
f ζ

ТГ *
+

T

î

(1,2)

With only two parameters а, с the nickel-arsenide geometry thus is
defined. The с/в. ratio is characteristic for the compound. It contains
an indication for the charge transfer ( 1 ) "jetveen the two constituent
elements. Ratios close to 1.225 ( 3/2) behave metallic. In principle
the qualitative arguments used by Hume-Rothery to explain the binding,
should be obtained quantitatively from the APW results in the сазе of
the three particular nickel-arsenides of this thesis. This however goes
too far, but in (1) ilso attention was paid to the structure of the dbands, derived from the d-levels of the transition metal '1, the energy
gap and the place of the Fermi level. These parameters are the ones,
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that control the physical behaviour of these materials· Indeed a larçe
variety of properties can be found, all within the same crystallographic structure· ItoSb and 'InBi are ferromagnetic and CrSb is strongly
antiferromagnetic. 'ЛпТе is also antiferroma^netic, but is at the same
time a semiconductor. A number of authors have tried to create ad hoc
models, without or nearly without being supported by a full bandstructure calculation, in order to explain these phenomena in a comprehen
sive way (Ц, 5, 6 ) . However it is also admitted by those sources that
with these models still large uncertainties remain· The exact behaviour
of the d-states and the position of the d-bands is still questionable
for nearly all nickel-arsenides. The energy gap is generally overlooked,
except for the case of 'InTe. Л detailed, accurate bandstructure cal
culation is certainly the best way to investigate this kind of problems·
3ut the results of such a calculation necessarily have to be compared
with experimental data, especially optical measurements. Only a com
bination of calculation and experiment is able to produce a reliable
answer. The nickel-arsenides H S b , Pt3i and PdSb were all selected
because of their nonmagnetic behaviour, in order to avoid problems in
the UPS measurements. For these materials in this thesis a comparative
study in a way described before, is presented.
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II.

BAMDSTRUCTURE CALCUIATIOHS

II.1·

Fundamental Potential Considerations

The basic concept of this thesis is the understanding of the bandstructure of some selected nickel-arsenides, as explained in the
previous section. A theoretical calculation of this baadstructure
is indispensible in order to malie a link betveen theory and experiment.
What follows here is a reviev of the AFW-method for calculating bandstructures. There is a vast amount of literature about this topic
( 1 »SfSi^Sië) and a selection vas made focussing mainly on use for
the experiment and possible further calculations. The first state-·
ment to be made is that essentially the AFW-method is baaed on a
single particle model for the solid. The rigorous treatment of the
crystal potential is the many particle approach as expressed in the
famous Hartree and Hartree-Fock equations (7). This requests a vavefunction of the form і(т.,в.,т
many particle

a^t

. . i t r n t s H ) and a corresponding

t

potential of the form:

R 114 - Я|

HÍJ

|г. - r. I

The first term represents the contribution from the lattice ions
and the second from the electrons. The spin state of electron i ia
described by a.. The solutions of the hamiltonian based on (2.1) is
for real solids beyond human capacity. It is hovever possible to
reduce (2.1) to a one electron potential:

V(?,s)--Ze2i—L_
Η |r - ff|

e^/d?. U t f . ) 2 — !
! 0
i
' I?-

1

This is knovn as the Hartree approximation and can be solved in
principle by iteration. From all the shortcomings of the Hartreeapproach the socalled "exchange" term is the only one that makes
sense vithin the framevork of the AFW-method.
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(2.2)

Exchange is a conséquence of the interchange of tne electrons
between their original free states· If expression (2.2) is written as:
„ ,·* \
„ion,-·-. . „el,-»->
V H (r,s) = U
(r) + U (r)
the exchange term has to he incorporated as:
2
HF

ι

г

Η

.

I?.?· J

V!(r·) »,(?·) * , ( ? » „ ,
J
ι
.1
S.Sj

(2.3)

The Hartree-TOck equations obtained in this way cannot be written as
a straightforward potential equation. Moreover it can hardly be said
that (2.3) is a simplification. In fact for APW-purposea only one
approximation of (2.3) can be found in practice: Slater's local
approximation (8):
V ? . . ) - V H (?,s) - A e ] t c h

T^)

2/3

(2.1.)

(2.U) finally eivee a quite reasonable one electron potential.
The reduction of the many particle expression (2.1) to the single
electron equation (З.1*) has also consequences for the optical measure
ments presented in the rest of this thesis, more precisely in photoemission. As will be discussed later, a photoemission spectrum can
be thought to be composed of primary and secondary electrons.
These last ones can be observed as a broad, strong peak at lower
kinetic energies. It is generally assumed that these secondary
electrons result from electron-electron interaction. If it were
possible to solve the иапу electron problem, secondary electrons would
show up automatically· It is however an equally interesting question
wether in that case the bandconcept itself is still valid.
It is not guaranteed that (2.1) has the beautiful translation symmetry
that gives rise to the Bloch-states and hence to the bandstructure.
The practical situation is described by ( 2 Л )
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II.2.

APW-ealculation3

A conventional APW-calculation can be considered as a combination
of a potential calculation and the solution of the Hamiltonian,
the heart of every APW-method·

II.2.1.

Potential calculation V(r)

The potential calculation has to follow in principle equation (2.1«).
However there are вот serious practical embarrasments. The HartreeFock equation requests selfconsistency, but this in turn requests a
few times the solution of the whole APW-problem,
This has been done sometimes for metals, but all calculations shown
in this thesis are single run and the resulting potential is only a
close approximation of (2.1t). Whatever method is used, all socalled
ab initio calculations have to start with the calculation of the
atomic potential for the single atoms, that make up the oarticular
compound.

II.2.1.1.

Atomic jotentiai_caJ.culation_ya(r)

The atomic potential calculations of this thesis made use of the
Uerman-Skillman routine (9). This routine closely follows the
Hartree-Fock-Slater equation (2tU), so it is a fully selfconsistent
calculation. Relativistic effects are not taken into account.
The atom has the advantage that the resulting potential can be
assumed to be spherical. Under this assumption the HFS-potential
can be written as:
V
(r) - - . S . - !>
HTS
г
r

т
г
ƒ a(t)dt - 2Г a ( t Ä - 6 a
t
0
0

JTl'WI

1/3

(2.5)
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І

І2

2

T(r) and а(г) • Uier р(г). The coefficient α вЬо в
up here for the first time in the expression for the "exchange"
potential· This α is an adjustable socalled "exchange" parameter,
of which the value can be taken from 2/3 to It The value 1 vas
originally found by Slater for the free electron case» Due to the
spherical symmetry the wave-function takes the form:

Wr'e.*)=7pni(r) V 9 · * 5

( 2

·6)

and the radial part of the wave-equation can be written as:

df_ + i¿i*jl

()

P
(2 T)
V
nl(r) - EnlPnl(r)
'
2
2
H7Slr'
dr
r
The solution of (2·Τ) can be found by applying the numerical formalisms
of computational physics· For completeness it has to be mentioned that
after a certain г the potential of the program is replaced by -2/r.
After convergence has been reached everything that has to be trans
ferred to the rest of the program is the charge-density P 0 (r)·
л

11.2.1.2. Crystal potential calculation
The best way to demonstrate the method that builds up the APW muffintin potential from the atomic contributions is by means of the flowdiagram in fig· 2.1. The final goal is to arrive at a socalled
muffin-tin potential· Such a potential is spherically symmetric
within a sphere of radius R . centered around a specific atom i.
The space outside these spheres, the interstitial region, is filled
with a constant potential. Because a single run APW-calculation was
used, the choice of potential is critical· In principle the potential
is a superposition of atomic potentials, but exchange requests a
different approach· As can be seen in the flow-diagram, the Coulomb
and exchange part of the potential are obtained separately from
P 0 (r)· Both branches make use of the Löwdin-alpha expansion.
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Po (г)

I
р ( г ) =р 0 (г)

ν ζ υ 0 {Γ) = -βπρο(Γ)

• Eppla^r)

Vo(r) = ^--Uo(r)

3 ih3
«ch(r)-6(¿P)

V

V c (r) = V 0 {r)

•Σν,,ί^ΐΓ)

Vtot(r)=Ve(r)*aVeich(r)

fig.2.1.
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Flou diagram potential

aalaulation

I

Lövdin-alpha eipanaion
Suppose a certain function f is spherically symmetric around a point
1 in space: T(r.),

vhere r. gives the distance with respect to point

1· By means of the Lovdin-alpha expansion it is possible to calculate
directly the spherical average of f vith respect to a point 2 in
space at a distance a from 1 (10). If r« is the distance with respect
to 2, this spherical average f(a|r?) follava from:

2 |a-r2|
Further calculation
The electrostatic potential U (r) caused by the electronic charge
density ρ (r), has to he calculated from the Poisson-equation:
V ^ f r ) - -θ» po(r)

(2.9)

before the Coulomb-contribution to the crystal potential can be
obtained· To the electronic potential U (r), the ionic potential
should be added, providing V (r)· This atomic potential has to be
distributed over all lattice sites for both kinds of atoms· In the
neighbourhood of a lattice site at r the spherically symmetric
potential can be found using expansion (2.8):
Vg(r) - V^(r) * I V ^ a j r )

(2.10)

V

The index μ scans all other lattice sites close to v, a. measures
the distance between lattice sites ν and u» In order to determine
the exchange contribution first by superposition of atomic charge
densities a reconstruction of the crystal charge density can be
obtained in a way similar to the Coulomb-potential:
pV(r) - p^r) + Σ Р^(а.|г)
μ

(2.11)
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By means of Slater's local expression, the exchange potential
follows immediately from (2.11)

'C e h< r ) =- 6 <Ì<>< r ) ) 1 / 3

(2.12)

The two potentials (2.10) and (2.11) produce by mere addition a
useful approximation of the Hartree-Fock-Slater exuression (2.U), like:
V

tot (r > = V C < r )

+ V

° exch< r >

t2·^

For the second time the exchange parameter о shows up. Again its
value is somewhat in between Slater's free electron value 1 and
the Gaspar-Kohn-Shom value 2/3. T'rom(2.13) for all four muffin-tin
spheres in the cases studied in this thesis, follows inmraediately
the muffin-tin potential inside the spheres (r < R t ) . The average
of the crystalpotential over the interstitial region is attributed to
it. By subtracting this average everywhere in the Wigner-Seitz cell
the actually used potential is obtained. The average itself is
given in the computer output as the muffin-tin floor.

II.2.1.3.

SSÎÏÏ 1 *!

Fig. 2.2 shows an alternative approach for the calculation of the
crystalpotential. A few articles suggest this solution also (b, 11).
The point ія that there ів nothing deep in the Löwdin alpha expansion,
it is simply an averaging procedure. Averaging can also be done in
different ways, sometimes more useful for further calculation.
Basically fig. 2.2 proceeds as fig· 2.1. However both the crystalline
Coulomb-potential and charge distribution are straightforward superpositions of their atomic counterparts. The consequence is that they
have no longer spherical symmetry. Hence Coulomb, exchange and total
potential are functions of the full space-coordinates r.
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PlM

p(rj =

V'UolrJz-eTipoIr)

Σρ(|Γ-^|)

Vo(r)=^.-U 0 (r)

'eichin-e^plf))'
Vc(f) =

2v0(f-f¥|)

VtetlrJ» V e ( r ) * a V M c h ( f )

MUFFIN-TIN
AVERAGING
fig. 2.2é

Flou diagram potential

oaloulation

II
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But the reauiting potential, described by:
V

tot(r)

a

Vr)

+ eV

exchir)

(2

-1Ц)

is the closest zero order approximation of the HFS potential·
The only thing to be done now, is the construction of the muffin-tin
potential from (2.11*)· Within the muffin-tin spheres this potential
follovs from:

С<г)=-Ц Л V (?) dO
mt

u»r 2 τ"

(2.110

tot

r
Ibis spherical average (2.1U) is performed over a sphere Γ of radius
г and centered around r · The muffin-tin floor is obtained from a
normal averaging of V (r) in the interstitial region·
II.2.2. Solution of the Hamiltonian: Eigenvalues
Basically the Hamiltonian is solved by means of the variational
principle providing a secular equation for the APW-raatrix elements.
For the latter the APW basis functions are requested.

II.2.2.1. Construction of APW basis functions *APW
In the nickel arsenide there are h muffin-tin spheres inside the unit
cell. In the interstitial region the potential V
• 0.
bOt

Because the APW basis function is a Bloch-function, it can be charac
terized by the wave vector k. In the interstitial region the basis
function takes the form:
APW -* -*
тк ι*
• (к,г) » e
(interstitial region)
(2.15)
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This plane wave expression governs the vhole APW-proceas.
The part of the wave function inside the muffin-tin sphere is
controlled by (2.15)· In this vay the atomic electrons inside the
spheres feel the influence of the lattice and/or neighbouring spheres.
Precisely this takes place in the spherical harmonics expansion:
e i î , ? - lHreiî,îv

Σ

і^

Σ

(kp)ï" ( Î J Y ^ C P )

(2.16)

1=0 — ''
'übe expansion is around the lattice site at r . ρ are the space
coordinates with respect to г · Παν by means of the boundary conditions
the part of the vave function inside the muffin-tin spheres can be
found· This requests the solution of the Uamiltonian and spherical
symmetry causes that only the radial part should be solved for each
kind of atom:

.J-|_( ( ) 2g )+ [lí^_ll + v v (p) j R v (p)eE , R v (())

(2i17)

It should be emphasized that yet E' is still undetermined·
The consequence of (2.17) for the wave function is:
•"""(î.r) -

• +1
Ε Σ Α. Υ. (ρ) Η^Ε',ρ)
1=0 m=-l

(2.18)

The coefficients A, follow from matching at the muffin-tin sphere
JJZL

surface. So the full expression for the APW basis function at the
wave vector к can be written as:
•^(k,?) - е І к , Г

(OUTSIDE)

iiT?

"

w

+ 1

Σ
Λ
l=0m=-li

*

1

*

)г

(2.19)

(к)

- *<
» • •і »в•

H^E'.p)
-

5)

η^(Ε',Η^)

(INSIDE)
Adding a reciprocal lattice vector g. to к produces the next member of
tK

the basis-set. j . i s the 1

spherical

Bessel-function.
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Discontinuities : it ia important to note that there are tvo funda
mental discontinuities in the APW-method. The first one is related
to the muffin-tin potential· This quantity in general makes а лито
at the edge of the muffin-tin sphere·
The second discontinuity is not directly related to the first one.
This is the discontinuity in the gradient of the AFW basis functions
(2.19) at the same place· The latter discontinuity has more severe
consequences·

II.2.2.2. Variational analysis
The muffin-tin potential determines the Hamiltonian
2

HT(?,k) = I - V + V m t (?) I T(?,?) - Е С Е М г Д )

(2.20)

As discussed already in the orevious section at a chosen wave vector
Is., the wave function іЧг.к) can be vritten as a summation of APVT
basis functions:
Ψ(?,Ϊ) -

Σ Vi Λ ί
i

+ î^r)

(2.21)

For the solution of (2.20) the variational principle is used.
Hence, if the trial-function (2.21) is placed into
< H > = < ϊ|Η|ψ >/< γ|ψ >

(2.22)

differentiation with respect to any of v. should yield a zero.
This results in the secular equation·

|| (H

ij

- E i3ì

(I I v. I - 0

(2.23)

Because the interest is in non-zero solutions of (2.23) the final condition is that the determinant of the system (2.23) disapuears for a
certain set of E(k).
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The quantities used in (2.23) are defined as:

- ν2 •

^

(2.2Ц)

·**" >

Together vith the expression for 4

(k,r) given in (2.19)« it is

possible to calculate the matrix-elements.

II.2.2.3.

Matrix-elements

For the detailed calculation reference has to be given to the litera
ture (1,2,3). The actual calculation is too lengthy for this vork and
doesn't contribute to a better understanding of the method· Only two
points need special emphasis« There is a non-zero contribution of the
surface of the muffin-tin spheres to the volume integration in (2.2І»)
that is going to produce Η J , As mentioned before the APW basis func
tion has a discontinuity in slope at the sphere boundaries· Hence the
Laplacian in (2.20) becomes undefined· Mathematically the difficulty
is solved by application of Green's theorem· The next point is that
the contribution of the volume of the spheres cancels in (2.23). This
is not naturally the case. Equation (2·17) requests for its solution
the energy E', a yet undetermined variable· It belongs to one of the
major assumptions of the APW-method to set this energy E' equal to the
trial value E used in solving equation (2.23). If this assumption is
made, the volume sphere contribution can be neglected· Following these
two remarks it is a question of straightforward calculation to obtain
the matrix-elements· If use is made of the definition that:
¿ J = H ^ - EA Ìj
these matrix-elements І-Г for the secular equation (2.23) follow from
the expression (Ω : volume unit cell):
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ìiÌÒ - η (к? - Е)6. . - Ц» Г R V ?
о J
ij
mt

1 к
е

1.],Гч0^

(2.25)

The factor G 1 J i s defined а з :
Gi j

E

(г

v • ¿ лj - > w
" 1 ' ;i j >mti j i j
¿Q

(21 +

V

^Pl^i-^^l^At^^Vmt)

·

26,

d

^InH^'.r)

mt
In this last expression P. represents the 1

legendre polynomial

The factors Gij are real· If there is a centre of inversion the
ν
summation over the lattice sites ν in equation {2,25) becomes real
too (3)· In that case the entire matrix M

becomes real and because

M J is Hermitian in general, this real matrix becomes symmetric·
The nickel arsenides have a centre of inversion and the programs
that vere used took full advantage of the previous remark·
Hext should be mentioned that the APW basis functions are not
orthogonal. The consequence is that E also shows up directly in the
non-diagonal matrix-elements M , but only by means of the factors
G 1 J . Indirectly E also manifests itself in the factors G1'' through
v
th v . .
the radial part of the APW basis function in the ν

muffin-tm

sphere Н Л Е ' . Г ) . AS mentioned already before this E' is assigned the
same value as the trial value E in the secular equation itself·
The practical consequences will be discussed now.

ΙΙ.2.2.Ί.

Logarithmic derivative

The last expression between brackets in (2.26) is ссяшпопіу known as
the logarithmic derivative and can be symbolized a«J

(2·2Τ>

L (E R

í » rt ) * d? { ln R ^ E . r ) >
nrfc
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where the equality of E and E' has been carried through. Because thia
quantity has to be used every tine in the searching process that
solves (2.23)! an approach different from calculating Ц separately
every time should he preferred« In fact this is absolutely necessary
in order to reduce computer-time. Hence all modern APW-routinea
ν.
contain a section that tabulates the L. in advance prior to rootsearching by means of a series expansion in E.
First the radial function R 1 (E l r) and its derivative R. (E,r) are
found from equation (2.17) for a sufficient amount of Ε-values at
ν
r = R . by means of standard numerical methods. Both functions of E
mt
are developed into Taylor-expansions:
Rl(E.R^) - P 0 + Ρ,Ε • p 2 E 2

+

R p E . R ^ ) = q0 + Ч і Е + q ^ 2 •

(2.28)

Usually the behaviour of these functions is very smooth and a rather
limited expansion is already sufficient.
Because expression (2.27) is just shorthand for:

^.^-«Г^СК^)

(2 29)

·

by means of (2.28) the logaritmiс derivative can be obtained vith
minimum effort during rootsearching.

II.2.2.5. Rootsearching

The set of energies E (к) for vhich equation (2.23) has non-trivial
solutions for the selected vave-vector E(k) is found in the rootsearching procedure. At the particular vave-vector the set of AFW
APV -*

basis functions *

•• -*·

(k + g.,Γ) has to be selected in advance.

A certain selection criterion is necessary there, and usually this
condition is that |k + g.| should be minimized (1).
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Sometimes a fairly small number of reciprocal lattice vectors (20-1*0)
is enough, but calculations for nickel arsenides require over 100
basis functions· For this set of basis functions the matrix elements
are calculated by means of equations (2.25) and (2.26).
Rootsearching is the selection of those values E (к) for which the
determinant becomes zero· The first step in the calculation of this
determinant is the triangularization of the matrix M

by means of

Gaussian elimination. If this triangular matrix is called U

, it is

known that:
det(M) - det(U) «

Π U11

(2.30)

i
Equation (2.20) provides the convenient expression· Because the
determinant is a simple function of E, common methods as for instance
the Nevton-Rhapson can be used for retracing the zeros·
However a different approach was used· Equation (2.20) becomes zero
if any of the U

Ъесошзе zero· So if some bookkeepinf; is done of

the number of negative diagonal elements during the scanning of E,
one particular problem of straightforward methods is avoided·
A twice degenerate level can easily be overlooked in Newton-Rhapson,
but will be counted twice in the latter method as it should be·
If a suitable amount of k-vectors is used restricted to the irreducible
part of the Brillouin-zone and preferably located along the symmetry
lines, the collection of values E (к) is enough to make a picture of
the bandstructure. The bandstructure, or (electronic) dispersion
relation, can be written as:
Í

+

E n (k)

(2.31)

The index η refers to one particular band· In practice (2.31) makes
up the most important information produced by the APW-routine·
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11.2.2.6. Eigenfunctions

To look for the eigenfunctiona is the logical step after the
preceding section where the eigenvalues vere found« Suppose for
one particular к a single degenerated eigenvalue E(k) vas found«
The eigenfunction belonging to this eigenvalue has to take the form
given by (2.21):

T(E,?,Î) - I v. / « ( i • J.,?)
The problem is to find the coefficients v.. For the eigenvalue E(k)
the matrix M

can be constructed by means of (2.25) and (2.26),

and by means of the Gaussian elimination it can be reduced to a
triangular matrix U 1J that contains at least in the last rov only
zeros :
„11

„12

„13

„1U

„15

„16

„22

,33
(2.32)

,M
U55

U56

(2.32) gives a schematic solution. The last rov states that ν
uadetermined. The eigenfunction is found by assigning this ν

is
an

arbitrary value 1. This replaces the last rov by
τ

5

-,

and (2.32) transforms into an inhomogeneous equation

II u· |l | ν | - | ν |

(2.33)
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that has a unique solution given by:
1

I ν | - || u· I f I w I

(2.31.)

If the level E(k) is degenerate in principle the aame procedure can
be folloved, only more v.'s have to be chosen· It should be mentioned
that there are several chances of rovs and columns necessary to ob
tain the matrix {2.32)· It is not possible to find a meaningful
eigenfunction if no record of these changes is kept· A matrix of
the shape (2.32) is available during the laat step of the rootsearching
where the eigenvalue E(k) was found· Calculating the v. doesn't in
crease computer time seriously. The next steo is the normalization:
α*α Ε Σ vT v.A 1 J » 1
i j 1 J
where A 1 J was defined in (2.2h).

(2.35)
The coefficients αν. produce the

normalized eigenfunction. To this point everything proceeds in a
normal way, but things start to get awkward if the numerieal values
of Δ

are needed· Besides not being orthogonal, the APW basis-set is

not only dependent from k, but also from the eigenvalue E(k)
itself. The result is an extensive amount of additional calculation·
Loucks (1) gave an analytical expression for the coefficients Δ :
AiJ » Ω Í. . _ Uw Σ н ^ e i k i J , r v
0 1 J

ν"*

[ wCt^ij - j0(21

(2.36)

+

^Wti^^KtK1«^]

The last t e m between brackets I is shorthand for:
ν

τ

>*υ '-hl^Ж^]

2 зт)

<-

which shows the relationshin with the well-etocked logaritmic derivative
(2.28), (2.29). Like the matrix M1'1, the matrix A 1 J is also hermitian,
and hence reduces to a real expression if there is a centre of inversion.
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II.2.2.T· Warping Corrections

The muffin-tin potential is a quite crude approximation of the
crystal potential. A quite obvious improvement was suggested by
De Cicco (11). The deviations from a flat potential in the inter
stitial region can be incorporated by means of perturbation theory.
This improved potential takes the form:

varp

mt

1

where the potential V. accounts for the difference in the interstitial
region and becomes zero inside the muffin-tin spheres« If the scheme
of fig. 2-2 is used for the potential calculation the ATV-mathod
finds a very natural extension in the varping procedure. In the inter
stitial region the APW basis function equals a plane wave. First order
perturbation theory gives rise to the correction terms:
Vjβ

ƒ
V (?)e i e "\l?= V 1 J ( e » Σ · - Σ.)
J
interst.
D
region

(2.39)

These terms have to be added
Mlj - м ^ + Vij
с

(2.1»0)

By its definition k.. belongs to the reciprocal lattice. In the
classical treatment of the APW-method, the warping corrections (2.39)
will disappear for the diagonal elements. But it is attractive to apply
also this V

to the interstitial potential as it is obtained from the

procedure of fig. 2-2» In that case the so-called "rauffin-tin-floor"
is automatically incorporated in the calculation. In fact the muffin
tin floor is nothing else but the diagonal element of the warping
corrections. Warping greatly overcomes one of the serious shortcomings
of the original APW-method. Directional bonding as it is known from
chemistry, cannot be simulated, unless warping is used. In the case of
nickel arsenides NiSb and PtBi, the subjects of this thesis, warping
is the most important correction, as will be commented later.
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For these materials the warping correction will turn out to Ъе more
important than relativiatic or self-consistent corrections.

II.3.

Density of States and Fermi-level

Many physical quantities are not dependent from the detailed structure
of the dispersion relation {2.31),

hut are related to the simpler

derived quantity, the density of states D(E). By means of this quan
tity the Fermi-level can be obtained.

II.3.1.

Density of States Calculation (DOS)

The formal definition of the density of states is given by:
D(E)-—Ц
(гіг^

Σ
η

ƒ 4(E-En(î))dk
1BZ

(2.Ul)

In principle this quantity can he calculated, if (2.31) is known.
However there are several numerical embarrassments to be overcame
before actual figures can be obtained. At first E (к) is known in
only a limited number of points, due to excessive computertime con
sumption. For (2.1)1) much more points are needed· These are produced
by harmonic interpolation.

II.3.1.1. Fourier Expansion of the Bands

The calculations of this thesis produced energy-eigenvalues at about
50 k-points. Every real function in reciprocal space can be transfor
med into a function in real space by means of an (inverse) Fourierintegral. Due to translational symmetry this integral reduces to a
series expansion over the lattice points:
E(î) = Ζ Α. Σ expUÍ.?·?)

i j
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1

(2.Ц2)

г. are the эрасе coordinates of a particular lattice point«
n

Expression (2.U2) is based on the star"-concept. Startini; from one
arbitrary lattice site г., it is possible to generate a set, or star,
of lattice sites by applying the symmetry operators of the snacegroup
to which the lattice belongs to r1?· The nickel arsenides belong to the
1
l|
space group Dgv and 2k lattice points are in the star· All elements of
the star have the same coefficient Л. in the expansion· This explains
(2.U2)· The summation over j produces a real result and an analytical
expression for it can be found in the article of PodgSrny and Wijers.
The expansion coefficients A· vere obtained from minimization of the
least squares expression·
χ

2

=

Σ

1

| E i - I A . « ^ I2
i

(2.U3)

ridere α... symbolizes the summation over the star· The minimum condition
transforms (2.1(3) into the system of equations:

?Ai

Σ α, ,ο..
. kl il

Σ Е ^

(2.1»U)

ι
(2.UU) is solved by means of standard techniques. It vas implicitly
assumed that all coefficients are real, which is true in the case of
the nickel arsenides.

II.3.1.2.

D0S1¿_Mqnte Carlo Method

By far the easiest way to calculate the DOS, once the parametrization
of the bands is known, is the Monte Carlo method. It consists of
generating k-vectors at random and applying statistics over the energy
eigenvalues obtained. For PtBi the method was applied as follows·
The shape of the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone is a simple
wedge. Adding a second wedge produces a block. An easygoing transformation relates the k-points in both block 1 and 2.

"xa • І7з - k xi ·· k y2 - l ï - Vi •· kz2 • k zi

(2 U5)

-
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Off

where -тг and -r— are the dimensiona of the block. In this geometry
each component of the k-vector can be generated straightforward by
means of a random generator. This produces a uniform distribution
of points in the IBZ. The statistics are performed by dividing the
energy-axis into small intervals dE , containing all energies between
E 1 and £

+ dE . If at a randomly chosen k-point the corresponding

energy E (к) falls within d£ , the occupation number η will be in
creased by 1. The histogram constructed by plotting η

as a function

of E 1 is a good approximation of D(E). The Monte Carlo method doesn't
produce a scaling for the D(E) axis.

II.3.1.3. D0S2: Gilat-Raubenheimer ^Method

The Gilat-Raubenheimer method is more complicated as the Monte Carlo
method (12). The condition that E(k) = E defines a surface S(E) in the
Brillouin zone. If E(k) is limited between E and E + dE, a small 3volume
Uff
Э betveen two such surfaces is generated· Because the volume —χ- ,
V being the volume in real space, contains exactly one electronic state,
the total number of states between E and E + dE can be found. If for V
the volume of the unit cell has been taken, in this way an absolute
scaling for the DOS in obtained in (states/eV cell) units· Gilat-Rau
benheimer is nothing else but the numerical procedure to calculate
the volume Э . This method was used in the case of HiSb. One starts by
dividing the IBZ into small cubes as efficiently as possible.
Suppose one of the surfaces S(E) or S(E + dE) intersects one of these
cubes, a situation shown in fig. 2.3· Using the previously obtained
Fourier expansion of the bands, the surfaces S(E) and S(E + dE) are
once more approximated. This can be done by means of a linear interpola
tion or by means of a quadratic interpolation. In the linear method the
surfaces have to fulfill the condition:
E(k) - E(ko) + (k - ko).tfkE)j
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щ

j

(2.U6)
о

Vk I El к=£
S|E+dE)

SIE)

infinitesimal cube Дк

fig» 2 . 3 .

Gilat-Raubenheimer

aube (linear

method)
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By means of this (Taylor) expansion and some tedious arithmetic, the
contribution of the cube i, Э
Adding these Э

to the volume Э can be calculated·

all over the Brillouin zone results in the total Э ,

from which by the previously mentioned scaling factor the number of
states betveen E and E + dE can be obtained· Similarly as in the GilatRaubenbeimer method the density of states is obtained as a histogram
but nov with an absolute scaling·

II.3.2.

The_Fermi_Level

The Fermi energy E_ is the maximum filled level for Τ =» 0 in the case
of metals· It is a fundamental quantity and the energy surface 3(Е_)
in k-space, known as the Fermi surface, can be linked straight to
experiment. E_, can be found by the condition that the total number
of electrons in the unit cell N

fills the same amount of states in the

bands starting from the lowest level:

ƒ D(E)dE « N e

If D(E) is obtained from the Gilat-Raubenheimer method, (2.hi)

(2.I»T)

produces

the Fermi energy directly· For the Monte Carlo method the result
D-jgCE) can be written as:
D(E) - aDMC£E)

(2Л8)

The scaling factor α has to be found before (2.U7) can be applied.
For PtBi use was made of the fact that the two lower bands can be
uniquely assigned to the Sb 5s electrons· Hence these bands have to
contain U electrons (N,- ) in these bands
a ƒ
Dj^CEjdE = Я
Ja-banda
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(2lt9)

From (2.1*9) the scaling factor follovs and a similar procedure as in
the Gilat-Raubenheiraer method yields E-·

II.I*. Applications

The preceding sections contain the basic information produced Ъу the
APW-method. £(k) and the eigenfunction »(E(k), Is.) are really at the
bottom of all electronic behaviour in solids« Βίε) might be considered
as a derived property, but is indispensible for the calculation of
EL,. Within the framevork of the one electron picture the fundamental
properties are used to obtain the outcome of physical experiments·
This requests the knowledge of an additional operator, but the intro
duction and investigation of these vili be postponed to the chapters
about photoemission and ellipsoraetry·
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\ßedema)

The electronic bandstructure and the calculation of the density of states
of NlSb using the APW method have been performed Some suggestions
are given about d-like states and the position of the Fermi-energy A new
interpretation of the existing experimental data is made
1 BANDSTRUCTURE OF NiSb
DURING THE LAST FEW YEARS interest has been
made with respect to transition-metal compounds having
the NiAs-structuie, because these systems show large dif
ferences in their physical properties Allen and
Mikkelsen [1,2] have measured the optical properties
of several NiAs compounds in the energy range 0 OSSO eV Thermo-powtr, resistivity and susceptibility of
similar compounds were measured by Tu Chen et al
[3] These works deal with the interesting problem of
d-bands-behaviour m transition-metal compounds From
their works we may summanze the problems as follows
what is the nature of the d bands (are they overlapping
or isolated), what is the spatial behaviour of the ¿-states
(are they localized or itinerant) and what is the position
of the d-bands with respect to the Femu-energy
With respect to these problems Allen and Mikkelsen
came to the conclusion that the Ni-3¡í-states for the
case of NiSb completely overlap the Sb-Sp-states, the
spatial behaviour of these d-states being itinerant Never
theless, it is also their opinion, that it is difficult to draw
proper conclusions from the expenmental work without
having better theoretical backgrounds, e g a detailed
bandstrocture calculation Especially, the discussion
on the position of the Femu-energy seems to be doubt
ful, moreover, their interpretation of the interband tran
stions is only roughly treated This is the motivation
for the present work
The bandstiucture calculation was calculated using
Slater's [4] APW-method, not taking into account selfconsistency or relaüvisüc corrections The atomic
charge-densities were calculated using the well known
Hermann—Skillman routine [S] The line along which
the calculation was performed is essentially analogous
to this described m the earlier publication of Myron and
Mueller The parameters relevant for the calculation of
this band structure are listed m Table 1
* On leave from the Institute of Physics of the
Jagellonian University, Krakow, Poland
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Table 1 Bask parameten
Atomic configuration
Lattice constants ( a u )
Muffin tin radii ( a u )
Volume outside of muffintin sphere
Slater exchange parameter
Zero of energy relative to
vacuum (Ry)

Ni (3<i'4s 1 )·
Sb (Si'Sp»)
α 7 41353
с 9717
R 2 1855 (both atoms)
62 2%

10
12536

* See also the remarks made on Ni by Herman-Skillman
[S]
The bandstructure shown m Fig 1 is plotted up to
I 1 Ry, but higher bands were also calculated and taken
into account m the density of states calculation up to
I 3 Ry This density of states is shown in Fig 2
In general the results for NiSb are analogous to
those for PdSb [6], however there are remarkable dif
ferences The gap between the Sb—s-hke bands (two
lowest bands) and the hybridized p—d derived bands
having origin in Ni-3d and Sb-Sp atomic levels, is
much smaller (All numerical data are given in Table 2 )
A salient point m both calculations is the difference
between the structure of the p-d-complex In the case
of PdSb it is nearly impossible without accurate infor
mation about the wavefuncbon to distinguish between
Ni-denved d-states or Sb-denvedp-stales On the other
hand the density of states curve for NiSb clearly shows a
strong peak in the middle of the total p-d complex
It is our interpretation that this strong peak (width
about 2 5 eV) is predominantly due to Ni-denved
d states On either side of this peak one fmds a Sb—
p-denved background Additionally, the density of
states for NiSb above the Fermi-Jevel is flatter than
that of PdSb This can be important m making inter
pretations of UPS-photoemission-spectra
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THE BANDSTRUCTURE OF NISb
Table 2
Theoretical
(eV)
Total bandwidth (up to £ »
p-d complex
Widths-band
Gap between these bands
Width high-density region
Distance Fermi-level onset high-density region

6.8
5S
02
2.2
2.2

What is worthwhile mentioning is the influence of
the so-called "warping" (corrections on the energy
eigenvalues due to variations of the potential outside of
the muffin-tin spheres [7] A closer inspection of the
full crystal potential shows that the vanabon of potential in the interstitial region is as big as 0 S Ry
roughly In the neighbourhood of the nickel-atom
remarkable non-sphenaty of the potential is observed,
opposite to the situation for the antimony environment.
In general it is difficult to use the APW-method m this
case properly with too small muffm-ün spheres the
convergence of the method is very poor, with too big
spheres the muffin-tin approximation itself α less or
more doubtful
In order to escape this dilemma, muffin-tin radii
were chosen as such, that deviation from sphericity cm
the surface of the mufTtn-tm sphere for nickel was
below ISOmRy and for Sb below SOmRy Even then
622% of the total volume of the Wigner-Seitz-cell
was outside of the muffin-tin spheres With this
settmg of parameters it took over 210 AW-wave
functions in order to obtain convergence below S mRy.
Obviously however the deviation from really flatpotential behaviour m the interstitial region could not
be neglected For this reason we investigated the
influence of "warpmg"-corrections It turned out that
this influence is substantial and differs remarkably for
different states
The most important conclusion is that the energy
of the d-denved states are weakly influenced by the
warping The only possible conclusion in this case is that
these d-denved states an rather localized, because it
must be assumed of course that their spatial contnbution in the interstitial region is relatively small.
This conclusion is opposte to that of Allen and
Mikkelsen
The next common result out of the articles of
Allen and Mikkelsen [1] and Chen er of [3] is that the
Fermi level for NiSb is situated above the </-denved
states. This is in agreement with our results Moreover, Allen and Mikkelsen drew the conclusion, that the
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distance between the high-density region in the p-dcomplex and Femu-level is only O.S eV On the other
hand they have observed a second edge in the
reflectivily-spectnim not giving any detailed explanation
for it We would like to give another interprétation of
these phenomena Although we are lacking a joint density of states calculation at the moment, we believe
that the second edge is due to transitions starting
from the high-density region
An analogous situation exists for PdSb [ 8 ] .
Castelqns assigned the onset m the ai'fj-curve
for PdSb case at the beginning of the high-density region
in the p-d complex. Although Castebjns' estimate was
that the starting point begins at about 3 eV, the
minimum - which is clearly the begmmng of transitions
from the high-density region to above Ep — can be
accurately located at about 2 4 eV
The same result, derived from the bandstmcture
calculation of Mueller and Myron [6] predicts 1 8eV.
Although there is some discrepancy, as a whole the
correspondence can be taken as being reasonable.
Thus it must be possible to apply the same interpretation to NiSb as measured by Allen and Mikkelsen.
If the second edge in the reflectivity-spectrum is
assigned at the begmmng of transitions from the
high-density region, giving a distance between Fermilevel and the upper-side of the high-density region of
1.9 eV, then close correspondence to the bandstructuie
results (2 2 eV) is obtained.
The width of the valley following this edge can be
seen as an indication for the width of the d-states
regime. It can be estimated as 1 7 eV, whereas our calculation gives 2.2 eV In the analogous case of PdSb as
studies by Castelgns the d-band regime width can be
taken as 3 eV roughly. Although the agreement with the
bandstmcture calculation of Myron and MueUer is not
exact, it is however clear that the general tendency —
broadening of the d-band complex, gomg from NiSb to
PdSb — is confirmed Still the question remains what is
exactly the meaning of the first edge, but it can probably not be excluded, that this is a final state effect due
to the weak dip in the density of states, just above the
Fermi level
Recently also XPS-measuiements on NiSb were
done by Van Attekum and Trooster [ 9 ] . Although in
general the XPS-spectrum confirms the bandstructuie,
the shape of the d-band region Is not in accordance with
any of the previously mentioned results. More attention
will be drawn on this topic in future.
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II.6.

The band3tructure and optical properties of MiSb

II.6.1.

Introduction

During the last few years the tranaition-netal compounds crystallizing
in the nickel-arsenide (HiAs) structure have drawn considerable interest.
This can easily be understood if one realizes the variety of magnetic,
electrical and optical properties shown by these systems. The incomplete
d-shell of transition-metal atoms is largely responsible for those differences. Until recently, the electronic structure of KiSb has been investigated only experimentally (13-17). Allen and Mikkelsen (llt,15)
have measured its optical properties in the close infrared and visible
region. Liang and Chen (3) have studied the XPS spectra of NiSb and Chen
et.al. (15) measured thermo-power, resistivity and susceptibility. All
these works were dealing with the problem of d-like bands behaviour,
which is a keypoint in understanding the experimental results. The conclusions out of the investigations mentioned above can be summarized as
follows: the Ni 3d-derived bands are entirely overlapped by the Sb 5pderived bands (13-16), Ni 3d-band3 are completely filled (13-15), they
fall about 0.5 eV below the Fermi level and are rather itinerant than
localized (lU, 15). Nevertheless, some authors have pointed out that a
detailed bandstructure calculation could either revise some of their
conclusions or support them, furnishing a deeper understanding of the
experimental data. In our previous article (18) we have presented some
preliminary results of the electronic bandstructure calculations for
NiSb. In the present one, we intend to present these calculations more
extensively, in the first section emphasizing the problem of the crystal
potential for transition-metal compounds possessing open, semi loose
NiAs structure. The resulting bandstructure, density of states, joint
density of states and density-density correlation are discussed in section 2. In the appendix we present in detail an improved method for optical spectra calculation for hexagonal crystals.
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II.6.2.

Details of calculation

The calculation has been done using Slater's (7) APVJ method in its unsymnetrized version« The calculations were not self consistent and no
relativistic corrections vere included· The crystal potential has been
constructed from the atomic charge densities as calculated with the
Herman-Skillman (9) routine, starting from the atomic configurations
9
3d

1
Us

2
and 5з

3
5p

for Ni and Sb, respectively (those and other re

levant calculational parameters are summarized in Table 1)· Slater's
local exchange approximation has been applied aa it stands originally·
A closer inspection of the full crystal potential which was obtained
by overlapping atomic potentials of about Э0 atomic shells shows that
proper use of the APrf method is rather difficult in the case of NiSb.
Fig. 2.U. shows the angular dependence of the potential around Ni and Sb
atoms as a function of the distance from the atom in question· For an
timony the deviation from sphericity is not a big one, varying a fac
tor of 3 at the same distance· As is well known, the convergence of
the APV method depends, among other factors, on the value β
where g

·",..·•·

is tne longest reciprocal lattice vector included into the

basis set and H . is the muffin-tin radius. So, the smaller the muffinmt
·
tin radii, the higher the order of the determinant that has to be calcu
lated· On the other hand, large muffin-tin spheres introduce a signifi
cant error in the spherically averaged potential inside· This commonly
known fact is of particular importance when one tries to calculate the
bandstructure of compounds having an open, semi-іоозе NiAa structure.
In order to obtain convergence below 5mRy it is necessary to include as
many as 200 APJ-wave functions into the basis set for this type of struc
ture using simultaneously a variable basis set for every k-point in the
irreducible part of the 3rillouin Zone (IBZ)(20). The same holds for the
muffin-tin radii used here· \a can be seen in fig· 2.5. which shows the
contours of tae full crystal potential, this choice leaves a larrçe part
of the IBZ outside of the muffin-tin spheres (actually as much as 62.2%)
and causes large variations of the interstitial potential· In fact, they
are as big as about 0.5 Ry. Obviously the calculation had to be corrected for that. The method of introducing such corrections was applied for
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the first time Ъу OeCiceo (11) and then almost commonly used in AFW
calculations· It seems, hovever, that some important aspects vere ne
glected when using this method. The warping corrections are expressed
by (11)

V

i(

, -? f e *-

S,,

?

' V(?)d?

vhere integration should be performed over the entire Higner-Seitz cell
with volume V, and V(r) is the actual crystal potential outside from
mt-zero'
spatial average of the interstitial potential outside the spheres· Every
V

, is then a coefficient of the Fourier transform of an as such de-

fined potential for g" » g-g'. Our criticism of the method follows from
the fact that V(r) defined in the way mentioned above is always a dis
continuous function of r, at |r| = Η

, and this discontinuity causes

the very slow convergence of these series. Fig. 2.6· shows the log-log
olot of the absolute values for V
SS

, versus Ig-g'I in the case of the
••»*>•

ДіЗЪ interstitial potential. One can easily notice that the behaviour
of V

, follows roughly the rule V

, ^ Is-î'l" · Although we did not

investigate this problem more extensively it can be expected that the
V

,'s for longer reciprocal lattice vectors have no real physical mea-

ning and arise entirely from the artificial discontanuity of the potential.
It is especially disadvantageous when one is forced to use a very large
basis set, which is the case for NiAs structured transition metal compounds. We have noticed that warping corrections, when incorporated in
the Hamiltonian, cause previously smoothly convergent eigenvalues to behave as non monotonous functions of the determinant size. The only way
to avoid it, was to limit the number of V

.'s to a certain value arbi-

gg'
trarily chosen as the biggest one where the convergence of the eigenvalues was still monotonous and smooth.

II.6.3.

Energy band results

The bandstructure obtained in the present calculation is shown in fig. 2.7
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5

(some important numerical data are given in Table 2)· The eigenvalues
vere calculated at $1 points of the IBZ. The mesh of the points con
sisted of three layers of 15 points each, two of them situated in the
ГМК and ALH planes with the third in the middle of I3Z. Two additional
points were equally spaced on every ГА, ML and KH edges. The density of
states calculated by the method described in detail the Appendix, is
shown in fig· 5· The two lowest bands, located in the eneriry range
(-0.2/0.2 Ну) are Sb з-derived bands. They are separated by a gap of
0.015 Ну (0.2 eV) from the Sb ρ and Hi d-derived bands complex. Obser
ving only the bandstructure diagram it is difficult to distinguish be
tween Ni derived d-etates and Sb derived p-states· On the other hand
the density of states histogram clearly shows a strong peak (width
about 2.5 eV) in the middle of the total p-d complex. We suggest that
this peak is predominantly due to Яi derived d-statea while the back
ground on either side of it comes from Sb p-derived states. These re
sults are slightly different from those of ^lyron and Mueller for PdSb
(20), where one can also observe energetic overlap of Fd d- and Sb pderived bands, but in that case it is nearly impossible to diatinrçuish
between them. Those results confirm the general tendency which could
be expected - broadening of the d-band complex reflects the diminished
overlap of radial charge densities of antimony and metal atoms in NiSb
as compared to PdSb. The next remarkable item in the comparison between
NiSb and PdSb is the gap between the Sb з-derived bands and the bands
belonging to the p-d complex. For NiSb this gap equals 0.2 eV, while for
PdSb the separation is 2.5 eV. Probably the whole phenomenon can be ex
plained by considering only the Sb derived s- and p-bands. For NiSb they
are broader then for PdSb. An easy going explanation hence miejht be the
decrement of the lattice constants going from PdSb to NiSb (Table 3 ) .
This results in an increased overlap of Sb-derived levels and аз such
they can not be restricted to a close neighbourhood of their correspon
ding lattice sites. Following this interpretation all these levels have
to be itinerant. Taking this information about the Sb derived bands into
account and considering once more the d-bands, there is a sharp contrast.
Their behaviour is not controlled by the lattice parameters. Contrarily,
their behaviour seems to be deterrained by the single metal atom size and
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The denaity of states for NiSb. At the Fermi level
the value of the DOS га 1.84 states/'eV cell

(9.4SS eV)

reflecta in the d-oand dispersion mainly the overlap of d-levels with
the Sb p-derived background levels and not of d-іе еіэ mutually· So at
least for NiSb the conclusion vili be that the d-levele for this com
pound are rather localized, a conclusion for which we would like to
present more arguments. In the absence of an accurate calculation of
eigenfunctions it is hard to draw any final conclusions, but we see
two extra reasons enabling us to say that Ni 3d-derived bands are rather
localized· The first one is that states falling in the region (0.35/
0·55 Ну) are only very weakly influenced by the warpins corrections,
one order of magnitude less than states situated in the neighbourhood
of the Fermi level and states within the energy-range (0.18/0.35 Н у ) .
The second ariument cones from the analysis of the logarithmic derivative
L M E . R ^.)/Ь, (E,Я ^ ) . In transition metals and in transition metal coml
mt
l
mt
pounds the metal d-bands usually find themselves in the energy range
limited by points at which L'(E) and L-(E) for metal atoms are equal to
zero (3). In the case of NiSb this region is between 0.3 and 0.7 Чу and
the position of the Ni d-bands corresponds very well with it. In the case
of itinerant behaviour of lii 3d-electron3 we might expect strong covalent p-d mixing and the d-band complex will be raised well above the
singularity of the log derivative. This is not the case and that con
firms our supposition about the localization of the Ni 3d-electron3.
In order to find accurately the energy of the Fermi level E_ we have
calculated the density of states on a fine energy grid of 0.05 eV. IL
nas been determined by electron count as 9·'*55 eV with respect to the
muffin-tin zero. The density of states at the Fermi level is 1.81» states/(eV.cell) giving a value for the electronic contribution to the speeific heat of about 1.15 mJ/(mole.¡^ ) . Once the Fermi level was found,
we computed the joint density of states (JD0S) and the density-density
correlation. The constant matrix element approximation was assumed when
calculating the JÏ0S. The density-density correlation has been computed
from the density of states using the expression:
lidi

DD-correlation "v ƒ D(E)D(E - 1ίω)<ΙΕ
о
The results of both calculations are shown in fig. 2.9, in arbitrary

SS

(S)iun

Ajpjiiqjv)

fig. 2.Э, The joint density of states (solid line) and
correlation (dotted line) for tliSb
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density-density

units· One can see that the general shape of both functions is identical
the main feature being a sharp increase starting from the energy 2.2 eV,
which is the distance betveen Fermi level and the top of the high den
sity region· Such a behaviour can be expected vhen the optical proper
ties of a material are dominated by electrons coming from a narrow, high
density region of d- or f-derived bands· Sharp structure can easily be
seen in the JDOS curve, whereas the density-density correlation curve is
rather featureless, apart .from the sharp change in slope at 2.2 eV. Ve
have carried out a careful analysis of the partial contributions to the
JDOS coming from particular pairs of bands, in order to find the oriciη
of the structure in the total JDOS curve. It turned out however, that
due to the complexity of the bandstructure, it is nearly impossible to
make a straightforward assignment of observed structure in the JDOS to
particular optical transitions. Almost all peaks and shoulders in the
JDOS are composed of many contributions from several pairs of bands. In
general, one can say that the first distinct peak at 1.0 eV is a super
position of many transitions taking place in the neighbourhood of the
Fermi energy. The increment at 2.3 eV is related to Ni d-electrons
making transitions to states above the Fermi energy· Everything that
can be said about the behaviour of both models above 2.3 eV is that
their overall behaviour is nearly identical, except for some small sud
den changes in the JDOS. Hence the sane interpretation is likely to hold
there for the two models, as will be explained in further detail in
Chapter III.

II.6.1». Brillouin zone integrations

The DOS and JDOS spectra presented in this section were calculated
using a technique developed by us for the calculation of the optical
properties of hexagonal crystals. The technique consists of three in
dependent steps: the Fourier representation of the energy bands in the
irreducible part of the Brillouin Zone, the local interpolation using
a full quadratic form and finally the improved Gilat-Raubenheimer (21)
integration method (CH). The overall idea resembles the CQL technique

Ь7

described by Cooke and Wood (23) for cubic crystals exept for some mo
difications. Fourier interpolation is necessary, because the APW rou
tine is not suited for the production of large amounts of S(k) datapoints, as required by the integration procedures. The Fourier expan
sion of the bands starts from the expression
E(k) » Σ Α. Σ expUk-R·])
i 1 j

(2.50)

where к is a point in the I3Z and R. із a lattice vector« Ζ means summation over the particular star of R and Σ is the sum over subsequent
R stars. Big improvement of the numerical procedure can be obtained by
developing (2.50) analytically. The results in case of a hexagonal lat
tice (it holds for all hexagonal point groups) is:
Σ exp(ik'R J ) = α соз(к m ) ß{cos(k m )соэ(к m ) +

ео 3 (к х (^и£т 2 )) ес ,з(к у (-£ ті •Ь)) +
cos(k x (Jl - & m 2 ))cos(k 3 r (^ m 1

η

n

а/з
, -^

^))

1

m 2 = (n 2 - — ) a

m 3 = n 3 c.

The lattice constants are a and c, and η., η
fining the ñ vector: R =• η a

+

(2.51)

and п. are integers de

+ n p a + η a,, where the a. are spanning

the lattice, as defined in the introduction. The constants α and β fol
low from the conditions
if

n, j 0

then

α = 2

if

n, = 0

then

α =1

if ΙΒ,Ι - |n 2 | or n, = 0

othervise,

se

or n 2 = 0

then

β = 2

then

β = 1»

or n 1 ( < 2 ) = 2 п 2 ( ( 1 )

(2.52)

ile have fitted (2.50) to the 51 APW energies in the IBZ for every band.
Weight factors have been attributed to every point in the IBZ as fol
lows: Γ point: 2k, ΓΑ direction: 12, ΓΚ and ΓΜ directions: h, ΓΑ'Ο.,
ГАЫК walls and ГЮі surface exept Γ1 and ГК directions: 3, general
point: 1· We have obtained the best resulta using 27 R-stars in the
expansion (2.50). Longer series produced spurious oscillations between
the points. The rms was of the order of 5 meV for bands below and im
mediately above the Fermi level, increasing to more than 20 meV for the
highest bands. The next two steps of the technique have to be considered
together. 3and energies and band gradients аз required by the GR method,
have to follow in principle from equation (2.50). This is not feasible.
At first still much computert ime /ill be required due to trigonometric
functions. Second the bandgradient found from (2.50), suffers from mi
crofluctuations. The local quadratic interpolation (2'0 is a remedy for
both difficulties. To that scheme, the IBZ is divided into cubes and for
every cube a full quadratic form is fitted to energy points found from
(2.50). For the application of the GR method inside each cube now this
quadratic form is used. The weakness of the original GB method (21) is
that usually the IBZ can not be filled exactly with cubes, which intro
duces the necessity of overfilling and calculating sometimes complicated
weight factors. For the case of a hexagonal lattice Raubenheimer and
Gilat (22) proposed an extended scheme, filling the IBZ with parallellopipeds and prisma. Nevertheless, the corresponding formulas are complica
ted and it is a tedious work to program them,rfehave solved the problem
in a different way. The remark that due to the linearity of the G4 me
thod any linearly transformed I3Z with properly transformed energy bands
will produce accurately the same density of states apart from a constant
factor, indicates a better method. The original IBZ for the hexagonal
lattice is given by the conditions:
0 < k S % r
χ
a/3

0 < k < £ £
У
3

0 < k < * / c
ζ

Jsing the transformation:
k* » к ·§&
χ
χ 2-я

к' - к -i^
У
У 2»

к' =• к
г
ζ

c/ir

S9

ve obtain the transformed IBZ (TIflZ) which is, in fact, one half
of a cube having edges equal to 1 which can be decomposed into cubes
and halves of cubes only. So there are only two weighting factors
1 and 0.5. The spectra discussed in II.6.3· were obtained by means of
the entire integration procedure described here. As convergence cri
terion use was made of the condition that the biggest газ in the indi
vidual cubes when fitting the quadratic form has to be smaller than
0.2? of the bandwidth. In our case this has been fulfilled when the
size of the cubes was 1/8, producing 288 cubes in the TIBZ. After cal
culation of the local quadratic expansion we have applied the CR scheme
in its modified form. Every big cube has been subdivided into smaller
cubes, until the maximum difference between quadratic and linear expan
sion at the corners of the small cube was below 1/3 of the histogram
channel. This process assures both speed and accuracy of the program.
In our case, with only 51 points in the IBZ for which the APW eigen
values were calculated, one can obtain accurate histograms with channelwidth of 25 meV, which is more than enough to carry out the analy
sis of optical properties of materials·
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Table 1. Basic parameters
Atomic configurations:
Lattice constants:
Muffin-tin radii:
Volume outside muffin-tin spheres:
Slater exchange parameter:
Zero of energy relative to vacuum:
•

9 1 ·
Яі: (3d Us )
2
3
Sb: (5s 5p )
a : 7·Ή53 a.u.
с : 9.71T a.u.
3 : 2.1855 a.u.(both atoms)
62.2$
1.0
1.2536 Ну

. 9 )
See also remarks made on Ni by Herman and Skillman

Table 2. ".lain features of the bandstructure of NiSb
Total bandwidth up to EL p-d complex
rfidth s-band
Gap between these bands
Width high density region
Distance Fermi level - onset high-density region
Distance Fermi level - bottom high-density region

6.8
5«5
0.2
2.2
2.2
U.5

All the values are given in eV
Table 3· Lattice parameters for NiSb and PdSb
:JiSb
PdSb

a: 3.9^2
c: 5.155
a: U.0T8
c: 5.593

All values in Angstroms
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THE DANDSTRUCTURC AND OI'TICAL PROI'LRTIES ОГ I'lDi
С Wijcrs and 11 Ten Cale
Fysisili Laboratorium Tocrnuoivcld Nijmegen, The Netherlands
(Reccncd 11 Nuìtinber I9S1 by A R Mialima)
l)v means of the АІЛ mcthotl the electronic bandstruclure and the
density of states οΓΡιΒι have been calculated The spatial behaviour ofthe
d states has been investigaicd and the Fermi level calculated Experimental
dala, e g λ PS were used to test lite results Also a comparison was made
with two dosel) related compounds PdSb and PtSn Finally the optical
properties ofPtBi lia\e been calculated from the collected numerical data,
using the joint density of states and density—density correlation forniahsm
1 INTRODUCTION
ALLOYS with a nickel arsenide structure are interesting
for two reasons They have an uncomplicated hexagonal
structure, D%h in SchonDiess notation, consisting of Tour
atoms per unit cell, two at the nickel site being metallic
and the other two being metalloid in nature Figure 1
illustrates the position of these constituents in the
periodic system for the majority of the known nickel
arsenides (Hume Rolhcr\ [1]) Despite their crv sul
logrjpliiL and chcml.al similarities, these jllo>s show
large dilTcrcnces in physical properties Many of these
properties are connected with the electronic structure
of these materials Consequently a band structure cal
culation is indispensable for making a proper inter
pretation ofthe experimental facts Until now however
only a few band structure calculations have been made
for nickel arsenides
Without claiming completeness the following survey
could be made PtSn was calculated in 1973 by van Dyke
and Weaver [2] using a relativistic OPW calculation Two
alloys were calculated by means of the KKR method
VS in 1974 by England, Liu and Myron [3] and PtTe in
1980 by Marchiando, Harmon and Liu [4] In the four
other cases the APW method was used This was done in
a partially relativistic way for AuSn by Arhnghaus [S]
in 1974, with spin corrections by Mattheiss (6] also m
1974 for NiS, and finally two non relativistic calcu
lations were performed bv Myron and Muller [7] for
PdSb in 1978 and by Podgorny and Wijers [8] for NiSb
in 1980
Generally the nickel arsenides can be described as a
group of alloys in which, within the same crystallographic structure, the transition from ionic to metallic
behaviour is made [1 ]
Combinations of mêlais found on the left and
metalloids found on the right in the periodic system
have the tendency to become ionic VS is the most
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prominent example of this kind If metallic and metalloid constituents are close to one another in the periodic
s>stem metallic behaviour can be expected PtBi exhibits
this metallic behaviour as is also reflected in its low c/a
ratio of 1 27 Therefore the isoclcctronic configuration
was used for this band structure calculation which is not
self consistent
What makes PtBi special among this kind of alloys,
is the fact that the atonni miinbcn for its constituents
ate the highest I rum jll know η niLkil arsenides (platinum
73 and bismuth 83) In this юшсч! it should be noticed
that the present band structure calculation is a non
relativistic one In the equivalent case of AuSn, Arhng
haus [5] pointed out that the influence of relativistic
terms is small even for such a sensitive quantity as the
Fermi surface Since the main purpose of this article is
to calculate optical properties, a non relativistic calcu
lation still is a very useful tool in interpreting this kind
of ечрептепіаі results
To interpret the dc Haas—van Alphen data, a more
sophisticated band structure calculation will probably
be necessary This however is beyond the scope of this
article
For information about the structural composition
and the phase diagram of PtBi, the article of Zhuravlev
and Kerles (9] is recommended
2 BANDSTRUCTURE AND DENSITY OF STATES
The result of the APW band structure calculation is
presented in Fig 2 The basic approach is the same as
the one used by Myron and Mueller in [7] or by
Podgorny and Wijers in [8] As in these publications the
atomic charge distributions and the series expansions
representing the atomic Orbitals are obtained from the
Herman-SkUlman routine The used atomic configur
ation can be found in Table 1 which also contains
the other basic parameters for the APW calculations
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The Aill crystal potential was obtained from the atomic
charge densities The influence of neighbouring atoms
was included by means of the Lowdin alpha expansion
and the exchange potential was approximated, using
Slater's local expression with a = 1.
The muffin-tin radii were chosen as large as possible
A set of 52 K-points all situated along the symmetry
lines of the irreducible part of the Bnlloum zone, was
selected in order to calculate the energy eigenvalues by
means of the APW formalism For each poult 160 APW

wavefunctions were generated as a basisset for the
Harmltonian
Figure 2 shows the results plotted up to 1.25 Ry,
but higher values were calculated as well in order to
improve the reliability of the band structure calculation.
These results can be compared with two other nickel
arsenides, PdSb and PtSn, that come close to PtBi. All
these alloys have two similar lower bands They are
Sn-s, Sb-s and Bis derived bands respectively in the case
of PtSn, PdSb and PlBi PdSb shows that these two
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Table I Bsnc /laramclers

Muffin nn radii (j u )

Pi
Bi
a
с
R

Volume ouisiilc llic піиГПп-lin spheres

65%

Alomic vonliuucation
Lamcc ч oust Jills (a u )

(Wns )·
5
(5i -v>')
8 1713
10 195
2 326S

Slater exchange parameter

10

Zero ol enerjj relative to vacuum (Ry)

1 3215

l

1

0

* Some reterences claim a (Sd °6s ) configuration for
the outer shells of platinum
lower DanJs arc clearly separated by a gap from the
higher p-J manifold The width of this gap was estab
lished a« 2 4S eV
P;Sr. sito« s that the two lower bands are still
separated nom the higher bands, but there is no gap In
the cas: о: PlBi these bands are still observable, but
the\ are no longer isolated A process of integration
»uh the higher bands has started A comparison of the
higher oands of these three alloys is not so straight
forua'd It is particularly difficult to find agreement
beiuc?~ PlBi and PdSb on one side and PiSn on ihc
c:!
I о Гліі io !>. C\<.!iiJcJ ilut mc nicumd ol LJI
cublion in the case of PiSn, the relativ istic О PU method
(I] is "esîonsiblc for this The difficulty with this
metho; is ю incorporate d band levels in the valence
band region For a further comparison use will be made
onl\ f o i l the PdSb-results
AP investigation of the ГМКГ baseplane reveals a
highh SiTiilar structure for the high density complex in
this pa-t ol the Brillouin zone if PdSb and PtBi are com
pared For the upper plane ALHA the comparison
produces a different result There PlBi shows a very
narrow concentration of d derived bands, similar for
instance to NiSb, whereas PdSb shows a splitting of
d-bancs :n the upper plane comparable to the equivalent
splitur: m the base plane
Fo- the bands above the high density region still
agreement between PtBi and PdSb can be found, and to
a less extent also for PtSn Especially in the upper plane
the pa'ternofbands is similar for all three alio) s How
ever it i> not clear whether the highest band in PdSb in
that pa-t o! the Brillouin zone, is degenerate or not
Simdar oands can also be observed in the baseplane of
these al o\ s but there are more bands available there
for PtB and PiSn than for PdSb
In ["] and [81 the influence of a "warping" corree
tion w;> imestigatcd, making use of the expression
V< ,.(r) = Σ ÍOe"
G
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Il includes the corrections to the interstitial potential
in j way described in 111 )
This correction turned out to be a useful tool in
examining the behaviour of the «/-bands Small correc
tions nidiLjIe stales resini led to the muffiii-tin sphere,
big corrections indicate Иіпсыпі behaviour of these
stales Because of Ihc important role played by d bands,
supplied by the metal constituenl, in the electronic
behaviour of nickel arsenides, the same calculation was
also performed for PlBi in us lugli symmetry points
r.MandA'
The conclusion is mainly the same as previously
obtained for NiSb and PdSb The shifts observed in the
d band levels are typically about 0 01 —0 02 Ry, which
is small in comparison with characteristic energy inter
vals of the band structure as width of the p-d-complex
of the distance between this complex and the Fermi
level
Therefore one could conclude that the d band
states are quite isolated, but not as strongly as in the
case of NiSb [8]
The twenty bands calculated at 52 points along the
symmetry lines, plus at an additional 18 points spread
over the interior of the irreducible part of the Brillouin
zone were interpolaied b\ Fourier expansions in order
to cjIcuLitc the densm ol slates
The eincral l-uuncr scries expansion for a lattice
with translanonal s>mmctry can be written as
f(k)

= 1*1

Iexp(;k-Rj)

(2)

The second summation over / performs the summation
over the particular star of R-veclors The summation
over ι scans the stars themselves In a straightforward
way a real expression for the summation over the star
can be performed [12] In this article the coefficients
A¡ were found by means of a least squaresfitprocedure
over the calculated 70 points in k-space using expression
(2) As a result of this calculation 18 expansion coef
ficiems/), for every band were obtained The resulting
interpolation has a calculated root mean square derivation of 6 mRy for the bands below Fermi level,
whereas a 15 mRy deviation was found as an average
over the total 20 bands By means of a Monte Carlo
procedure the density of states was collected from the
Fourier expansion The result is given in Fig 3 The
channelw idth used along the energy axis was 0 002 Ry
wide and 100 000 /t-points were scanned during the
calculation, giving a nearly continuous result
The Fermi level was established bv electron counting The scaling factor for the density of states histogram
was deducted from the two lower bands A total of
thirty filled electronic states per unit cell up to the
Fermi energy was the condition that finally yielded this
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Table 2 Cliaraclensticftaiurcs PlBi

Distance Fermi level - first d bjnd peak (t V)
Distance Fermi level - second d bjnd peak (cV)
Distance Fermi level — lugli density region (eV)
Total width high density region (cV)

Tlicor>

CSCA'

4
5
2
5

2 76
4 08

60
94
65
45

9

6 19

'See (I I land [12)
value, The major results from band structure and density
of states are collected in Table 2
Comparing this density of states with that of PdSb,
it becomes immediately clear that PtBi has no gaps in
the studied energy range Both the gap at 0 3 Ry above
the Fermi energy and the gap between the lower s bands
and the p-d complex found in PdSb can not be dis
covered in PtBi Characteristics of PlBi seem to be the
two strong peaks in the centre of the high density
region The best experimental data about the electronic
structure of PlBi available at the moment at the XPS
measurements of van Altekum and Trooster (131 From
their data ihe corresponding experimental figures were

deduced and included in Table 2 At first glance there is
not much correspondence between the theoretical and
experimental results, but the important fact is that the
distance between the two peaks in the XPS measure
ments is 1 32 eV, whereas the same distance from the
density of stales as presented in Fig 3, measures 1 34 eV
The agreement is within experimental as well as theoreti
cal error Less accurate but still acceptable is the corre
spondence between experimental and theoretical width
of the high density region The difference is about 13%,
but can be easily mulhficd by taking into account
experimental resolution and arbitrariness in determining
this value So, as far as the p-d complex is investigated
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PTBI
D0-Cerrvl4lic
JDOS

Energy

SO
(in *v)

Fi» 4 Joint density of slates and Ocnsn\ —<lcnsit\ correi mon for IMBi
separaielN, tlicre is a ver)· good agreement between
predicted and measured results The disagreement
mentioned before can effectively be reduced to two
factors first the discrepancy with respect to the place
of the Fermi level, next, the less important, (he small
bump below the high density region, in the XPS results.
Especia]!} with respect to the first question information
about the more basic properties of PtBi will be very
useful
However, to the authors' best knowledge, no data
are available for PtBi in the literature as far as electrical
conducm ity, electronic heat capacity or magnetic
susceptibility is concerned That the material becomes
superconducting is known [14, IS].
Two different values for the transition temperature
Tc can be found in these references 7*c = I 21 and
2 4 К Because superconductivity and ferromagnetism
are incompatible phenomena, PtBi will not exhibit ferro
magnetic behaviour This in tum favours the conclusion
that the d-bands are not crossed by the Fermi level
The authors found a room temperature specific
resistivity for PtBi of 24 6μη<τπ The resistance rest
ratio (RRR) was 63 Unfortunately these values have no
direct relationship with a single bandstructure property
Besides some data obtained from de Haas-\an Alphen
measurements arc known [16] The Fourier transform
of one spectrum measured along the c-axis of a single
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crystal οΓΡιΒι revealed eight distinguishable dHvAfrcquencies From the temperature dependence an
estimated value for the effective mass, belonging to
these frequencies, could be derived from less than 1.0
for all of them This suggests thai the electrons at the
Fermi surface have mainly s-p character. However,
care should be taken it is very difficult to observe
c/electrons by means of the dHvA-expenmenl. The
effective masses the íí-electrons are very high, which
in lurn results in a very flat response in the Fourier
transform As such they escape from accurate
observation
Reviewing all these experimental data, one can
say that the position of the Fermi energy with respect
to the p-d complex is still uncertain, but that the
measurements favour a position somewhat above this
complex
3 OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Because further optical measurements might be
useful to clarify the existing incosistencics, (he optical
properties were calculated as well Fig 4 shows the
joint density of states and density-density correlation
Both expressions were calculated using the assumption
of constant matrix elements For the joint density of
states the expression was used [17]
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Ackiumlcdfcmenls — Wc wish to express our gratitude
(3) to Dr 11 \V. Myron for the use of Ins computerprograms,
J. vjn Ruitenbeek for communicating us his results and
Prof. Dr A.R. de Vroomen for useful remarks and
A) is an jrbitrary conslanl. For (lie calculation of this
discussions.
integral again use was made of the Monte Carlo method.
For each рлг of bands 10.000 points were taken, The
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III.

OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS: ELLIPSOMETHY/REFLECTOMETRY

The quantities developed in the previous chapter, dispersion relation,
APW wave-functions, escape from direct observation· A perturbation
applied to the system, provides the situation where those quantities
can be studied by investigating the response to this excitation·
The common denominator of the experiments discussed in this thesis
is the perturbation, caused by an electromagnetic wave falling on the
crystal. The experiments differ in the kind of response they are
recording. If the emitted electrons are studied, one is dealing with
photoemission, a very powerful technique, which will be discussed in
the next chapter. If reflected light is investigated one finds one
self in the situation occurring in ellipsometry or reflectometry.

Ill. 1.

Theory of the Dielectric Constants

The response in the case of ellipsometry or reflectometry is mathe
matically described by the dielectric constant ε, аз long as it be
haves linearly· It is not possible to describe the response of metals
by means of a single theory. On the one hand use has to be made of a
purely single particle model, which joins smoothly with the results
of the previous chapter. This model provides the description of the
interband transitions and makes up the main frame for the explanation
of the optical behaviour of semiconductors and isolators· On the other
hand the collective response of the free electrons in metals or metal
lic alloys escapes from this picture. Classically this behaviour is
described in the Drude-model, the only practical description for the
intraband transitions. Both models are not completely compatible with
each other. In practice this inconsistency generally is passed by
through the claim of superposition of both contributions (1,2,3) to
the dielectric constant.
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The symbol - reflects the complex nature of the dielectric constant.
The suffix r indicates the (dimensionless) relatire character·

III.1.1. Interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation vith matter finds a
classical description in the Maxvell equations« In the dielectric
approach tvo main results are obtained from them· At first the
(electromagnetic) dispersion relation defined as:
ш * ω(ΐ)

(3.2)

vili Ъе found. In order to avoid complicated notations, it will Ъе
implicitly understood that ic is a complex quantity:
к » к 1 + iKg

(3.3)

Next an expression will be derived for the averaged energy dissipation
per unit volume, a quantity that plays a key-role in the linkage of
electromagnetic descriptions to microscopic quantummechanical models.

Ill.1.1·1. The Electromagnetic Dispersion Relation
Use will be made of the Maxwell equations, only in their SI-formula
tion (U,5,6)
$.B » 0

$.î • Ρ

OJO
Ы - J + is.
J

Ы - - ¿s

at
at
The properties of the material enter the equations through the magnetizability and polarizability expressed in:
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5 - eo ёг І

î - μο 5r Η

(3.5)

The tvo proportionality constants, the previously used relative
dielectric constant ε and relative magnetic permeability G , take
into account the properties of the material· In principle both quan
tities are tensors, hut the discussion vili be confined to homogenous,
isotropic media primarily· The dielectric approach is based on the
following three assumptions: no macroscopic charges: ρ • 0, no macro
scopic currents: J • 0, and no magnetization: μ « 1. On these
assumptions the Maxvell equations reduce to:

Ъ.І - 0

$.î - 0
*

*

«-•.OSA

«"-А

( 3

·

6 )

By applying the standard techniques, one obtains the wave equation
for electromagnetic radiation in matter:
V ^ - e„ vn s. ||r 2
ο ο β ус

(3.T)

Where it is convenient to remember that ε V 0

c

2 - 1• с being the speed

of light. The standard solution of this equation is given by:

Î » Re téexp i(iiit - ?,·?)

ехр(-к 2 .г)

(3.8)

The amplitude £ of this harmonic plane vave is in principle complex.
The result of the combination of (3.7) and (3.8) is:
к.к

» к1 - кг - aiK^Kg - (εομοεΓ(ω)) ω

(3.9)

From this equation the dispersion relation (3.2) can be deduced but in
this case it is better to keep the reciprocal shapeι

/ t.f « 4· ("i") - "(») )« " - Λ (ω) ω
С
e r

(3.10)
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The quantity ñ • η - i к ia the complex refractive index, which ia
found in the literature nearly аз frequently аз the dielectric con
stant itself. Their mutual relation can alao be given as:
2
crl - η

.2
-к
(3.11)

£ г 2 - 2n*
A complete knowledge of the complex dielectric constant, combined with
equation (3.8) is sufficient to describe the behaviour of an electro
magnetic wave in a dielectric medium. Returning to the Maxwell equa
tions (3.6) provides additionally the highly useful relations:
K.Î • 0

¡c.S * 0

с (<«5) » -ωΕ E

¡схЕ я uB

(3.12)

III.1.1.2.

Kramera-Kronig Relations and Plaamaresonance

The two components e -, ε _ of ε

are not independent. They are

connected by means of the widely used Kramers-Kronig relations (7, 8, 9)
(the suffix r will be omitted from now on):
е-Ы
1

_
- ω'ε (ω·)
- 1 •·•£? /
1
Χ ¿ω'
π
0 (ω 1 ) 2 -«. 2

- ε (α,·)
2
e-(io)--fp/
Ц
τ du'
2
π
0 (ω-)2 - ω2

(3.13)

(3.1І»)

These relations are based on purely mathematical derivation based on
the assumption of causality. The equations (3.13) and (3.lb) don't
find use in ellipaometry, but theoretical calculations usually only
provide ε„(ω) and ε-ίω) follows from (3.13). The situation is different
in reflectometry, where the reflection coefficient at normal incidence
R((i>) is measured. In principle this reflection coefficient is complex:
fl(u):
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Β(ω) » Н Ы е

1 в

(3.15)

According to references (9! 10) the phaae θ(ω) can be obtained from
the reflection coefficient Η(ω) by the Kramers-Kronig expresβion:
Η

»imi ' . υ f" ^ "<"') - 1" (")άω'
2
" 0
(ω·) - «

(3.16)

Η(ω) and ε(ω) nov can be calculated from each other by using the
relation:
RU) - · — £ = :

(3.17)

/ΤΓΤ
(3.16) and (3.17) open the possibility to obtain ε?(ω) values from
reflectivity measurements. The serious embarrassment

in applying

any of the KK-relations is, that one has to know the frequency depen
dence of a certain optical quantity over a large energy interval.
Further discussion about this problem vili be given in the experi
mental part.
An important feature related to the dielectric constant are Plasmons
(11, 12). Plasmons are usually related to metals, but in the rigo
rous treatment they are a very simple pronerty of the dielectric
constant ε. For this it is necessary to generalize the real frequency
ω to the complex frequency П » ω + ІГ. In this way waves decaying in
time are introduced into the wave equation (3.7). Correspondingly the
dielectric constant i{!t) will be extended to the whole complex frequency
domain 0. The plasmafrequency is that complex frequency Л that satis
fies the equality:
ε(η ) • 0

(3.18)

Though rigorous, the practical application of (3.Θ) encounters some
difficulty. Experimental information about ê usually is only obtained
along the real axis. Hence (3.8) is often substituted by the (improper)
condition:
c.U ) » 0

(3.19)
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but this expreseion only makes sense if c-(u) is sufficiently small
and the real "plasmafrequency" ω is only an approximation of the
correct one: 0 .
Ρ

III·1.1.3·

Pover Dissipation

According to textbooks (9) the loas of energy from the electromagnetic
vare to the medium follovs from the continuity equation:

§--*.î-î.î

(3.20)

Here at the lefthand side the enerffir dissipation per unit time and
unit volume is written. The dielectric approach requests j • 0, so
there remains:

is
- - Ϋ.5
at
For the Poynting rector J • Î>«H by means of previous expression the
time average S can be obtained:
-»

2

î(?) - |E0| exp(-2Í2.?) ¿ J -

(3.21)

о
This expression allows for the calculation of the time average of the
pover dissipation density:
3\x
3t

2uu
2uu
2к..к.
2

ωμ
о

к^.Ъ exp(-2Îe2.r)

| E J Z expt-a?-.?)
'о

From equation (3.9) follovs immediately

2
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2 " ε ο Wo e 2 ^

(3.22)

which transforme

£(?>-i

(3.22)

into:

ωε 2 ε ο |£(?)| 2

(3.23)

This erpression plays a very important role in the further theoretical
process. It is this expression that allows for the calculation of ε in
the semi-classical quantummechanical treatment.

III.1.2.

Intraband Transitions

Although at first glance a simple, easygoing model, the Drude descrip
tion for intraband transitions in conductors (13) is until today the
subject of still continuing discussion. The Drude-model gives a good
global description of the low frequency response of a metal, but major
difficulties and inconsistencies will be encountered if an accurate,
quantitative description is requested. The most important of these
problems that can be found in literature, will be discussed in the
following sections.

III.1.2.1.

Conductivity Models

By tradition the optical response of a metal has been lined up with
the dielectric model given before. If the current j is not neglected
the wave equation becomes:

If the same type of solution (3.Θ) is used here as well, it is possible
to write down:
j(?.t) = j(?,0) exp iot

(3.25)
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And an ohmic relationship can be introduced

J(?.t) - 5(ω) Ê(r,t)

(3.26)

Again isotropy has been used and 9 behaves like a scalar. Inserting
this knovledge into (3.2U) provides:
2

чЧ·

ν ol-rt
о

* cut'

3t

i-s î

о о

3t

(3.2T)

2

At this place i comes in, the contribution of the hound electrons in
the classical model, equivalent to the interband contribution in (3.1).
With (3.Θ) it follows that:

;.? - (;» • i .î.) φ
ε ω
о

2

(3.28)

с

From which the dielectric constant for a metal follows:
^мі M
metal

2^1.л
j. i
: ¿UU°(ω)
" *
(ω) +
ε ω
о

(3.29)

By means of (3.23) follova the pover dissipation density:
|£(?) - І С - е ^ + ^ ) |î(?)|2
using conventionally σ » σ. +

(3.30)

ia.

III.1.2.2. Relaxation-time or Prude Theory

Expression (3.29) and (3.30) need a proper expression for Э, with a
good link to microscopic properties. The established tool for that is
the Boltzmaan equation (ΐΊ,15):

[Ь**-Ь-Н-{г]·«
/

1

г)

- - ^ з {W K-« (Î) D - β * ) ] - w î - i e ( î , ) С - в( ]>
?8

3 31

(· >

and the electronic current equation:

J(p,t) - 5 f(p.t) = -e ƒ Ä - 7(î) Ag(î,t)

(3.32)

The factor Wj*, із the scattering probability per unit time for an
electron from a state at к to a state at k'. If a proper choice for
the interaction Hamiltonian is made, coupling to microscopic quantities
vili be obtained and tfjj, can be found quantvumechanically (especially
for instance by means of the Fermi Golden Rule or the Born approximation)·
The function g(k,t) establishes the electron distribution in phase
space, under the assumption of constant behaviour in real space· If the
equilibrium situation is described by g (к), then Äg(k,t) follows from:
(Э.ЗЗ)

Agd.t) = g(k,t) - g 0 (k)
For the velocity v(k) it is convenient to remember:
ν(ί) - 1/h Щ

(3.31»)

Эк
The righthand side of (3.31) is commonly known as the collision term
and the very heart of the Drude theory is related to the relaxationtime approximation of this term given by (15)

Г|г**· V f г-Мвсг^>--4гАв<*>
L

3t

эг

h

эк -I

(3 35)

·

т(к)

where τ(к) follows from the definition:

-rr
т(к)

я

'-^ъ*&'
(2π) 3

D-eíí·)]

(з.зб)

^

In the relaxation time approximation 5 can be found by obtaining a
solution for Ag(k,t) using (3.35)
If the electric field E(r,t) is again given by (3«8) the good trial
solution for Ag(k,t) is "synchronous":
ug(k t t) - h(k) ехр(і(к.? - tat))

(3.37)
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The Boltmann equation then produces the relationship:
-in + HK.V) * - r - l1 h(k) .n£ І . i - g 0 (k)
т(к)
Эк

(3.38)

from which immediately Ag(k,t) f o l l o w s :
β ±

Ae(k,t)

Э

о»*.

^
- і и + і(іс.т) +

(3.39)

γ-

т(к)
The current now follows as a consequence of (3*32)

££.^ β 0 (ί)
J(?,t) - .. / áS- ?(î)
kl

^ .
,(-ili) + і(к.\г) +
—
τ (к)

(3.1.0)

A number of additional assumptions is necessary to obtain the useful
expressions from (З.^О). Without proof it will be stated that (ν·κ)
can be neglected. Assuming further that т(к) is indenendent from k,
the conductivity ο(ω) can be obtained from (З.Ьо) as follows:

Integrating by parts (see reference (13)) produces:

«->-Τ™ϊ=Γ

'$5

Λί)Ι(^*(ί))

(3.U2)

The effective mass tensor m can be recognized in the integrand:
3(ω) - .e Τ ψ f Ä s g 0 (k) m
1 - ιωτ
Ulr 3

(î)

(3.U3)

Mostly from (З.'.З) immediately the famous Drude-express ion is collected.
Equation (ЗЛЗ) is still quite general. It should be kept in mind that,
although not stated explicitly, the integration has to be performed
over all bands, as calculated in the previous chapter. Completely
filled bands don't contribute however, as unfilled banda, so only the
partly filled bands have to be taken into account«
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The class of materials that form the subject of the thesis have a
very complex bandstructure at the Fermi surface. Hence it is certainly not allowed to apply the classical simplification, assuming a
single partly occupied band with constant effective mass:

1
m

, dk
o,*>
-τ S — î β (к)
Ui^
partly filled
bands

(3.M.)

σ
о
1 - ϊωτ

ne 2 T

(З.І»5)

The last expression holds also for the nickel-arsenides and according
to the theories shown here, (3.1*5) should also give the proper fre
quency dependence in this case.

III.1.2.3.

Testing the Drude model

If one defines as usual (l6) the (isotropic) plasmafrequency

, dk
a,t\
1 Э2Е
ƒ
—
г
«
5
U
)
Ö—Ö
cm.
о opt
opt
Ui^
Il 3k¿
the dielectric constant follows by means of (3.29)
ί(ω)

-Ì-

2 2
ω τ
E
(1 + ω 2 τ 2 )

+ ι

2
ω τ
Ρ

(1 + (Α 2 )

(3.U6)

(3.1*7)

In (З.І·?) interband contributions were included by means of a constant
b
b, ,
b
.
.
.
.
c. = c.iOJ.and Cp = 0. Such an assumption will not seriously influence
the analysis of interband transitions, because they are exclusively
based on c„(u). For the materials studied in this thesis, only two
regions in the energy domain will be distinguished, instead of the
usual three:
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т

A· Absorption region: ω <<
Ни)

(typically ηω << 10 meV)

· Г с^ - . А 2 1 + i Г ω|τ/ω J

Bé Mixed region: ω >

(З.ива)

Ά
2

3

(З.І«8Ъ)

ï(üi) - Γ ^ - (ω ρ /ω) ] + i [ Up/» * ]

Usually this mixed region is split up into a reflecting and transparant
region, devided Ъу the plasma frequency ω · This works probably only
in the case of alkali-metals. The turn-over point from reflecting to
transparant in (З^ЗЪ) is at the screened plasma frequency ω

= ω /</c.t

but for nickel-arsenides a full knowledge of the interband transitions
is requested at those frequencies and the plasma frequency is no longer
2
a clear concept· Figure (3.1) visualizes ε., ε ? and ω ε ? , based on
(3.U7) (й/τ = 10 meV, ftm = 10 eV, c^ = U).
Based on (З·1·?) are two tests for Checking Drude like behaviour.
At first there is the Argand diagram method (17). This diagram is a
plot of (fio))c (ω) versus -сЛт). From (3·1*?) follows immediately:
(ЗМ)

(tue) ε2(ω) =1і/т (ε* - ε,ίω))

The relationship has to be linear and the slope provides a value for
Ь/т. The Argand diagram is a strong test, because it is free from
approximations. All deviations have to be explained by interband
transitions.
The next test makes use of equation (ЗЛЭЪ). From this it becomes
clear that in the mixed region both -ε.(ω) and (ΐιω)ερ(ω) are linearly
—2
2
dependent from ω
(or λ ). The corresponding plots can be used to
test this behaviour. If so, from the slopes values of ω
be obtained·
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and τ can
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III. 1.2.1». Failures of the Drude Model

After verification of the 3traightforward Drude-model Ъу means of the
tests, it turns out that the nethod provides a good qualitative pic
ture, but there are severe discrepancies where accurate quantitative
behaviour is concerned. Tests are usually confined to the beginning
of the mixed region (0.01 eV «flu < 1 eV). There are three main problems:
1) The optical conductivity σ(ω) * ωερ(ω) should after extrapolation
produce o D C » a[0).

This is not the case (18, 3).

2) The value for τ, as found by means of (З.Ьвь) or (ЗЛ9) should be
constant at the low frequency part of the spectrum, τ turns out to
vary seriously (19, 20).
3) The optical properties υ(ω) themselves are suffering from poor
reproducibility (21, 22, 23).
The literature doesn't provide much comment with respect to 1), and onecan hope that 1) will be fulfilled if 2) and 3) are fulfilled too.
The problems with respect to 2) start if one wants to make a plot
of ωερ(ω) аз a function of ω

· Indeed a straight line will be found

as predicted by (З.ЬЗь). However the experimental line will not pass
through the origin. Based on this observation one generally assumes
a frequency dependence of τ: τ(ω).
1/τ(ω) - 1/το • Ъ ш 2

(3.50)

The dielectric constant obtained from (З.ЬТ) after substitution of
this τ(ω), is no longer a Kramers-Kronig pair however. A number of
authors have discussed this new problem (2ht

25). The conclusion is

that ω has to be replaced also in (ЗЛ?) by a frequency dependent
Ρ
parameter: ω (ω). Such relations can never be the consequence of a
Boltzmann-equation like (3.35) and this problem can be solved by re
placing the collision-term by a Green's-function like expression:
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Fit **· " ^ - h ^ M
I

Эг

β(ΐ г)

·

• '* а и * t , ) e ( i ' · t , ) d t ,

(з,5і)

Эк J

The relaxation-time approximation follows from the substitution:
0(t - f ) - i(t - f)/T(k)
(3.52)
The more general treatment follovs from the definition:
Τ(ω) + i S U ) = ƒ " 0(t) е І І , Л dt
And from this equation a frequency denendent

(3.53)
ω

, τ follovs:
Ρ

A good choice for G(t) allows practical use of (3.5Ό
Although fundamentally correct, assumptions different from (3.53)
greatly increase the computational effort and the corrections for
ш

are usually small.
Ρ
The most embarrassing problem with respect to optical behaviour is
certainly the bad reproducibility. There are no clear ideas about
the possible origin of this scattering of data. The suggestions found
in the literature are surface roughness, strain, grain-boundaries
and voids. Studies about the influence of these effects all require a
second analyzing method. The work of Asnnes et. al. about the standard
material gold (23) is probably one of the most important, available at
the moment. They assigned the discrepancies predominantly to voids
and related the observed dielectric constant <€> to the bulk ε by

means of:
<e> « ε

['-^

ІГГТЬ^-І

<'·55>

where it was assumed that f , the volume fraction of voids, is very
small. The netto result hence of the void hypothesis is nothing else
but scaling, which indeed explains for the observation that dielectric
constants vary in absolute value but preserve structure.

Si

From (3.55) the conclusion is straiçhtforvard that the values of ε. and
ε ρ being largest in absolute value should be preferred in general. The
equation however isn't specific: it works on both the intra- and interband part of the dielectric constant. Voids also influence the conduc
tivity by means of an additional size-effect, but this is not included
in (3.55).

111.1.2.5«

Interaction mechanisms

As mentioned before, the phenomenological Drude relaxation-time τ can
be linked to microscopic quantities through the factor Wfrfr,. If the
relaxation finds its origin in more then one mechanism, superposition
is allowed if they are uncorrelated in time. The most important scat
tering mechanisms influencing optical response are: electron-imnurity,
electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions, to be combined as:
(3.5б)

1/τ = 1/τ . + 1/τ + 1/τ
ei
ер
ее

If any of these scattering mechanisms is isotropic (3.36) may be re
placed by (15):
-rr-

Г-^Ч^

(1 -£·£')

(г»)

τ(Ϊ)

3

(3.57)

îî'

The electron impurity scattering -gives rise to a completely inert
contribution to the relaxation-tine. The perturbation Hamiltonian
can be written as:
Η. = Σ v(r - t.)
i

(3.58)

where v(r - Η ) i s the d i s t o r t i o n - p o t e n t i a l at t h e inrourity l a t t i c e
s i t e R.. Using Fermi's Golden Rule, W
i s given by:
1
kk'

W-H.
kk'
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s

rrni

I v -~
kk'

l 2 «(ECÎ·) - E(î))

(3.60)

Ыеге п. means the impurity concentration and Vjt£

the matrix element

belonging to one impurity. Substitution into (3.5T) produces the
constant τ ., similar as in the DC-case·
ei'
The electron-phonon contribution to the relaxation time follows
from the expression developed by Holstein (26, 2 7 ) :

П.61)

dz
D

e

Where T_ is the Debije-temperature. The derivation of the Holstein
equation (3.61) is beyond the scope of this thesis· Although the
procedure followed to arrive at (3«6l) is essentially different from
the relaxation time approximation from section III.1.2.2. it can be
reduced to a similar form after application of the assumptions that
led to (3.61). The transition probability Wfji

kk'.ep

ш

UVm ш

takes the form:

E
+

q,

к

к'

± fiu) ± uu)

π

(3.62)
(3.62) completely takes into account the simultaneous absorption
or emission of a photon (ίιω) and a phonon (Τιω*, fiq) by the scattered
electron (E+, ftk). As a consequence the electric field E(r t t) enters
the calculation for the second time. The phonon spectrum cones in by
means of n* the phonon occupation number and the phonon dispersion
id»*. For (3.6l) the (linear) Debije approximation for the phonon
dispersion vas used: ω-»- = cq. Also the high frequency limit
&J >> k-T , k-T was used, as is the case in most optical measurements.
From the constants can be mentioned m: electronic mass, M: atomic mass,
V: volume, n: atomic density and C: the coupling constant. The Holstein
equation is responsible for the majority of the temperature dependence
of the intraband dielectric constant·
The last contribution to the relaxation time in equation (3.56) is the
electron-electron interaction. Commonly in use for that is the GurzhiLawrence expression (28, 29, 30, 31).
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t = 4 ^ [s*2 * ®2 ]

(3.63)

Again for the detailed derivation the references should be used·
Δ is the fractional umklapp scattering factor and Г is the relative
averaged scattering probability that follows from:
Γ - — ï - r / ^ d q
ее
where ν

5VÊ

(ν")2

(3.61*)

e

represents the fully screened Coulomb interaction potential

between two electrons defined аз (15):
21
(3.65)
2
- ω
q
о
The fact that phonons play an active role in the screening of the
_'β

ν*

Uire

г2 * к

2

1 +

ω

2

Coulomb potential, explains for the temperature dependence of (З.бЭ).
However the most important term there is the frequency dependent
one. It is the only contribution to (3.56) that can account for the
experimentally observed term Ьш in (3.50). As such optical measure
ments allow for a direct observation of this type of interaction.
In practice the temperature term of (З.бЗ) can be neglected.
For all optical investigations of this thesis at last, the anomalous
skineffect has not been included. The electronic mean free path that
results from (3.56) is still smaller than the skindepth of these
materials.

III.1.3*

Interband Transitions

Knowledge about the intraband transitions is indispensible for the
understanding of the optical properties of the metallic compounds
treated in this thesis. Explicitly this will be done for liiSb. This
material has a clear interband transitions onset and behaves in a
way analogous to gold.
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For the other two materials, PtBi and TiBe-, it is certainly impos
sible to find an energy range that is not influenced by interband
transitions аз can be seen from the bandatructures. The theoretical
treatment of interband transitions that follava now needs as a prerequesite a detailed knowledge of the bandstructure as vas given in
chapter II· In turn it is possible to obtain experimental information
about this bandstructure by studying the interband part of the dielec
tric constant.

III.1.3.1. Statistics

Statistics is the procedure to link the macroscopic expression (3<30)
to microscopic quantummechanical considerations· A statistical
expression for the interband part of (3*30) can be derived, basically
similar as in references (32, 33, 31*). The infinitesimal volume
element dk m

reciprocal space contains

М-Щ

(3.66)

Starting from a two band situation, one initial labelled i and one
final labelled f, the total number of transitions allowed by the
Pauli-principle, possible from a volume element dk. to a volume
element dk. follows from:
<ИІГ-

V 2 dk d*
r
,
bg-i-f(ï.) (1 - f(H f )

(3.fi7)

f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac function that determines the electronic distribution· If W.

represents the transition-probability per unit

time for a single electron to go from k- to k., after proper integration the total amount of transitions per unit time follows from
2

||= JL_
3t

Ι6π

E

ƒ dî ƒ dk V. f(E.)|l
Ε^Γΐ -- f(Ej
f(Ej

i,f 1BZ

1

1BZ

f

lf

(3.67)
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The additional summation accounts for all pairs of bands· Every
transition absorbs a photon of energy Ito from the electric field
and this generates an expression for the power-absorption density:

g.aaa.s-^
it

vat

1бігь

t
i t f

, л w Г ( Е . ) Г 1 - « В Г ) 1 (з.б )

г&
1BZ

ι

f

1BZ

if

ι L

f J

The amount of energy absorbed has to equal the amount of energy dis
sipated, as expressed in (3.30). But from (3.30) only the interband
part is needed:

j a - Woz\

|2(?)|2

(3.69)
ъ

From vhich the statistical expression for £„ follows
ε

b
2

— Î — —SÏ—
I (?) Ібігбе

τ

ƒ dit. ƒ dit. w.- Γ(Ε.)ΓΙ - f(E.)l
1

i.f 1BZ

1BZ

f

lf

1

L

Where use vas made of the abbreviation I (r) » — |E(r)|

ΐ

(3.70)

J

.

After derivation of a proper expression for W.. (3«T0) can be used for
calculating ε ,

III.1.3.2.

Transition Probability

Electromagnetic radiation interacting vith matter is commonly descri•*,-»•

.

bed by the vectorpotential A(r,t)

î(r,t) = tQ βχρΓϊ(ωΐ - ?.r)|

(3.71)

in case of quantunmechanical applications (Зб, 37)· The electric field
follows from the equation:

î(?,t) = - - j !
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(3.72)

Hence £ aa defined in (3·θ) follows from the expression:

» -iiÂn

t

(3.73)

о

0

From (З.71) only the real part has physical meaning. The Haniltonian of the complete system can be written in the independent parti
cle approximation as:
H(r,t) - ^

[p + eî(?,t)l2 + (г)

(З.7І»)

This Hamiltonian is mostly approximated as:
H(?,t) • H (r) + Η (Ϊ)βχρ(ϊωΐ)
ο
ι

(3.75)

- dm
ë + V(r) +*î(r.t).p
m
The solutions for H (r) vere in full detail the subject of chapter II.
In principle the eigenfunctions obtained there, form the basisset for
the perturbation theory that follows. Taking ρ as (h/i)V for H.(r)
can be found:
ЯЛт) - |Ь exp(-iÎ.Î) Î .Ϋ
1

(3.76)

о

nuil

As follows from time dependent perturbation theory the transition
probability can be written as:
W i f = — |< ilHjf >|2 6(E f - E i - Ьы)

(3.77)

i,f symbolize the Bloch-states (as obtained in this thesis by means
of the APW formalism), for which the form will be used:
Ψ(ί. f ,r) » — e x p ( i k . -.?)u. .(?)
1

»1

ft

t-t1

(3.78)

i·»1
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The vave function (3*78) Ьаз to be completely equivalent vith the
expression (2.20). By means of this vave function the matrix ele
ment in (3.77) can be developed as:
<i

H

l ll

f>

* Siv

2

S

exp

^

i{

r ^ f * ^ ' Ч uf(r)[e.vì eatpfikj.rjujír)
(3.79)

In all cases of interest it is possible to neglect the photon wave
vector к with respect to the electron wave vector k. -. Next it is
convenient to use the folioving abbreviation:
ehE
<i H

l ,l f > = s ^ r

(e

';V

< 3 · 80 >

β·Μ.. =· ƒ dr exp(-ikf·?) u f (r)

ê · ^ exp(iî..r) u.(r)

The here introduced quantity M.. is what is usually understood as the
matrix element in a limited sense. From this definition and usinç
1 2
again I 0 = ·= E o (3.70) provides:
*%
W

if " Ul*

+

2 2 2 lS,Mifl

2

f - E i - *ω)

( 3

fi(E

·81)

m ui V

This expression has to be inserted in (3.70) to obtain the first
useful expression for the dielectric constant; but in advance it
is useful to define a h-. as:
h

if * f ( E i ) [ 1 - ^ v ]

(3 82)
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From which it follows that:
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All further reductions of (3.83) are a consequence of a further
development of the matrix element M..
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*ω)

(3.β3)

III.1.3.3· Momentum Conservation
Carrying out partly the gradient in the expression for M..
transfers (З.80) into:
M i f = ƒ dr expfiCk. - îf).?l и*(?)Г^ + iî.l и.(?)

(3.81*)

For the deduction of the momentum conaerration rule it is important
to note that in expression (3.78) the functions u. .(r) are perio
dical with the lattice. As an iranediate consequence u„(r)[y + ікЛи.(г)
is also periodical with the lattice· So it can he expanded into a
Fourier series·
u * ( ? ) ^ + i l l u.(?) = τ ^ expii^·?)

(3.85)

which provides the expression for M..
5îif, » Σ ^

S dr е х р І К ^ • к. - k f b r j

(3.86)

•* ι2
Without effort follows the expression for ι*
|β·Μ._|
!

|e«M..|
«
1

Σ ( β ' Ο , Μ β Ό J. ) ƒ dr-exp -i(g - g,)«r
l,j
V
L
JЛ J

ƒ d?' exp[i(ej + \

- ΪΓ)·Γ·]

(3.87)

The first space integral can be used to reduce the double summation
like:
|ê-M if | 2 = [ν Σ 18-c^ 2 ] ƒ d?' e x p ^ t ^ + k. - k f ).?·]

(3.88)

Making use of the properties of the {-function (36)
ƒ d? ß·'*
V

» Ví(k)

ƒ d£i(î) - ^ 1BZ

(3.89)

33

and taking into account that the present description is performed
in the reduced zone scheme, hence allowing for omission of g.,
(3.88) transforms into:
|8-U.f|2 = V 2 « ^ - íf) E|ê.c*|2

(3.90)

Expression (3.90) contains the very heart of vhat is called momentum
conservation in optical transitions. A return to this point will be
made later. Inserting (3.90) into (3.83) provides the direct transitions based dielectric constant:

4 • -гЧт A ' ώ ν K r l2Ä(Ef - Ei - ^
π ε га ω
о

ι,f
'

1ΒΖ

(3 91)

·

A slightly different form of the matrix element M.f has been introduced
but as such (3.91) forms the at the moment most widespread formula for
interband transitions.

III.1.3.b. Matrix Elements on the APW-baaia
Calculation of the matrix elements is not a minor problem, even if the
APW calculation has been performed aa such. The bottlenecks can be
summarized as follows. The APW basis-set is not orthonormal. APW basisfunctions can not be reduced in a practical way to a Fourier series
expansion as was used to arrive at (3.91). Expression (3.91) will
only be used in as far as momentum conservation within the reduced
zone scheme will be used. For the actual calculation of the matrix
elements M.. as expressed in (3·βθ) will be used. By means of (2.21)
and (2.35) the initial and final state can be developed:
T.(r,î) - α. Σ ν ф А Р (Е., î + І , î)
1
ιρ ρ
ι
ρ

(3.92)

Τ (r.k) - a f Σ ν Ф А Р '(ЕГ, ί + g

(3.92)

4
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Î)

Comparing (3.92) with (3.7B) provides for »î. :
a i f - a*afV Σ A
p,q

/ d í f t ^ Í E . . î * ^ . ?)Ϋ ·*«(Ε Γ . î • î . ?)]
WS IJ
(3.93)

WS stands for Wigner-Seitz cell· Next it io convenient to introduce
the definitions:

/ d? ••""'(Е.. г • г , ?)Ϋ • AP, '(E fi г • s , ?)
k

Ρn

" 1с + β_

Ρ

к »к+g
1
Ч

g

ом)

= g -g
РЧ
Ч
Ρ

m

vili Ъе called the partial matrix elements. Opposite to the APW
PI
matrix elements themselves, there is no surface contribution, but
there is a contribution from the volume of the muffin-tin spheres.
In an analogous way the partial matrix elements follow:
=

V

V . W S - "pq.MTS * mpq,4TS

(3

*95)

* ƒ dr exp(-ik ·Γ)ν exp(ik τ )
p
WS
ч-Ζ f 0 АрзіпвАдіЬ ехр(-ік τ ) * ехр(ік τ )
vMTS
P
I
+Σ ƒ p2dpBin9ded.» »"^"(E.,
к , ? ) ^ • A P W (rE - , к , τ)
1
p
ν MTS
*
MTS ia an abbrevation for muffin-tin sphere. The three components
of m are in the order of increasing difficulty: the first is the
PI
contribution of the plane wave part over the WS-cell:

Zi

- ik ƒ dî expiirê - gj·?] = ІП (î + gj«
1

3

pi· «

lys

Li

PJ

0

(3.9б)

ipq

The second contribution is a correction in the muffin-tin spheres
of the plane wave ¡ ξ ^ ^ :
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η
. - ^ * ik Σ βχρ i g т і
ƒ ο dp3Ìn9d8d4 e r p ( i g рсозв)
pq.MTS
Чv
L РЧ J 4TS
PI
- i ( k • ; q ) Σ e x p ( i | p q . ? ) h*s£

J / P ^ ) / ^

(3.97)

The same expression for the integration can Ъе found in Loucks·
The last term is the most bothersome one and gives the contribution
of the inside of the muffin-tin spheres· Mainly the problems are
due to the mixing of Cartesian and spherical coordinates. If the
gradient is written in spherical coordinates:
(3 9θ)

*·τ;<+τπ*+τάζ*τϊ"*

·

Where ê, β, φ can be found in the mathematical handbooks from vhich
it will be repeated that:
г

ρ « віп созф î + зіп аіпф $ + сов

3 • соз соэф χ + соз эіпф у - sine 2
I •

-віпф χ +

созф J

Next it can be recalled from chapter II that (inside MTS):
•"^(ît.r) - W e 1 ' Г Î
Ζ i 1 3AwiL)4*Ji)Y,JS)
1-0 m=-l
1 rat 1m
1m

F^E.p)
1

Fj(E,p) - R^(E,e)/R^(E,R^t)

(3.100)

Using these expressions one obtains for m

,„,_:

pq^MTb
•*

%,ΜΤ3 "
^*

,¿2

l 6 l r

І ?

Z

ν

e

ра

, ?

•^1·1'

-

Z

.(l'-l)

Z

i
1,1· m.m·—!,!·

ƒ ρ 2 ά03ίη9άθάφ ϊ * (ρ) F^(S.,p) V Y , l m , ( Ô ) ΡΪ',(Ε.,ρ)

MTS

lm

1

ι

1 m

1'

f'

(3.101)
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The integral expression has to Ъе developed seperately:
V =

2

ƒ р арзіп а аф Ï^C?) Ρ^Ε.,ο) ^ ^ . „ J S ) Fi.(Ef.p)
MTS
ν

+ Γ/ αθάφ У^СріГітф + зіп

[^pdP

3 -У

^,„.(5)1

Ρ^Ε.,ρ) F^(E f .p)]

(3.102)

A full reduction of μ will not Ъе çiven. Only the z-component, the
easiest one, will be developed and can serve аз an example« In equation
(3.102) the radial and angular variables are totally separated·
The angular parts are not dependent from the particular uroblem. Using
properties of the spherical harmonics they can he developed into
system independent coefficients· The expression for the z-component
can be written as:
,v

, β ν * . Fl(VP>!rï.(Ef.p)] - *2[Γ°*> 'ï<«i.»> * ^ }

",-1·

I, = ƒ зinβdθdφ Y*
ι

im

.(3) соз ΥΊ (ρ)
jja

I 2 = / sinβdθdφ ï*,m,(p) зіп |j Y^tS)

(3.103)

For the integral I use can be made of the relation (36), that
соз

Y, (Ô) = Ad.ra) Υ
1Ш

1 + 1 ,ΠΙ

(δ) + B(l,m) Y.

т

(р)

1 — 1 |Τη

By means of this relation and the orthonormality of the Y, 's, the
im
integral I. produces the result:

9?

I, - [Ad.»)«!.,!*! * ^ 1 ·^!..!-!]«™.

(3

·105)

Such a simple procedure and result don't hold for I . For this
integral a more profound treatment is necessary· For this the following
relations are required:
ν

ί·>\ _

Vo)

21+1 (l-m)¡ - ,.m ігаф_т,.л

" -ігг-гат^0 е p i ( ç )

ξ » соз

1-Ç2 ^ і = ΐ[ρ™+1- (l+mXl-m+l) Ρ™"1]

(З.Юб)

Using this knowledge I- can he written as:
T
I

2

=

21+1 (l-m)l
™ T " (l+ra)l

21'+1 (l'-m)I .
~ Τ Γ " { r + т Н διιπιι'

Γ ƒ dÇ Р™,(С)[Р°+1(С) - (l+m)(l-ra+l) P ^ V ç ) ! 1

(З.ЮТ)

As can be found in (36) there are no orthorçonalitv relations with
respect to associated Legendre functions of different m. So (3.107)
has to be calculated explicitly, but the result is still a neutral
coefficient, as can be expressed by:

I 2 =• C d . l ' . m ) ^ ,

(3.108)

Every APW program contains a subroutine for the calculution of
Legendre polynomials. By means of (3.103) all necessary μ

can be

ζ

found. A combination of (3.93), (3.96), (3.97) and (3.101) next is
ζ
able to produce Η._:
z
M?,
» aiV f. νΓ
Ζ ν " ГіП ν (к + g"Ч)
if
l p L o p z

+ Σν
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Σ Uw e x p ( i £

·?)

Г-іН^(к

Z

+ g ) j.íg

RVJ/g

W

i^.tS^/d.!'.-)] ] ]

(3.109)

Л » mind,!')
yz(l,l,,m) follovs from the combination of (3.103), (3.105) and
(3.108)
ζ

V

(1.1.,.) - [А(і.т) , 1+ 1+ ВМЧм^Г»2*· К Ь К]
-[cd.l'^íJf/^pdpF^F^,]

(3.110)

The х- and /-components of (3.93) can he found analogously.
(3.109) and (3.110) can he found only numerically· Many componente
are available as subroutines in the APW-routine.

III.1.3.5«

Beyond momentum conservation

As far as experimental data are available nov momentum conservation,
like expressed in (3.91), is not in advance guaranteed. Just for the
verification of this remark an important tool is the densitv-density
correlation. The step precedin.» (3.91) can he written as:

4 --гЧ-2.«
' A 1ΒΖ'*t h ifiKfi 2 «•(îl-sf>e(Vv*',>
ir ε m ω ι .f 1ΒΖ
о

'

Although pure phenomenology, from t h i s expression a very important
g e n e r a l i z a t i o n can be obtained through the replacement:

«•(Èi-ïf) — >

p

№ i * V

(3.111)
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Because the {-function gave rise to the rigorous momentum conservation,
P(k.-»- k.) vili be introduced as the scattering probability for an
electron from k. to к leaving the source of scattering undefined.
The only condition that vili be imposed is that:
ƒ dk. P(k. + к ) - 1
1
1BZ

(3.112)

The other extremum opposite to rigorous momentum conservation! nov
can be introduced, by requiring that P(k. ->· k.) is a constant over the
Brillouin zone, vhich leads to:
P(î. -• itf) • 1/tI

(3.113)

Where η means the reciprocal volume of the first Brillouin zone·
So starting from the generalized expression for e :
ε

2 " 2e2ft2 2 *
ί

ΐ

/

dî

i

f Á

t \t\%'Kt\2

P(

V V^VV*" 0

" β " "
'
Assumption (3.113) produces the expression:

(3.11U)

2 2
2 " г 2 ' 2 2 Z S " i / d *f h i f |8·!*' | 2 6(Β Γ -Ε.-*ω)
(3.115)
ir ε m ω Ω i.f
о
From equation (3.115) a highly useful result can be obtained if one
calls in mind the property of the delta-function:
C

S(E., Ε., ΐω) = /"dE S(E-E.)g(E, Ε,, Iwo)
1

Г

—л

1

(3.116)

г

for every arbitrary function g. Calling the constant in (3.115) G,
this expression developes into, if the matrix elements |3·Μ.-| are
chosen constant e.g. M:
Cg • GM 2 Τ dE ί(Ε)Γΐ - f(E+ ϊιω)||Σ S dîL « ( Е ^ ) !
Γ t d k f í(Ef-E-ftiü)l
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(3.117)

Аззшпіпз low temperatures and taking the zero of enerjQr at the Fermilevel, by means of the expression for the density of states D(E) (15)
D(E) = -ir Ζ S dk δ(Ε - E (к))
ι 3
u» η

(3.118)

η

where η means the band index, equation (3.1 IT) can be reduced to:

ε2 =

2 е

У

< 2

^

3 ) 2

π ε m ω il
ο

/"dB D(E)D(E • fio,)

(3.119)

-Тш

which after a simple translation transforms into:
U 2JL· 2 ΐω
ε, = ^
X\ K ! dE D(E - Ьм)В(Е)
ε m ω Ω
о

(3.119)

This expression is commonly known as the density-density correlation.
The same result was also obtained by Taue (З^, 35)· However he based
his approach entirely on the existence of amorphous states.
In the approach here, which is explicitly phenomenoloçical, it becomes
clear that the density-density correlation is equivalent with indifference of momentum conservation. The issue of momentum conservation
is a central one in the optics of solids» The picture is far from clear.
With respect to the observation of dielectric constants only a comparison of the joint density of states (3.91) and the density-density correlation (3.119) is able to give an answer on this question.
This is the importance of (3.119). An example of such a comparison can
be found in reference (38). The conclusions made there also find confirmation in this thesis. These conclusions are that the overall
behaviour of the direct and indirect model are the same. The direct
model (JDOS) contains always the sharpest structure. Both models explain the experiment in a reasonable way, but it is not always nossible
to conclude which of the two models is the best. For NiSb and TiBe„
an advantage for the JDOS was found, as can be found in the discussion
of the experimental results. The discussion direct versus indirect
finds an extension in the photoemission experiment. However the conclusion is comparable: an illustration of this statement can be found
in references (39, UO). Also other arguments are available that it is
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not зimple to decide betveen one model or the other. Momentum conser
vation and tranalational symmetry are one and the same thine;, аз was
shovn in III.1.3·3· Everything that disturbs this symmetry, like
impurities, lattice imperfections or phonone will also violate this
momentum conservation. So consistently both models were used for the
explanation of the observed spectra.
In tvo ways the JDOS and DD-correlation are used. First as a calculated
ω e„ to be compared with the same measured quantity. In the following
section about histogram approximation it will be shown that its deri
vate with respect to U is directly linked to structure in the density
of states in the indirect model. This is a pro. However it is sometimes
difficult to observe structure in an experimental JDOS. This is not the
case with the optical conductivity ωε«. So this property is favored by
the experiment.

III.1.3.6.

Histogram approximation

Expression (3.119) denominated as density-density correlation is a much
more accessible equation as the direct transitions equation (3.91)«
Despite this seeming simplicity (3.119) is still a nonlinear integral
equation. The following method was developed as an auxiliarly tool
.
2
to facilitate the interpretation of ω ε„ spectra. If it is allowed to
apply (3.119) this method allows for conclusions that can difficult be
obtained in another way. It is always possible to approximate a certain
function by means of a histogram· Of course the approximation can be
made very fine, but for our purpose, e.g. the histogram approximation
of the density of states, a rather crude model has to be preferred.
Such an approach fulfils the intention of this method best: to give a
first identification of tne overall behaviour of the optical constants.
Mathematically spoken a histogram is a decomposition of a function as a
superposition of Heaviside functions. What follows is a short review of
the definition and some of the properties of the Heaviside function as
far as required for this article. First the definition of the Heaviside
function H(x):
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H(x) » 1 when

χ >О

Η(χ) - О when

χ < О

(3.120)

The first property of the Heaviside function explains how it behaves
under differentiation:

4-H(x) = i(x)

(3.121)

ax
This rule сап he checked Ъу integration. The second property is con
nected with products of Heaviside functions.
H(x - x ^ H U - x 2 ) « H(x - x ^

if x 1 > x 2

= H(x - x 2 ) if x 2 < x 1

(3.122)

In other words the product of two Heaviside functions is again a Heavi
side function· Using these stepfunctions it is possible to approximate
a density of states, known for instance from handstructure calculations,
or even an intuitive proposal for it by the following expression:
D(E) = Σ Д к H(E - Е^)

(3.123)

Because it will show up a few times later in this section, the expression
for E = 0 will be written down explicitly for easier recognition then:
D(0) = Σ Д к K(-\)

g Δο

(3.12l()

Because the interest is on differentiation of expression (3.119) it
is useful to introduce the function h(E,fl(i>) defined аз:

híE.ftu) = H(E) - H(E - liu)

(3.125)

By means of t h i s function h equation (3.119) transforms i n t o :
2
ω cp = A

*"
ƒ hÍE.ftujDÍEjDÍE - 1іш)аЕ

(3.126)
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If Dov the derivative is taken from (3.126), the differentiation can
be applied directly to the integrand:
•|j (üi2c2) - A
Further evaluation

ƒ -^ (h(E,fti))D(E)D(E - *ω))άΕ
providee:
h(E,ftu) + 0(Е)й(Е,Лі)) ^.

(

. ·ϋ ω )jdE

- A

ƒ D(E)D(E - Пш) ^

» A

ƒ [ D ( E ) D ( E - ІіыЖЕ - ftj) - D(E)h(E,1iu) Ζ Д к «(Е - \

D

E

- *ω)IdE

Integration removes a l l d e l t a functions, what y i e l d s :
• Α | θ ( 0 ) θ ( ΐ ω ) - Г Д к h ( E k + *ω, І ш М Е ^ + * ω ) |

(3.127)

Applying equations (3.125) ,(3.12І») and once more (3.123) to (3.127)
results after reordering in:
3 £ U 2 s 2 ) » Α Σ Ε Δ,Δ. Ш-Е^ІНСйш - E.) + і К Е ^ Щ і ^ + Тил - E.) -

HÍEj^ + 1l(ü)H(Ek + *ω - Е . ) |

(3.128)

According to the productrule, the derivative of the density-density
correlation, as expressed by (3.128), is hence in case of a piecevise
constant density of states, again a piecevise constant quantity. So,
if place and height of all relevant steps are known, the derivative
can he reconstructed from:
^

( « A 2 ) - Σ Δ» Ы(Е - ϋ ω 1 )

(3.129)

The tracing of these steps (firn , Δ') is easier from the second derivative
as follovs from:
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¿-г (ω2εd ) = Α Σ Ε Δ Δ Гн(-Е. )δ(*ω - Ε.)
- Η(Ε. + Λω - Ε.)«(Ε. + Ьш)
J
tof
к j
·' L
JK
+ (HCEJ^) - H C E ^ > liuJJóCE^ + fiu - E.)

(3.130)

If (3·130) represents a superposition of Heaviaide functions, it is
clear (3*121) that its derivate has to be a superposition of delta
functions. Hence (3.130) represents in common terms a linespectrum.
Each line reflects only a few terras from the extensive double summation
where the delta function becomes active.
Following now is a classification of the different kind of steps possible
in (3.128). The stepheight can he found from (3.130), because it is
exactly the coefficient belonging to the active delta function.
Final state structure:ficii,
1 = +E.
j
This situation occurs for all elements from the double suramation (3*130)
where the first delta function becomes active. The total stepheight
follows from summation:

4 -A ι Vj H<-v
= A A j U Л к Ht-E^)) = Α Δ 0 Δ^

(3.131)

Two things have to be remembered. The zero of energy has been set
at the Fermi level. Because Ъш.. is positive, this case selects only
steps at positive E.· So these steps are only associated with final
state structure.
Initial state structure: 1ίω,

-\
In a similar way as in the previous сазе, the condition that the second
delta function becomes active causes steps:
Δ·-^Σ

V

.

H(Ek.Ek-E.)

= -А Л к S Aj Ht-Ej) - -А Л 0 Л к

(3.132)
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The fact thatfirn,is positive, in this case means that necessarily
E, has to he negative· Hence this case probes the initial state
structure· The minus sign in expression (3.132) has an interesting
and very natural meaning·
The derivative of the density-density correlation produces the
mirror image of the initial density of states vith respect to the
Fermi level· Consequently the corresponding steps in the initial
density of states have to change sign under this operation·
Interferential structure: Au, = E. - E.
—
I j k
The tvo previous cases are typical for metals, because they request
a non-zero density of states at the Fermi level· The third delta func
tion is the only term left in the case of semiconductors and isolators·
This kind of transition shows some similarity with the van Hove singu
larities in the direct transitions case· The stepheight follows from:
Δ| - Α Σ Σ Δ ^

(НСІ^) - HCí^ + Ьш))

кJ
The analysis of this term is more complicated than the previous tvo
cases« The condition is that the tvo Heaviside functions produce a
non-zero result· For that it is necessary that E. and E, + Τιω have
opposite sign, and because, if E, is positive, E, + ttu is positive too
only the combination E, negative and E, + Ъш positive is allowed· This
has an immediate consequence that from the tvo pairs (E, ,E.) and (Ε.,Ε, )
к

J

J Jt

in the double summation only one ;ives a contribution· So the result is:
Δ' - Α

Σ
-fiüi<E<0

Σ
-Δ, Δ.
Ε.»Ε+Τιω

j

This condition is in general only fulfilled by one pair (E, ,E.)· This
produces the interferential stepheight as:
Δ^ - ~k A D j ^

(3.133)

The explanation of the minus sign is the same as in the previous case·
It should be noted already here, that terms of the type (3.133) occur
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only if there is structure in both initial and final density of
states· For this reason it was called interferential·
Onset
fini
— hehaviour:
-—__
о = 0
The onset of the derivative at *ω • 0 cannot he reconstructed from
expression (3.130). If the onset Δ' is defined as the value of (3.128)
for ΐω я 0, the result is:
д ; - A Σ E uj^j ГШ-Е^НС-Е^) + (H(Ek) - Н С Е ^ М Е ^ - Е^)]
j

- Α Σ Σ Δ.Δ. H(-E. )H(-E.) » Α Δ^
J
J
0
к J
*

(З.ІЗІ»)

•—> Application
The previous results can be combined to a very concise expression·
First (3.123) has to be rewritten as:
D(E) = Σ Δ ί H(E - E i ) + Σ A f H(E - E f )
i
t

(3.135)

By making an explicit difference betveen initial and final states
through the indices i and f, and using (3.129), the folioving expres
sion for the derivative can be obtained:
4 - (iii2e0) = Α Δ 2 Η(6ω) + Σ Δ Δ, Н(йш - E,) - Ζ Δ Δ. Η(Τιω + Ε.)
аш
2
Ιο
.οι
f.
οι
ι
'

•

f

- Σ Σ Δ,Δ. Η(ΐ ω + Ε. - Ε )
1
if
J

1

(3.136)

In a trivial vay two additional steps can be introduced in (3.135):
D(E) =|ς A i H(E - E.) - Δ ο H(E)[ + L· 11(E) + Σ A f H(E - Ef)l
(3.137)
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The introduction of these two additional steps allows for a fargoing
reduction of (3.136)

~

2

(u c 2 ) = Σ'Σ' Γ-Α A i u f Н(Ьш + Z¡ - B f ) |

(3.13Θ)

The accents indicate the presence of the additional steps in the double
summation. An illustration of the application of (3.138) is shown in
i f
i
f
fig. 3.A1 and fig. З.Л2. A labeling system (Β ,Β , Κ , E.) was used to
identify the corresponding structure in the histogram approximation
for an arbitrary DOS| left in fig 3.A1. The upper diagram in fif;. 3«A2
shows the derivative of the DD-correlation as obtained from (3.138).
In the right part of fig. 3.A1 the DD-correlation itself is shown. The
changes in slope there, are labeled with a pair of labels as defined
before· Primary pairs contain at least one of the labels В

or В . All

other pairs are interferential. This explains the two lover diagrams
in fig. 3.A2, where primary and interferential contributions are drawn
seperately. The now following remarks are especially intended for metals.
Suppose there are no interferentials. In that case there are two possi...
. i
. f
bilities: or all labels contain 3 , or all labels contain В . This is
only enabled by a constant initial or constant final density of states.
The first of these two possibilities is not very likely to occur in
practice, but in both cases the derivative of the DD-correlation will
be a replica of the final or initial density of states, what is also
clear from direct inspection of equation (3.119). Because the density
of states is a positive quantity, it is hence not possible that the
DD-correlation has a negative slope if there are exclusively primaries.
The fun is in the reverse argument: suppose the DD-correlation manifests
a region where its slope is negative, then there must be interferential
structure, in other words there has to be structure at both sides of
the Fermi level. It is this conclusion that has special meaning for the
analysis of the optical response of the nickel-arsenides, studied in
this thesis. Further examples of application can be found in the expe
rimental part.
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III.1.3.7.

Temjeraturejìependence

There are only a few putlications atiout the temperature dependence
of the interband transitions contribution to the dielectric constant
in the case of metals. Rosei (Ui, h2)

treated the temperature depen-

dence in the case of silver, both theoretically and experimentally.
In his theoretical treatment Rosei took the influence of phonons
only into account in the energy conservation during the phonon absorption process. But the influence of phonons on momentum conservan
tion is the dominant influence. The treatment that follovs here, has
the emphasis on momentum conservation. Essentially the starting points
vili be the same as used in the socalled "free carrier absorption"
theory for semiconductors (U3, kk,

1*5). All these articles are devoted

to a simple parabolic tvo band model, vhich allovs for reductions not
applicable in the many bands сазе. This simplification will not be
used here, but alternatively the phonon spectrum vili be approximated
here by a Debye model (acoustic phonons only). To allov for the in
fluence of phonons use has to be made of second order perturbation
theory. The total perturbation ΔΗ of the unperturbed lattice has to be
written nov ast

ΔΗ = H 1 + H 2

(3.139)

The first perturbation Η

is defined by (3·76) and the second one

describes the electron-phonon interaction, for whose matrix element
later the Wilson-Sonmerfeld expression will be used (26, U6). The ex
pression for Vf.

аз required by (3.70) is ді еп in the case of second

order perturbation by:
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The summation runs over the available bands, so m represents then the
band index. It has to be noted that here Ε , E and £. represent the
Γ
m
ι
energy of the entire system, e.g. the energy of the electron, the phonon
and the photon subsystem together. Expression (3.1Ί0) cannot be used as
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auch, but it can be largely reduced, if the following remarks are
taken iato account:
<i|AH|m> <m|AH|f>

= UilHjn» + <i|H2|ra>jr<m|H1|f> + <m|H2|f>J
» <i|H1|m> <m|H |f> + <i|H2|m> ^ J H J ^

(3.11»l)

Two terms have been dropped· The absorption of two photons is not
compatible with the linear character of the approach used here and
the absorption of two phonons has no repercussions for the absorption
of electromagnetic radiation· A further reduction of (3'ΐΊΟ) is pos
sible if the detailed shape of the photon matrix element is used:
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These results follow from the combination of equation (3·8θ) and
(З.Э6). As in the section about momentum conservation (З^І^З) can
be rewritten if a restriction to the first Brillouin zone is made:
eftE
<i|H 1 |m> = » - — 2 i(k. - k m )(S 8·?.)
(3.1 Ul.)
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The reduction follows after performance of the integral over the
Brillouin zone, what goes like:
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Here already use was made of the anticipation that the phonon matrix
element is not dependent from the bandindex, Here the labels i if,
used in the sandwiching bra's and kets, refer only to momentum· Com
bining (3·1^0) and (З.І^З) results in the Rosenberg-Lax expression
(1*5) for the second order transition probability:
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Equation (3·1^έ) represents four kinds of processes that can be sum
marized as following:
1 ) 1 photon absorbed —& 1 phonon absorbed
2)

1 photon absorbed — ^ 1 phonon emitted

3) 1 phonon absorbed — ^ 1 photon absorbed
h)

1 phonon emitted — ^ 1 photon absorbed

These processes are visualized in fig· 3.2, where the conservation
rules were already applied as they will be used· The delta function,
guaranteeing (nett) energy conservation in (З.І^б) is:
i(E, - S. ) = 6(E,(Í.) - E. (it. ) - *ω ± flu*)
r
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(З.І^Т)

q

where bo) represents the phonon energy· The minus sign indicates
phonon absorption (cases 1, 3 ) , the plus sign emission (cases 2, U).
For further development of (З.І^б) also an explicit expression for
the phonon matrix is required· This expression is formulated as:
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С represents a constant of the order of magnitude of 2/3 Б-· Я stands
for the number of unit cells and И the sum of the ionic masses in one
unit cell, because only the acoustic branches will be used« The occu
pation number for the phonons in a particular normal mode q, is given
by n*· Further:
ω*
1

(3.1W
V

·*

with ν the speed of sound (Debye approximation)! In order to avoid
s
lengthy constants, abbreviations will be used, like:
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(3.150)

Here η represents the number of elementary cells per unit volume·
By means of (3.150) expression (З.Йб) can be further developed· As
a first step phonon absorption and emission has to be made explicit,
as well as the energies:
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(3.151) represents still an exact expression for the second order
transition probability· The energies E in the nominators, with i, m
as band indices, belong now to single electron states as obtained
from a bandstructure calculation· If W » is omitted, the + and terms combine into:
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The last summation replaces to a certain extent the matrix element
in the previously treated one photon case· It is convenient to intro
duce an abbreviation for it:
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(3.153)
The expression at the left builds a unity, fiu has no special meaning
there and was only introduced for dimensional reasons· The matrix
elements 11.' at the right follow straight from section III.1.3.1*.
Equation (3.152) now can be substituted into (3·7θ) to create the
expression for the dielectric constant:
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For the phonon contribution q(n-* + J) a concise expression can be
q.
derived after inserting the explicit expression for the phonon occu
pation number n-*:
4
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(3.155)

The integration boundaries of (З.ІЗ**) are not those encountered in
the littérature (1*7). The reason is clear· Points k. very close to
the zone boundary are carried across the zone boundary for even very
small phonons. These transitions will not contribute to (3·15Ό. So
the present zone boundaries destroy the symmetry in q-зрасе, expli
citly introduced by (3.155)· This symmetry can be restored taking into
account umklapp processes, what allows for a translation, leaving the
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integration boundariea untouched:
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This ia the type of equation that enablea the calculation of the tem
perature dependence. Аз such (3.156) builds a more healthy approach
to the problem as Rosei's one. A fev remarks further have to be made.
In equation (3,153) singularities occur especially if Jt. = k., vhat
might be bothersome for actual calculations. But after the integration
as required by (3.156) still a finite result is obtained, even if the
limit for Τ -• 0 is taken. The proof for these statements is too lengthy
to be given here, but the result is that equation (3.156) is substitu
tional for (З.91) and not additional to (3.91). This is remarkable,
because for k. •= k. equation (3.1U6), the Rosenberg-Lax equation,
formally cannot be used, because this second order expression requires
a zero first order contribution. Expression (3*156) can be calculated
entirely by making use from what vas obtained in the previous sections
of this thesis. Hovever it has to be mentioned that for every new
temperature T, the entire APW bandstructure calculation has to be per
formed once more vith the lattice constants belonging to the expanded
lattice. In principle with not too much effort from (3.156) the phenomenological scattering function P(k. -* к ) can be obtained from compari
son with equation (3.111»). Also it can be seen that the higher the
temperature, the more the optical response will approach the indirect
model calculated for that particular temperature.
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III.2.

Experimental Methods

The previous part of this chapter vas devoted to the theoretical
treatment of dielectric constants· This part describes the experi
mental methods used for their measurement· Basically two methods
vere employed: ellipsometry and reflectometry· Ellipsometry vas
the major tool, it provides the dielectric constants e. and e„
directly. Reflectometry vas used as an independent test and аз a
possibility for the extension of the energy range· It offers ε.
and e„ only after a Kramers-Kronig transform applied to the measured
quantity R, the reflectivity.

111.2.1.

Theory of Elligsometry

The main theoreticians in the field of ellipsometry are Azzam and
Bashara ('t8, 1)9, 50). Especially (US) is the only textbook available
in the field at the moment and the application of ellipsometry is
far vider than what is going to be used here. There are tvo classes
of ellipsometers: nulling ellipsometers, equipped vith a compensator
and vhere polarizer-analyser settings form the output, and rotating
analyser or photometric ellipsometers vithout compensator and offering
a series of intensities as output. Azzam and Bashara focus their atten
tion primarily on the first category. The ellipsometer used here
belongs to the second class. Hence it is impossible to apply directly
the information offered by them. Only their basics can be used,
especially the concept of the Jones-vector and Jones-matrix.

III.2.1.1.

Jones-vectors and Jones-matrices

A plane electromagnetic vave travelling along its path, represented
by its electric field component, can be written as:
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S(z,t) " Re ІЕ erp(ií ) ezp(i(kz - ut))1 ж
Re

E

eip(iä ) exp(i(kz - ort)) У

(3.200)

where the wave moves along the z-direction· The Jones-vector now
removes as much redundant information from (3.200) as possible: a
common phase factor and a conraon amplitude. Usually this is done
in such a way that the result is normalized. This normalized vector
representa the whole class of all vectors (3.200) with the same
Jones-vector. For instance (3.200) can be represented by:
1
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s - s
y

(3.201)
X

The Jones-vector should be seen as a flexible concept. In a sequence
of optical elements e.g. usually only the Jones-vector of the ente
ring wave is normalized. In this language the transmission of an
electromagnetic wave through an optical component can be described
by a matrix like:
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(3.202)
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This matrix Τ in general is complex and is called Jones-matrix.
The concept is especially useful for the description of the state
of polarization through the sequence of optical components, as is
the case in the ellipsometer. Table I contains a list of all Jones
matrices used in rotating analyser ellipscmeters. Now the influence
of a complicated system on the state of polarization can be described
as a product of Jones-matrices. However two things should be kept in
mind. First: phase increments, gained passing from one element to
another through free space, are generally ignored·
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Second: Jones-matrices for components are commonly written on the
Ъааіз of their Jones-eigenvectors· So each element of the sequence
has to be preceded by a proper rotation to match the different
coordinate systems. Now suppose that there are N components in the
system, then the Jones-vector at the output ν

follovs from the

Jones-vector v. at the input as:

ν
о

[J/i^i. i-i'K

(3 203)

-

which is the essential truth behind all practical calculations in
(US). If two consequent components use the same coordinate system,
the rotating angle is zero, the rotation matrix becomes unity and
can be omitted in (3.203).

111.2.1.2.

Jones-matrix description of a perfect ellipsometer

Fig. 3.3. provides a picture of what will be called a perfect
rotating analyser ellÍDsometer. For the definition of the azimutbal
angles (φ.,φ_) use was made of the traditional Muller-Nebraska
convention (φ positive with respect to the plane of incidence, ob
tained from a clockwise rotation Roing in the direction of the lightbeam) (51). Applying (3.203) the response of this system can be
written as:
7
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As the incident Jones-vector, the polarized beam after the polarizer
has been taken, described in the polarizer main axis system:
v. - A
1
с

1

(3.205)
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From which the i n c i d e n t i n t e n s i t y follows а з :
T. » J A* A
i c e
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(3.206)
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In this way the polarizer ha3 been incorporated in the total light
source system, usually consisting of lamp, monochromator and polarizer·
It is convenient to combine the last tvo matrices· The result, uainrç
table I, is:
соаф,
T

A

H(

віпф.
(3.207)
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This allows to write (З.ЗО1*) in matrix form as:
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After performing the multiplications (3.20 ) produces:
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The intensity falling upon the detector follows from:
II - i(v )+ iv)
о
о
о

(3.210)

But the signal output L

that is actually measured, is given by

(if the electronics behaves linearly):
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And the combined result is given by:
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vhich is the conventional result· The unknowns (after alignment) in
(3.212) are ρ and Δ. These are exactly the eigenvalue paraaeters of
the Jones-matrix describing a reflecting surface· Inserting them in
the Fresnel equations provides (е.,е.). This will be discussed in
detail later.

III.2.1.3. The alignment procedure

The alignment procedure is treated in full detail in the adhering
article. It uses (3.212) for the determination of the proper setting
of (ф.,ф р ). The article doesn't make use of Azzam and Bashara's sys
tem to find the influence of deviations to first order approximation.
They approximated every individual matrix in (3.203) to first order
and found the total response by multiplying as prescribed in (3.203).
This procedure is not efficient. It is better to calculate the exact
response and to approximate later as is done in the article. All
definitions and symbols of the article will be used from now on
(indicated by A in references).

III.2.1.1». The imperfect ellipsometer

There are several causes why a real ellipsometer doesn't behave in
the perfect way as assumed before. Here a group of defects will be
isolated which is characteristic for a vacuum ellipsometer c.q. the
influence of the cell-windows. This situation is shown in fig.

3.h.

The vacuum chamber to which the windows and sample belong is known
аз the cell. In fig. 3.h.

this is especially indicated by means of

a dashed box. It is good to consider the transmission of the cell
first separately. For that the concept of the imperfection plate
has to be introduced as defined in (US). By definition an imperfec
tion plate is an optical component whose Jones-mathix is only slight
ly different from the unit matrix:
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for which a more convenient form is listed in table I· Two rulee
are important for imperfection platea, but not· first that (3·213)
can equivalently be written as:
T.

imp

(3.21U)

« Ε + ΔΤ

E is the unit matrix and ΔΤ « E. If one considers next the product
of two imperfection Jones-matrices, it follows that:
Τ « τ!
Τ?
= (E + Δ Τ 1 ) ^ + ΔΤ 2 )
imp imp
ЕЕ + Δ τ Έ + Ε ΔΤ 2 » E + ΔΤ 1 + ΔΤ 2

(3.215)

Hence the product of two imperfection Jones-matrices is again such
a matrix. Next consider that:
TT.
• (Τ Τ.
Τ-1) Τ
imp
imp
-1

» (Τ(Ε + ΔΤ) Τ ) Τ
(Ε + Τ ΔΤ Τ" ) Τ = Τ!

imp

Τ

(3.216)

which representa the transposition rule for imperfection plates,
that holds for all nonsingular Jones-matrices T. Using this know
ledge convenient expressions for the cell transmission can be found.
The cell windows can be represented by imperfection plates and use
the same axes as the sample. So the transmission becomes:
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(3.217)
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If the previous rules are applied now, it follows that;
m

m
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(3.218)
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Thia expression can Ъ written down explicitly as:
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Physically (3.219) says that the windows introduce some birefringence
and dichroism into the system. By means of these last two equations
the total transmission of the imperfect ellipsometer system can be
obtained:
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A -с ΔΑ
The term A is the same as expression (3.209). Only ΔΑ has to be
developed. For that it is convenient to know that:
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(3.221)
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After the usual calculations, the r e s u l t for ΔΑ i s :
ΔΑ -

W

c

e άδρ

dA
(3.222)
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dA - α 2 1 совфр віпф д + pe3à
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To first order follava the intensity as:
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as:
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the f i r s t term i n (3.223) becomes e x c a c t l y ( 3 . 2 1 2 ) , t o be c a l l e d
from now on Ι ( φ _ , φ . ) . Defining
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After some effort an expression for ΔΙ follava:
ΔΙ » 21
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(3.226)

The use of this lengthy expression will become clear in the next
section, where it will be used to investigate the influence of cell
defects.

Ill.2.1.5«

Consequences

The influence of cell imperfections on the final results of the
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ellipsometry experiment can be found Ъу proceeding in a similar way
аз in the alignment article· Equation (3«22б) vili add additional
terms to expression (Аб) there· The influence of (6 ,5 ) on (3.226)
is of second order and can be forgotten· The plus- and minus con
tributions of (3<226) can simply be found by inserting Ф_ = ± т/Ц
ΔΙ ± (φ Α ) » I o |зіпфА ^οι 2 1 + p 2 o 1 2 ) созфд + α 2 2 ρ 2 эіпфА|
± ρ созД |а 2 1 sin Ф А + α 1 2 cos ф А + α 2 2 зіпфА созфАІ I
(3.227)
Nov the plus- and minus series easily can be obtained by inserting
φ
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π/2, ЗнА)
ЗиЛ) and vil
vili be -written dovn in the same

vectorial vay as in the article:
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In rector notation this expression becomes simply:
ΔΪ* - ΔΪ ± ΔΪ,
о
1

(3.229)

and this has to be added to expression (AT) to arrive at:

+ ΔΪ ) ± (ΔΪ, + Α.ό)

î* - (Î
О

О

(3.230)
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Using the equivalents of (A9, AIO, A l l , A12, A13, AlU) one obtains
the response function f ( I ) a s :

?(!.*) - ? ( î ) •Ϊ.ΔΪ ΙΙ.ΓΔΪ, +Ы
1
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о
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(3.231)

First (З.231) influences the series of alignment sattings, that
follow from the condition:

Δ? 'ft?.'*')- î ( t r ) - аІ.Гд^ + J·«] - 0

(3.232)

Supposing that both В, A are nonsingular, this is equivalent with
the condition that:

Ρ - -¡Γ^ΔΪ,

(3.233)

So it means that the alignment condition no longer yields the true
alignment point 6 = 0 , but a slightly shifted value ?' given by (3.233)
It is this mechanism that has to be set responsible for the shifts
of the alignment point Ρ for various frequencies, as found experimen.
о
.
. .
tally· In our setup those shifts never exceed 0·5 1 but in principle
this says nothing about the absolute value of 0'. As long as the
linear approximation is fulfilled it is useless to compensate for
that, because after balancing one obtains:

?(Í¿>-j[?(V> • w p ]
- ?(î ) + Î-AÎ
о
о

(3.23U)

The additional term represents a systematic error, that can not be
removed, unless the coefficients a.., a

and α . are known. If Si.

and ΔΙ are assumed to be of the same magnitude, as looks reasonable
о
*
from (3.228) and if the shift in 6' is assumed to be also of the same
magnitude аз 5' itself, it follows that the systematic error in (3.23Ό
is about 5? as an upper limit, for normal values of е..
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Table I: JONES MATRICES

1)

Polari zer/апаіузег

1

О

О

О

=

',Α ' *?,*

i-direction =• direction of maximum transmission

2)

Reflectinft surface
r s - Rp expj6 p
0

ρ expju

x-direction • parallel to plane of incidence

3)

Imperfection plate

'12
T.
= (1 + a)
imp
-21

x-direction » arbitrary

U)

α

· »12· α 2ΐ· α 2 2 **

Rotation over a

1

+

0

22

1

cosa

Sina

-sma

cosa

R(i)

R(a) describes the rotation of the coordinate system by an
angle α in the counter clockwise direction
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Ill,2,2г

pi3euaaion_of the ellipsometry setup

Basically the ellipaoraetry setup is the same аз used by Castelyne
($2). So for the general details the interested reader is referred
to that place· Here only attention will be paid to those aspects that
have changed: at first the methodical aspects as treated in the pre
vious section and next the shortcomings of the instrument· In advance
however the Fresnel equations vili be given· In the previous section
vas shown

hov the eigenvalue parameters of the reflection-matrix ρ, Δ

can be found. Once кпотп, (ε.., ε ? ) follow from:

ε1

3

2„...
. 2 . . 2„
2
. 2„
sin 0 . Γΐ • t a n 9 . с°з 2t - sin Δ sin 2^
1
1
L
(1 + созл зхпгч-) -I
. 2Л
. г,
sin θ.
tan
1

ρ = tanf

1

зіпЛ sinUT
(1 + созд зіп2 )

9. = angle of incidence

(3·235)

rhis is the expression that applies to all samples investigated
nere, because it requires isotropy· Two important extensions have
been added to the instrument: a 150 W xenon lamp and a Яоск еіі
All 65 microcomputer· The lamp offers a highly increased (up to 20
times) intensity in the difficult ultra violet region and allovs in
principle for the extension of the ener'sr range to 6.0 eV·
The microcomputer enabled the immediate availability of the experi
mental results, hence making possible the alignment procedure as
described before· Tvo modes of data nrocessing vere tested: one on
line mode, where a parallel connection of microcomputer and ellipso—
metry controller vas used, and an off-line mode, vhere data transfer
•fas done by means of papertape· The usual problems with the vacuum
system vere greatly reduced by the introduction of a small turbo
molecular pump system that was used for the initial pumpdown· Tvo
energy ranges of the ellipsometer vere subject to a closer investi
gation: the infrared and the ultraviolet·
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111.2.2.1. Performance in the infrared

For sufficient output in the infrared two things have to be kept
in mind: the РЪЗ detector is a device vith a slow response, so the
lock-in frequency has to he reduced from about 1 kHz in the uvvisihle to about 80 Hz in the infrared. Further it is useful to use a
preamplifier with a gain of 10 or 20. If these precautions are ful
filled the performance of the ellipsometer is not worse than in the
visible. The low frequency cut-off is abrupt. Neither the lamp emis
sion nor the detector efficiency are responsible for that. What happens
can be seen in fis. 3·5· There in one figure are shown the output of
the ellipsometer as measured, and the transmission of quartz, the
cell window material. Arriving from the high energy side the output
drops to zero at 0.1*60 eV. The last measurable energy is at 0.1*7 eV.
The reason for this sharp drop is obviously the gap in the quartz
transmission. However after the gap there is again some output from
the ellipsometer, centered around 0.1*2 eV. Indeed those signals are
strong enough to allow for the calculation of dielectric constants,
but the corresponding reflectivity is systematically too low. The
infrared transmission band is broader than the energy range where
signal is still available. This premature drop is caused by the FbS
detector as can be seen also in fig. 3.5* The emission intensity of
the tungstenlamp is still more than sufficient.

111.2.2.2. Performance in the ultraviolet

Measurements with the ellipsometer in the ultraviolet above 1*.5 eV
were always particularly difficult. It was necessary to use long
measuring times to obtain results. Even then these results were sus
pect. Mostly the reflectivity as calculated from the observations,
showed a sudden increment of about 10 to 15 percent between U.5 and
5.5 eV. This sudden rise was not always at the same place, but it
could never be associated with a particular physical phenomenon.
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The situation remained unclear until the material NiETb was investi
gated both on the ellipsometer and by dr. M. Podgorny on the reflectometer of the Jagellonian University in Krakow. The results for the
relevant part of the ultraviolet are shown in fig· 3·6 and as can
be seen there, agreement can not be found· The reflectoraeter as sim
pler and especially uv designed system is certainly closer to reality.
So the problem remains: what is wrong with the ellipsometer? A long
series of hypotheses have been tested. One of the first ideas was
interference. The original samples were evaporated on top of a sub
strate. In principle the thin film so produced, could give rise to
interference effects explaining the changes in reflectivity. This
hypothesis was rejected, because polished bulk samples showed the same
behaviour. Next the suggestion was that besides the normal DC-offset
of the lock-in amplifier a very weak additional offset could be ob
served originating from the photomultiplier itselfι and that this
could influence the results if the light intensity became low.
Although it was already clear from other arguments that this could
not be the explanation, a decisive answer could easily be obtained
by increasing the lamp power. A xenon lamp, producing about 20 times
more intensity in the ultra violet than the previous tungsten or
deuterium lamp, was introduced. Also with this new source comparable
results were obtained, rejecting also this hypothesis· The positive
consequence now was that usable intensity became available to 6.2 eV,
but at the price of a seriously increased instability as compared with
the tungsten lamp. Although such a test had been performed nearly at
the beginning of the experiments described here, again the linearity
of the response was tested for both lamps· With calibrated grey fil
ters the signal strength as a function of the incident light intensity
was measured. It turned out that within experimental error (roughly 1Í)
the response was linear. A next test made use of the deviation norm dS,
which has always been used during adjustment and that follows from:

dS - JI
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dS?

(3.236)
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vhere the dS. are the relative deviations in the four 180° rules and
the two sumrules as given in (52)· In the ease of saturation the
sumrules have to be violated, causing an increased dS. Intensities
ten times higher than the highest used during measurements, were
necessary to observe this effect· Only the xenon lamp managed to get
so far· So it is unambiguously true that the ellipsometer has a
linear intensity response. Also fluorescence in one of the transmit
ting components can cause malfunctioning of the instrument« By means
of filters this possible cause of trouble vas analysed, but no
influence of fluorescence could be found· Clearly the solution had
to be sought in a different direction· For that the mathematical
description of the ellipsometer аз developed here turned out to be
highly useful. Reflectivity is not the only property that starts to
behave anomalously in this frequency. Sumrules and l80 rules start
to deviate in such a way that the deviation norm dS increases from
belov 1Í in the normal ranges to more than 100$. These deviations
are caused by violation of the 180 rule. At the same time the + and
- series start to diverge, from nearly coinciding to about 20% at
5·5 eV. All these phenomena occur at the same frequencies and must
have one common origin. Only two elements can be held responsible
for this type of behaviour of the ellipsometer: the windows or polarizers/analysers themselves. The decisive test to decide vhich of
these two causes the difficulties, is to test the system with and
without the windows. The results of these measurements are shown in
fig· 3·Τ· The diffences between the two curves, one with and one
without windows, are so small that it can not account for the anomaly,
The amali differences belov 5 eV can be explained by means of expres
sion (3.23Ό about residual window birefringence and dichroism. It is
in correspondence with the estimation based on the shift of the
alignment point. The equivalent results for ε„ did not show any dif
ference between the two cases vithin the experimental error, but this
might be accidental· The differences are too small to introduce additio
nal structure into the spectra. It is important to note that the two
curves were measured on a sample that was kept under atmospheric
conditions for more than a week and that the windowless case was
measured first.
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Hence the influence of vacuum can be denied. The coincidence of the
two curves after 5·0 eV assigna the polarizers as the cause of trouble·
Exchanging polarizer and analyser causes a different response« The
only question that can not be answered here is how and why the polarizers start to behave anomalously. The polarizers are of the Clantype and it is known that their construction is more critical than
of Clan-Thompsons, as can also be seen from their lower extinction
ratio. A closer investigation is certainly useful, because until
6.0 eV enough intensity is available as can be seen in fig« 3.3.
At 6.0 eV the signal to noise ration is still 20.

III.2.3. R ££i££i2 m e try

As mentioned before, reflectometer results were used for the comparison with the ellipsometer results. A description of this reflectometer can be found in (53). Reflectometry has a far more extended
energy range in the ultraviolet. The setup used here, can be used
until 10 eV. However, dielectric constants can only be obtained
from reflectometry data by means of the Kramers-Kronig transform
(З.іб). Because this requests knowledge of Η(ω) over the entire
frequency domain, the experimental results are extrapolated.
Ellipsometric results are very useful in such an extrapolation.
In return the dielectric constants obtained by ellipsometry can be
extended with the corresponding reflectometry data. However they have
only been used here for a verification of the ellipsometer behaviour.
This was caused by the anomalous results in the ultra violet. Even
if this problem is solved, another important question remains in the
comparison of both methods. For the reflectometer holds the equation:

I = R(I - di ) - R' I
Г
О
ВС
о
where I

r

(3.237)

is the reflected. I the incident intensity, di
is that
* о
sc

part of the intensity that is scattered for different reasons like
surface roughness.
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As а сопэвциепсе R' ia measured, smaller than R, which follows from
ellipsometry that relates only quantities after reflection.

111.2.I4.

22£Íí e<i _aÍiS n ÜÜ£2

Equation (Ada, А ъ) and (3.235) save the basic ellipsometry output:
The ellipsometric ancles (f,A) and the dielectric constants (ε.,ε )·
It is important to derive other quantities from them as well·
Here they follow:
- The reflectivity Η(ω): for comparison with the reflectometer
results R(u)) can be calculated из ins;:
|i| • 1 - /2 (|e| + ,,)
|i| + 1 + ^ ( | i | • в,)

l'I

2 ^ 2
е

1

*Z2

(3.23Θ)

for further comment: see previous section
Joint density of states (JDOS): J{a)
σ(ω) = ω ε 2 (ω)

(3.239)

Optical conductivity: ο(ω)
σ(ω)

ωε 2 (ω)

These last two quantities play a very important role in the
theoretical interpretation of optical spectra. (3.239) has to
Ъе compared directly with equations (3*91) and (3.119). So for
studying interband transitions it plays a very important role.
(3.2U0) is good in combination with the Drude model (З. 1 ^), but
it also shows structure in the interband transitions more clearly
as (3.239).
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(3.2U0)

- Energy Іозз: Іш (1/ί)
Im (1/1) = C2/(c^ + φ

(3.2U1)

This quantity plays an important role in the comparison with
another experiment to obtain dielectric constants! energy loss
spectroscopy· Plasmons determine the structure observed in

(3.2k}).
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A One-Wavelength, in situ Alignment Method
for Rotating Analyser Ellipsometers
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Abstract. The mathematical background and method of an in situ alignment method for
rotating analyser ellipsometers, that requests only one wavelength, is described The
method is especially useful in combination with a microcomputer As a further consequence
a balancing technique is obtained that confínes the error to the pure statistical fluctuations.
PACS: 78 20
Several methods for proper alignment (correct setting
of polarizer and analyser azimuths with respect to the
plane of incidence) are known in the literature For
rotating analyser ellipsometers good methods can be
found m [1-3] This article presents an alignment
procedure that has been proved to be practical for
those rotating analyser ellipsometers equipped with an
easily accessible dataprocessing facility, as for instance
a microcomputer The variables commonly used in
elhpsometry will be represented in this article as vector
expressions for convenience The ellipsometer configuration is made up of a polarizer, one reflecling
surface and an analyser As can be found in [1 and 3],
the intensity I of a hghtbeam passing such a configuration is given by
ПФр, ΦΑ) — ' o ( c o s 2 # ? соі1фл + ρ 2 sin2</>, sin 2 ^,,
+ \$т2фІ,$т2флі!СО

а),

(1)

where фр and φΛ are, respectively, the azimuthal angles
of polarizer and analyser with respect to the plane of
incidence The vector φ = (0p, </>,.,) will be called an
(arbitrary) setting of the ellipsometer system Using the
Fresnel equations to obtain the optical constants from
a rotating analyser ellipsometer requests by convention
four of these settings This alignment procedure makes
use of the same series of four sellings, but another
series of four settings, obtained in a different way, is
also necessary for it The first series of four settings,
to be called the plus-series, will be defined by
•f-

+T+*F.Í('-U+¿
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(2a)

where ι = 1, 2, 3,4 The second senes of four settings,
equivalent to the first one and to be called the minussenes, will be defined by
(2b)
• Γ - - ϊ 2+ ί , ". - τ (4ιV- 1 ) + ί 4
where again ι = 1, 2,3,4 A practical remark has to be
made here Usually rotating analyser ellipsometers
have automatic control of the analyser movement with
only one rotational sense If this is the case, the minusseries can also be obtained m a different way After
performing the measurement of the four settings with
φ Ρ = — π/4 + δ ρ in the same direction of rotation as for
the plus-series, it is enough to exchange the results
obtained for the second and the fourth setting After
that the results will be the same as the minus-series
produced by means of (2b), which uses the opposite
direction of rotation The formal proof is not difficult
and can be obtained by making use of the mathemati
cal expressions given in the next section Expressions
(2a) and (2b) can be written in a more compact way, if
we define 6 = (δρ ол), as
φ , ^ φ ^ +β

(1 = 1,2,3,4)

(3)

In this notation it is easy to explain what alignment
means for a rotating analyser ellipsometer system the
unique senes of four settings for which 6 = 0 establishes
the senes of alignment settings ф * 0 To find this group
of settings is the task of the alignment procedure
Because the azimuths can not be measured in a direct
way, the measured intensities have to be used to find
the series of alignment settings

С Wijera

Fint-Order Approximations

equations

To find the senes of alignment settings, it is necessary
to develop the first-order approximation for the mea
sured intensities in the vicinity of the alignment point
0
φ*
The Tour intensities measured at a series of
arbitrary settings, can be represented by a four com
1
ponent vector I to be defined as
I*-/,-/(**

(4)

where again ι = 1,2,3,4 Using (1) we can first approxi
mate that expression taking into account only polar
izer azimuth variations. Substituting in (1) the value
фг = π/4 + ¿ρ produces
/

+

^ + ¿ ^ ^ = i/0[cosJ^(l-2í,)
2

+ e sin 2 ^(l+2i5 l ,)-(-ccosJsin2^J

(5a)

For this use was made of the standard approximations
for trigonometrie functions In a similar way the
corresponding expression for the minus-series can be
found after the substitution of φΡ= —π/4+ό/, in (1)

2

2

+ Q $т фл(1 -26,,)-

gcosá smlipj}

(5b)

With the use of (5a) and (5b) the behaviour of I 1 in the
neighbourhood of the alignment point φ * 0 , again
using the Taylor expansions for tngonimetnc func
tions, can be calculated as
1

-2

2ecosJ

i ( e 2 + i)+ecos¿i

(e2-i)

(i2-l)

g1

2g 2

- 2e cos à

(&
2

2(e + i ) - e c o s - 4

6.

cosJ =

(8a)
(8b)

sin2Vi2 + ; 4

From these elhpsometnc parameters α=(Ψ,Δ) all
other important variables as ε = (ε,, e 2 ) by means of the
Fresnel equations, the reflectivity R, etc can be de
nved These calculations are part of the final data
processing
±
We will show that any pair (ƒ,,/ 2 ) = f(I ) provided it
fulfills some elementary conditions, can be used for
alignment purposes Although these values f usually
only make sense at the alignment point, the values f
obtained for a senes of arbitrary settings play the main
role in our alignment procedure As an example we will
show first how the elementary ellipsometnc parame
ters α = (Ψ>ά) can be used for those purposes and then
generalize the result to the arbitrary pair f Equations
(8a) and (8b) express that
±

(ϊ',ζΙ)=α(Ι)=«(Ι(φ, ))

(9)

The usual Taylor-expansions can be used to develop
further
(10)

a(I)=a(I0+dI)=a(I0)+B Λ

В is the (2 χ 4) matnx expressing the partial derivatives
of α with respect to I, as is shown in
ΙδΨ\ΜΨ\μψ\/ΟΨ\
(11)
¡<)Α\Ι3ά\Ι§Λ\(§Δ\

Γ
I

^з/, Да/, Да/, A« J

Form (7) an expression for Л can be obtained, as
formulated in

(<? 2 -i) - t e 2 - i )

(6)
The result can be written in an even more abstract way,
useful for the next section, as
l^I.tA

"—ι/?·

(7)

So the linear behaviour of the quantity I in the vicinity
of the alignment point φ , 1 0 is the same for plus- and
minus-senes except for one minus-sign A is a (4 χ 2)
matrix
Derived Quantities
The interest of ellipsometry is not in the intensities I 1
Only quantities derived from I 1 have physical mean
ing The most important denved elhpsometnc parame
ters, expressed as the vector α=(Ψ,έ), follow from the

Л*

= ± A δ.

(12)

Substituting (12) into (10) provides after the trivial
transfer of the sign
β(φ*) = «(!„)+ В А в = а ( І 0 ) ± С 8 .

(13)

This is the workable result we were aiming at -The
matrix С obtained after the multiplication of the
matrices A and В is a (2 χ 2) one, with lengthy ele
ments, but it is not necessary to derive them in full
detail This explains our previous remark if instead of
a(I) a general function f(I) had been used, all steps
would have been similar, including the final result (13),
only the matnx С would have been different So we can
write down as well
Цф*)=Г(І 0 )±С δ.

(14)
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Alignnienl Method for Rotaling Analyser Ellipsometen
The use οΓ(Ι4) for alignmenlpurposesdepends only on
the properties of С It turns out that the necessary and
sulficienl condition Гог С to be useful for those pur
poses is that it has a non-zero determinant, as will be
shown in the next section
AppHcatk» I: ABgmneot
After subtraction of the + and - variants оГ(14) from
cachother it follows that
¿Г=Г(ф;)-Г<ФГ)=2С 6

(15)

Equation (IS) represents a system of linear equations,
producing only a unique solution for δ if det C * 0
The special unique solution 6 = 0 establishes the align
ment point and is obtained as J f = 0 This is the good
en tenon for true alignment The practical approach
can be obtained m two different ways graphical or
numerical First some comment on the graphical meth
od will be given, as shown in Figs 1 and 2 The lefthand side of Fig 1 shows - cl as a function of φλ with
фг fixed, for both plus- and minus-series They in
tersect at S, The nght-hand side of Fig. 1 gives the
equivalent situation for сг, providing the intersection
S, After determination of a few intersection points
(S,,S 2 ) for different values of фр, these points them
selves are plotted m a (ф^ фл) graph as can be seen m
Fig. 2 Because the alignment point is not known
during alignment itself, the azimuths (ψρ, φΛ) are mea
sured with respect to an arbitrary zero The intersec
tion of the S, and Sj track in Fig 2, marked P, gives
(he alignment point, and for (hat point 8 = 0 is valid
In the graphical solution of the alignment point the
microcomputer is only used to calculate separate ει
and e ; values To obtain this result in a full numerical
way, it is only necessary to produce the numerical
equivalents of the separate steps of the graphical
method Important for this alignment procedure is
that it makes use ofmeamngful quantities like (V, A) or
(Cg.Ej) and that the alignment can be done with the
same program as is used for the calculation of these
quantities during the actual measurements If the pair
(V, d) or (Cptj) is used for absorbing media, especially
metals or semiconductors above their energy gap, the
determinant of the approximating matrix С doesn't
vanish, which makes the method working This de
terminant certainly vanishes m the case of nonabsorbing media. However, there is no problem then it is
known in adavance that ε 2 ^ 0 and simpler methods
like Snell's law or reflectivity can provide ε, directly
Application II : Balancing Technique
For deriving (IS) use was made of the difference
between plus- and minus-series to provide the align-
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ment method By adding them together we arrive at
+

ЧІо) = іВ<Ф. ) + І(Ф,-й

(16)

This expression has no use as far as alignment is
concerned but one should realize that it is very difficult
in practice to obtain a perfectly aligned ellipsometer,
even with the method mentioned above The optical
properties like (ε,,ε^ and (Ψ,Δ) are very sensitive for
small deviations from alignment Besides it is an
experimental fact, that we found by using this one
wavelength method, that the alignment point vanes
slightly as a function of wavelength Expression (16)
offers the possibility to compensate these small de
viations The measurements are simply performed
twice for the plus- and minus-senes at the established
alignment point and the results are averaged At best
this procedure of balancing over plus- and minussenes can be performed using the measured intensities,

С Wijera

but no difference could be found if (16) was applied to
(V.J) or (£ι,ε2) This latter approach has practical
advantages
Summary : Comparison with Previous Methods
In the comparison with previous methods it can be
said that it is an in-situ method as the Castelijns
method, but difTerent from the Steel method The Steel
and Castelijns methods make only use of the /, and f,
of a series of measured intensities (called /,, I¡ there)
This method uses all values of a senes improving the
speed twice A control if the system is still well aligned,
requests only two senes of measurements The
Castelijns and Steel methods generally produce only
shallow intersection angles for the (S,, S2) trajectones

in their (S4,S6) plane This method can produce up to
perpendicular intersects for the (S^Sj) trajeclones in
the {φρ, фл) plane The previous methods were entirely
based on the change in dielectnc constant for two
different wavelengths Here only one wavelength is
used and e, and ε2 play an unabndged role through
the parameters ρ and Δ The classical alignment pa
rameters όΛ and δδ turn out to be arbitrary and the
more obvious set (фл, фр) proposed here, requests less
changes
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III.3.

Experimental Resulta

Ellipsometry (reflectometry) has been applied to three samples:
tvo from the nickel arsenide group, from vhich the bandstructures
vere calculated, NiSb and PtBi, and a third one: TiBe., vhich was
included due to its current importance. The discussion about the
optical behaviour of NiSb and PtBi vili focus mainly on the interband transitions behaviour. These vere calculated starting from the
bandstructures as can be found in the corresponding articles in
chapter II· Both for the direct model, as given by (3.91) (to be
referred to for convenience as the joint density of states) and for
the indirect model as given by (3.119) (to be referred to as ddcorrelation) the results were obtained assuming constant matrix
elements. The approach is highly similar to the one used by Koellinç
et.al.(5Ό or by ¡tyron and Mueller {55)

and the majority of the

remarks made there, applies here as veil. It vili turn out that the
differences between the direct or indirect model is not big and
both models explain the overall structure of the optical response
if at least one of them does· The main goal of this thesis is to
feed back the experimental results to bandstructure data as obtained
by means of AFW-calculations. This means in practice that information
about the density of states is obtained. The detailed bandstructure
as such manifests itself only at the rare occasions that direct and
indirect models are unquestionably different. The effect of matrix
elements can not be taken into account explicitly. As can be seen
from (3.109) or (3.110) one can easily deduce that the calculation
of the matrix elements is no sinecure. Anient solved this problem in
the case of vhite tin (56), but used a different approach. He developed
the matrix elements on an OPW-basis, vhose coefficients vere found
from comparison with a RAPW bandstructure calculation· As can be found
in the same article, also the OPW-basis is not orthonormal· Due to the
fact that d-bands cause difficulties for the OPW-soheme, it is a question of further investigation vhich of the tvo methods has to be preferred, but as yet, matrix elements vili be constant here and no information about them can be obtained.
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In general it is not possible to return from optical data in an
unambiguous way to any of the basic quantities mentioned before»
A complete picture can only be obtained if more methods are combined. For this vork use vili be made of bandstructure, ellipsometry, UPS and XPS. From the experimental methods among them,
ellipsometry is certainly the more reliable at the moment, due
to the high penetration depth of electromagnetic waves as compared
with the escape depth of hot electrons· If theoretical calculations
and optical response confirm each other, the bandstructure data
that are behind, are almost certainly reliable· In that case histogram approximation, although a very crude tool, can be used as a
convenient means to illustrate the results· If there is no agreement
it becomes even the only method to arrive at some conclusions.
Anticipating already on the results, it is understandable why·
The electronic structure of the nickel arsenides here is controlled
by two phenomena: a set of closely grouped together flat d-bands,
and a gap along the energy axis, where little or no states can be
found· For these two cases momentum conservations is not important (^U).
Hence the structure can be described equally well by the direct and
indirect model, confirming the use of the histogram approximation
technique, that allows for conclusions about the density of states
without knowledge about it from a time-consuming bandstructure calculation·

III.3.1·

Elligsometric Results from NiSb

Reflectometric measurements on NiSb have been performed by Allen
and Mikkelsen (5T) (AM) in the energy range from 0·05 - 5.0 eV·
They investigated CrSb, MnSb, NiSb and NiAs, and found the dielectric
constants from a Kramers-Kronig transform· They were not able to
explain the interband transitions, because they had no bandstructure
calculation·
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Only for NiSb ала ЫіАз they found Drude-like behaviour in that part
of the infrared covered by then. Here NiSb was selected for further
investigation for this reason and because it is very veil suited for
UPS-photoemission· It will turn out that their questions about the
behaviour of the d-states, more specifically if these states are lo
calized or itinerant in real space and where they are located аіопя;
the energy axis, can be answered here·

ΙΙΙ·3·1·1· Sample Preparation

The samples used were polycrystalline and obtained from a stoichometric melt. Antimony and pulverized nickel were put together in a
stochiometric ratio in a quartz tube and next heated under vacuum
to 350 С for outça33ing. The evacuated tubes were sealed, the compound was heated and melted at 1135 С and next cooled down. Two
slices of 6 mm diameter were produced from the final result by
means of spark-erosion. The remaining part was pulverized in a
mortar, sieved and placed in tae container of the flash evaporator
By means of this flash evaporation films of NiSb were made on a
copper substrate. These evaporations were performed in situ and
-7
during evaporation pressure rose to the 10
ranges. For reasons
described before, in a later series of measurements bulk samples
were used. The optically flat surface necessary was obtained by
grinding an polishiw; the 6 ram slices in subsequent steps with uowders of decreasing size. The final polishing was obtained us inn; a
1μ diamond paste. All measurements were performed under vacuum.
-9
The working pressure was 2 χ 10
Torr for the main vacuum chamber
—Я
of the ellipsometer and 2 χ IO
Torr for the main vacuum chamber
of the reflectometer,
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III.3.1.2. Comparison betveen the different results

From three different sources experimental data for the optical
behaviour of NiSb are available here: the reflectometric data
of AM and Krakow, and the ellipsometric data. The reflectioncoefficient (fig· 3.9.) is the only output those metals have in
common· The methods each cover different energy ranges. From 0.05
to 0.61 eV only the data as published by AM are available. This
is exactly the energy range where with reliability the Drude
parameters can be found. From O.61 to 1.76 eV data are available
from both ellipsometry and IM. There the main discrepancy between
the two methods can be found. In the ellipsometry measurements
there is a clear dip in the shoulder in the reflectivity ranging
from 1.0 to 2.2 eV. The center of this dip is at I.65 eV. Corresponding structure can be observed very clearly in the optical conductivity (fig. 3.12.). The structure has been observed in a feu
measurements on the ellipsometer. Its existence is beyond doubt«
The A.4 data are not very clear in the same energy range« There is
nothing very special in tneir reflectivity curve, so certainly in
the other quantities that follow from a Kramers-Kronig transformation,
also nothing can be expected, 'rom I.76 to 5<0 eV the resulta of all
three methods can be compared. The general appearance of all curves
is the same, except for the anomalous dip in the ellipsometry results
as discussed in the section about the experimental method.
Certainly everything after the center of the dip

at U.8 eV has to

be discarded as an instrumental artefact. Here the criteria used in
section III.2.2.2. are very clearly observable. Before the dip this
is less clear. Although there is some arbitrariness in the choice,
ellipsometric data from below U.5 eV will be assumed to be reliable.
Around 3.3 eV a weak dip in the reflectivity calculated from the
ellipsometry results is visible. Both reflecometer results don't
produce this structure. The most characteristic feature of the
optical behaviour of MiSb is the strong dip in all reflectivity
curves.
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For comparison the numerical data of this dip will be given for the
three different methods:

Method

hti>_. _
min

R .
min

Reflectometry AM

2.1*

eV

h3%

Reflectometry Krakow

2.1*5 eV

33*

Ellipsometry

2.1*1 eV

35AOÍ?

As a general conclusion the agreement between the three methods as
acceptable. For the interpretation of the data use will be made of
ellipsometry data exclusively, except for the Drude-region, where
teh AM data will be used.

III.3.1.3.

Interpretation of the results

It will turn out that NiSb in its optical behaviour resembles noble
metals such as gold (3, 58, 5 9 ) , silver (3, 60) and copper (6o, 6 l ) .
Already the remarkble pink colour of the material is a suggestion
into that direction. d-Bands are the responsible factor for the
correspondence between those materials. Taking this into account,
it is useful to divide the studied energy range in three regions:

A. The Drude-region below 0.6 eV as analysed by AM.

B. The transition region from 0.6 to 2.25 eV where interband and
intraband absorption mechanisms have a comparable influence.
To a certain extent also absorption mechanisms have to be taken
into account.
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С· The interband transitions region above 2,25 eV, where transitions
with d-hands involved are clearly dominating all other absorption
mechanisms.
It will turn out that this analysis is able to give an ansver about
the interband transitions in HiSb
A. The Prude-region (below 0.6 eV)
The free electron contribution to the dielectric constant was given
by the equations (3.1»7) and (3.50), that give in combination the
best practical fit. Because it is more convenient to use energies
(in eV), rather than frequencies, these equations can equivalently
be written as:

where E,α is given by:
Е л - E° + (E2/E )
d
d
ее

(3.261)

and the energies follow from the frequencies as:
E » ΐω

E = -δω
Ρ
Ρ

Е л = Ь/х
Е° - b/t
E = Й/b
(3.262)
d
d
о
ее
The values of these parameters have to be obtained from the AM
article (57). For this the energy range over which AM calculated
τ(ω) and ω (ω) was confined to the values between 0.2 and O.U eV.
Ρ
Below 0.2 eV the results don't look reliable (e.g. the sudden
drop of ω (ω) is unphysical), which is probably due to instrumental
errors at the end of the infrared range. Above O.U eV the influence
of interband transitions becomes visible.

1S1

In this limited energy ranee the т(ш) and <•> (ω) curves vere approxiP
mated by meana of a straight line· From these interpolations the
parameters defined in (3.202) can Ъе obtained· In the frequency
demain those values are:
ω » θ.51 * Ю
Ρ
1/τ

15

β"
11

о

1

» 1.15 * ΙΟ * s"

1

b - 3.36 я 10

s

(3.2бЗ)

and after a transormation to the energy domain:
E » 5.6 eV
p
a

E° - 75.Τ meV

E - 1.96 eV
(3.261»)
ее
f
Inserting those values into (3.260) produces e (E)over the entire
energy region studied here, including all its derived properties
like optical conductivity and joint density of states. These con
tributions are drawn as free electron backgrounds in fig. 3.12.
and fig. 3*13.
B. The transition region (from 0.6 - 2.25 eV)
In this energy range the intra- and interband contributions to the
dielectric constant are from comparable strength. This means that
first and for all use has to be made from the superposition of these
tvo quantities as expressed by (3.1)· Although there is no hard proof
for this superposition, it has to be used, as long аз there is no
better theory. First this part of the spectrum will be treated
from the side of Drude theoretical considerations as are given by
(З.Ь Ь) or (3.U9). It is already clear that the energies in this
о
region are well above the relaxation energy E, « 75.7 meV, so equa
tion (З.^ Ъ) should work here (in fact the condition is that E >
E°E , which is fulfilled for E > 0.39 eV). These equations can be
written in energy parameters as:
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сЛЕ) - е^ - E 2 /E 2
1
1
ρ

(3.263a)

Εε.(Ε) » Ε 2 Ε./Ε2
2
P u

(3.2бЗЪ)
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The expressions are given in their conventional form, where it is
required that E, is constant, hut in this energy range this is un.
-2
important· Figure 3.15 shows -e. and ΐ ω ε ? as function of (ίιω) .
The lefthand side of this figure has to be compared with (3.2бЗа).
It could be interpreted as Drude-like, but the corresponding E η
values are not very consistent· For instance the slope of the sha
ded area called A gives E = 3.77 eV and that called В gives E »
Ρ
Ρ
5.25 eV, while the proper value as obtained from the AM data is
E • 5·6 eV· The righthand side of fig· 3.15 has to be compared
Ρ
with (3.263b). Indeed two intervals can be found that behave li
nearly and have a good positive slope, indicated as A and B. After
extrapolation however these linear parts cause much too large va
lues for the intersection with the Αώε -axis, certainly if they
are compared with similar cases given in (3)· From these two cases
the conclusion can already safely be drawn that Drude theory alone
is unable to explain what happens in the B-region. This is far
from obvious: copper for instance behaves Drude-like up to I.96
eV (60, 61) and silver even up to 2.25 eV (60, 3)· A more decisive
argument for this conclusion can be given by the Argand diagram as
given in fig· 3·1Ί· This plot of fimc

against - ε . , follows in the

Drude-model from equation (ЗЛЭ)· In no way the obtained curve re
flects a Drude-like relationship· A similar case can be found in
an article from Tutto et.al· (62),

who used the Argand diagram to

study a number of selected superconductors· Among them the com
pound V Si exhibited comparable behaviour, as a consequence of
early interband transitions· An investigation from the other side,
from the bandstructure data, hence should be more useful· The in
terband optical properties based on the bandstructure, according
to the two different models can be found in the article in chap2
ter II· They have to be compared with the measured ω ε

as shown

in fig· 3«13. As far as structure itself is consemed, these are
better observable in the optical conductivity Ьше„ shown in fig·
3.12. In both figures the free electron contribution can be seen
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as said before· First it can be concluded that the free electron
contributions as calculated from the AM data join in a very acceptable vay vith the ellipsometric results· After observing especially fig. 3.12 it becomes clear that HiSb has an interband
transitions onset at 0.6 eV, below which there are no interband
transitions· This is in agreement vith AM's conclusions· They
observed for o(u) a Drude-like shape that stopped abruptly at
0.UÖ eV. The onset as observed in the ellipsometry results corresponds better vith the dip in the AM conductivity situated at
0.7 eV. However it has to be mentioned that exactly in the 0.5
eV neighbourhood AH changed from a Perkin-Elmer 180 spectrometer to
a probably home built system and some of the structure between
0.5 eV and 0.7 eV might be fortuitous. As a common conclusion it
is certainly allowed to state that the interband transitions
have an onset· Interband transitions onsets are extensively studied for silver and gold. It vili turn out that HiSb requires a
different approach. For gold and silver the onset represents a
quadratica!, but immediate start of d-band transitions· The two
noble metals have the same f.c.c. structure and the onset can be
located exactly at transitions taking place along L from a point
below the Fermi level to a point some 2 or 3 eV above the Fermi
level. From this onset there is an uninterrupted transition to the
bulk of the d-band transitions. This is not the case in HiSb· Typical for HiSb, opposite to the two noble metals, is that there
are many bands crossing the Fermi level: 13 crossings along the
high symmetry lines as compared vith only 3 for gold and silver·
Hovever if this experimentally observed onset is compared vith
the results of the calculations, it becomes clear that neither
the direct model, nor the indirect model produces such a phenomenon. According to the theory there are no direct transitions below 0.2 eV. The existence of an onset eliminates already the possibility for indirect transitions in the whole low energy range.
With so many bands crossing the Fermi level the indirect model
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gives no onset at all. The early start of the direct transitions
is nearly exclusively due to the two bands that virtually coincide
along the КГ-line. In viev of the experimental data it has to be
assumed that they are further apart. Already a small splitting in
the ΚΓ direction is enough to eliminate this almost certainly spu
rious effect completely. After that has been done, there is a true
onset caused by transitions taking place in the close neighbour
hood of the high symmetry point K. The parallel bands there have
indeed a spacing of 0.6-0.7 eV. With some difficulty it can be seen
that also in the original calculations there is a small change in
slope there of the JDOS. The neighbourhood of the К point accounts
for the flat part in the optical conductivity from 0.6 to 0.9 eV.
Immediately after that starts a very clear bump extending from 0.9
eV to 1.7 eV, with the maximum located at 1.3 eV, for the optical
conductivity and a corresponding shoulder in the joint density of
states. There is nothing in the indirect model (the DD correlation)
tnat is able to explain this shoulder, because these results are
structureless until 2.2 eV. The direct model on the other hand
shows clearly a peak just above 1.0 eV. This peak finds ite origin
in direct transitions taking place aloni ΓΊ влі HA. Especially
along ГМ there are three bands that are nearly parallel and of
proper spacing. Along HA there are only two bands with more di
vergence. Quantitatively the agreement with the experiment is good,
but there are some differences. The experimental and theoretical
maxima are about 0.2 eV shifted with respect to one another. Again
it has to be assumed that the bands giving rise to the maximum are
further apart as calculated theoretically and again a small shift
in the К direction is enough for a suitable correction. Also in
absolute size there is a satisfying agreement. Comparing the peakheight at 1.05 eV and at 3.5 eV in the theoretical results, their
ratio is about 5· The corresponding data taken from experiment,
give a ratio of about 9« If one takes into account that in the
theoretical calculation matrix elements were left apart, this is
indeed a good agreement. So it can be concluded that the first
maximum fits well into the theoretical framework of chapter II·
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This is not the ease with the second maximumé Neither of the tvo
models, nor direct, nor indirect, produces a maximum on that
place. So the peak doesn't fit into the bandstructure model and
a firmly based interpretation can not be rçiven. However comparable experience can also be found in the probably most extensively studied noble metal sold (59, 3, 63). As in this case all
structure in the optical response of sold could be assigned to
Drude absorption or to interband transitions found from a relativistic bandstructure calculation· However at energies just
below the d-bands onset there occurred a bump, classified as an
"anomalous" absorption peak (59)· Thèye found already a strong
dependence from crystal preparation for this "anomalous" peak.
The conclusion there was that the origin for this peak had to be
sought in the influence of impurity-atoms. Later Winsemius et.al.
(63) investigated the situation in more detail and returned to
the original idea of lattice defects, as is more plausible in
view of the experimental facts. It is highly likely that the
second maximum in the joint density of states of .ViSb has to be
assigned to the same phenomenon, rather then questioning the bandstructure itself that is sufficiently supported by the rest of the
spectrum. A careful analysis of this peak, backed by independent
measurements of the important structural behaviour, can bring
experimental evidence for this hypothesis, but was beyond the
limited possibilities, when the experiment took place.
C.

Interband transitions region (above 2.25 eV)

From 2.25 eV one can observe in fig. 3.13 that the joint density
of states rises sharply. From that energy the behaviour of the
dielectric constant is dominated by the interband transitions,
more specifically interband transitions where d-bands play a large
role. The discussion of this region will be divided in two parts,
First attention will be paid to the phenomena related to the
d-bands onset: the d-bands onset itself, shape of the joint density of states after the onset and the associated screened plasmen. Next the decrement of the joint density of states and the
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disappearance of the d-banda exhaust vili be treated· Observing
fig. 3*13 it is clear that the behaviour of the joint density of
states just after the increment is nearly linear· Taking this
observation аз an experimental fact and extrapolating linearly
the joint density of states before and after the bendine around
2.2 eV, a fairly accurate intersection point at 2.28 eV can be
found. A similar procedure applied to the two theoretical models
1

reveals values of 2.2 * eV for the indirect model an 2.37 eV for
the direct model. If these values are compared it can be conclu
ded that both models are in very good agreement vith the experi
mental results· In the bandstructure picture it can be seen that
this very sharp rise in the joint density of states is caused by
transitions starting from the exactly flat upper d-bands along
ГМКГ and going to states just above the Fermi level in the same
part of the Brillouin zone. These d-levels cause the first sharp
peak in the density of states as seen from the Fermi level· Hence
the intersection point corresponds with the d-bands onset. A com
parison with silver and gold shows the differences. As mentioned
already before the onset in gold and silver is both interband
transitions onset and d-bands onset· This d-bands onset in silver
and gold is caused by transitions taking place from an upwards
bent d-band just below the Fermi level at L to a flat part of a
band some 2 eV above the Fermi level (3). Hence the situation in
NiSb is very favourable. It is possible to conclude immediately
that the d-bands are situated at least 2.28 eV below the Fermi
level.
Next the behaviour of the joint density of states immediately
above the d-bands onset will be considered. As it was said already
before, it is the experimental observation that at least until 3.0
eV the joint density of states continues linearly starting from
the d-bands onset. This can be formulated as:
JU) «

α(ηω - Ьш )

(3.26U)
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Where J(<i>) represents the experimental joint density of states
and ΐω the place of the d-bands onset· Hew to interpret this
relationship, becomes clear again after comparison vith again
gold. After the onset the joint density of states of gold shove
a parabolic behaviour aa can be written as:
- Ни У
о

J(<i>) - a'iba

(З.263)

As pointed out by Winsemius this is the behaviour in the neigh
bourhood of a van Ноте singularity of the M type· It means that
о
the energy difference between the two concerned bands behaves
quadratically around the point L in the Brillouin zone· For
direct transitions a given energy difference defines a surface
in k^space, vith a corresponding volume due to the energy reso
lution· This volume increases parabolically and this gives rise
to (3*2б5)· The active part of the Brillouin zone is a shell of
diameter increasing vith the frequency·
Although the optical behaviour of NiSb is also largely
controlled by d-bands, the more specific explanation is different·
For gold the Mо critical point is not primarily caused by the
d-bands, but by the fev parabolically shaped final state bands·
If this is compared vith the final states configuration of NiSb,
the large number of states at the Fermi level, about six times
more as in the case of gold and silver· The restrictions on the
possibility of transitions are also reduced by the same factor
and they can take place through a far larger part of the Brillouin
zone· This is a situation that can be described equayly well by
the direct and the indirect model, as the calculations show. In
a very simple way a linear relationship follows from the indirect
model (3.119), if the final density of states is assumed constant:
2

<i> c„ » Α / *

¿

о

ω

dE D(E - UCI))D(E)

• A D , / f t u dE D(E-tu)
Г о
* "f ^ ( Ό +
o d o
16S

Α

Ъ- D. (fitü - flu )
г а
о

(3.266)

Where A is the coefficient« Further the density of states in the
d-bande complex is also assumed to be constant« Equation (3«266)
is a description of the onset behaviour equivalent to the M -type
о
critical point model for gold« But as with gold, where a more
profound study of the bands reveals deviations from the simule
parabolic shape, also here corrections have to be made« Only the
direct model comes close to the experimental results in the region
from 2.28 to 3.0 eV. From 2.6 to 3.2 eV the indirect model shovs
a wiggle, caused by the dip in the d-bands complex density of
states« This favours the direct model as was the case in the Bregion« However the XPS-measurementa {6k) don't show this dip,
although its width is just above the instrumental resolution of
0.5 eV. Anyhow the conclusion has to be that the d-bands onset
behaviour is not of a critical point like type«
The last remark concerning the d-bands onset is with respect
to the screened plasmen« Inspecting fig« 3«10 there is a zero at
2.27 eV« At the same time a minimum occurs in tu« Following
section III«1.1.2 this indicates the neighbourhood of a plaamafreguency in the in the complex fl-plane. This plasmafrequency
is called screened and is different from the plasmafrequency
used in the Drude-region« The minimum in the reflectivity follows
from this plasma resonance« It will also cause the most prominent
feature in an energy loss spectrum for this energy range as follows
from (3.2l»l).
The last part of the spectrum can be treated as a whole« As
mentioned already in the beginning, the last part of the spectrum
after 1»«5 eV has to be discarded for instrumental reasons. This is
exactly 0.2 eV after the minimum in the joint density of states at
U.3 eV. Looking at this part of the spectrum, the decline of the
joint density of states after 3.6 eV is the dominating phenomenon«
Comparing this with the results of the theoretical calculations the
largest discrepancy in an until now succesful agreement. Only the
JDOS, the direct model shows a decline, but this is centered around
h.6 eV, its decline starts not before U.3 eV and is much weaker as
the experimental structure« Even if matrix elements will be included,
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thia vili not influence the size of the region with negative slope·
Of course it is possible to identify the experimental and theore
tical minima vith one another, but this can not be done vithout
requiring changes in the bandstructure· It is not possible that
these changes have to be made in the d-bands· As flat bands their
influence is through the entire Brillouin zone» The difference has
to be accounted for by the final states. Such a conclusion can also
be found by other arguments· The finer structure in the direct
model, as the minimum at hand, is usually of an accidental character.
It vili never give rise to a phenomenon that is characteristic for
a class of related materials· This is the argument of generality·
This is the reason why it is useful to take into account also the
folioving possibility, making use of the indirect model· The indirect
model is based on equation (3.119)· The section about the histogram
approximation showa a flexible vay (vithout performing again the
vhole bandstructure calculation) to make a rough prediction for the
optical response· From that section the important results vili be
repeated· The first step consists of an approximation for the density
of states given as:
D(E) - E Д к H(E - ί^)

(3.267)

from vhich, as in the section vas shown, the folioving expression
for the DD-correlation follows:

2

- ^ ω Σ'Σ' Γ A Д і A f H(ftiü' + E. - Ef)l du'

(3.268)

The lefthand side of fig. З.іё ahovs a histogram approximation of
the density of states of NiSb as found from the APW-calculation.
The righthand side of the same figure shows the result of (3.268).
The middle curve A shovs the curve that can be compared vith the
computerresults. The bending of this curve at 3.2 eV is caused by
vhat vas called interferentials· This can be seen by comparing
curves A and A , vhich takes into account only primary contributions.
A very small modification of the original density of states is
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enough to produce a result that comes already much closer to the
experimental result· Only the dip in the density of states between
ft
·
. . .
E. and E

has to be transformed into a real gap· This is in agree

ment with previous remarks that only states above the Fermi level
should be influenced. So this gives another suggestion for the
interpretation of the declining part of the joint density of states«
A gap above the Fermi level is a good explanation for such a decline·
A justification for the application of the indirect model follows
from the fact that flat bands and gaps are not subject to momentum
conservation for transitions between them· Further discussion about
this solution will be postponed to the next PtBi-case and the
general conclusion· For one thing this type of interpretation is
also useful· The d-bands onset is certainly the most clear phenomenon
in the optical response of NiSb. Similarly one would expect an
equally strong structure indicating the disappearing influence or
exhaust of the d-bands· This would give a very good method to deter
mine the width of the d-bands complex· This exhaust has to occur at
the structures indicated as Ε В

and E.B

in fig· 3<l6. If there vere

only primaries, then the exhaust of the d-bands would dominate the
behaviour of the optical response as can be seen in the curve AΡ ·
The interferentials suppress this influence· It can be called inter
ferential masking. If the experimental maximum at 3.6 eV is considered
to be the d-bands exhaust, the width of the d-bands complex becomes
only 1.3 eV not in agreement with XPS and theory that both require
nearly twice this value and the decline becomes a puzzle.
As last remark about NiSb it has to be said that the role of
the Fermi level in the interband transitions is much more substantial
as in gold, or other noble metals with their simpler bandstructure·
This is why the distinction between primary and interferential struc
ture makes sense here. In the interband transitions of gold the Fermi
level can be neglected, as in all common metals there is an interband
transitions edge with more influence on the optical response as in the
case of NiSb.
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ΙΙΙ·3·2«

Ellipsometric resulta_from_PtBi

Αβ said before (section about bsndstructure and optical properties
of PtBi), forms PtBi an extreme case among the nickel-arsenides as
far as its electronic structure is concerned. The only experimental
observations of this electronic structure are the XPS-measurements
of van Attekum and Trooster (65)· Optical measurements, ellipsometry
or reflectometry, or photoemission experiments at the common low
energies (below 11·0 eV or at 21.2 eV) have never been performed
for this materiale This section presents the ellipsometric measure
ments for PtBi performed at roomtemperature and at ITO К for a
limited energy interval·
ΙΙΙ.3·2.1.

Sample Preparation and Cooling

As starting materials for the sample preparation use vas made of
5H

platinum (better then 99*999 %) and 5N

bismuth (idem)« In a

stoichiometric ratio both components vere put in a quartz tube that
was heated under vacuum for outgassing· Next the quartz tube vas
sealed under a nitrogen atmosphere· After sealing the quartz tube
vas heated to 1135 C, the compound melted and cooled down. From the
polycrystalline cilinder a fev standard slices of 6mm diameter and
2шт thickness vere obtained by means of spark erosion· The ellipso
metric results shovn here are obtained fron Ъиік samples solely and
no flash evaporated films vere taken into account. By means of
grinding and polishing in subsequent steps with powders of decreasing
size the slices vere given an optically flat surface· The final
polishing vas obtained using a 1μ diamond paste as for the NiSb bulk
samples· This final polishing vas performed just before the mount ini;
of the sample into the vacuum chamber· The samples vere cleaned by
means of ultra clean ethylalcohol and kept under a protective gas
atmosphere until the moment of evacuation· For this sample also
measurements at lower temperature were performed« For these experi
ments follows some additional information· All bulk samples were
mounted into the vacuum chamber by means of a specially designed
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clamp holder that fitted in the existing Varian XYZ-manipulator.
Exactly behind the sample a copper-constantane thermocouple was
mounted. The reference vas kept at roomtemperature. A small cilindrica! vessel vas connected by means of tvo thin stainless steel
rods to a minibride, fitted in the manipulator. Liquid nitrogen
vas poored through this vessel until liquid phase shoved up at the
outlet. The sample itself vas cooled by means of a flexible
connection of coppervires to the storagevessel. This allowed for
the rotations necessary in this system, but vas also responsible
for the limited cooling. The thermocouple registrated only 170 K.
Illumination of the sample caused variation of the temperature of
at maximum 5 K. Liquid nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures can
be obtained only in special cryostats« Even at those not too lov
temperatures an apparent change in the optical response could be
observed.

111.3.2.2.

Experimental results

Already at a first inspection of all different optical parameters
it can be seen that there is not much structure in these quantities.
Only betveen 2 and 3 eV some more drastic changes can be observed.
This is in sharp contrast with the detailed and structure-rich
response as obtained in the previous case of NiSb. A direct consequence of this lack of structure, is the fact that c. never becomes
positive in the studied energy range, as can be seen also in the
energy loss (not shown) where no maximum can be found. The reflectivity (fig. 3.18) shows only a wavy bump in the energy range from
2 to 3 eV. The major information is contained in the joint density
of states (fig. 3.21) and the optical conductivity (figs· 3.22,"3.23
and 3.2U). The joint density of states starts with a steep, slightly
curved part until a first sharp bent at 1.21 eV. Then follows a
nearly flat part until a second bent at 1.69 eV. From this energy
on the joint density of states becomes nearly a straight line, with
only some very weak structure. As always the structure becomes more
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more apparent in the optical conductivity· The optical conduc
tivity reveals a very clear minimum at 0.76 eV. The bent in the
joint density of states becomes a maximum for this property at
the slightly shifted position of 1·ΐ6 eV, Corresponding to the
second bent at 2·23 eV a minimum can be found. After this minimum
the residual structure as observed in the joint density of states
becomes more clear· Fig· 3>23 reveals that from 2.23 eV on the
optical conductivity gradually increases and in this increasing
part tvo bumps can be observed. For 300 К the first bump can be
centered around 3·0 eV. The second bump is centered around U.l eV.
Malting the same observations for the 170 K-results, the following
can be found. Until 2.23 eV no differences can be found· Very
veak new structure, only just enough above the noise level, can
be found around 2.k3

eV. The first bump discussed before, has

become more pronounced now and shows its maximum at 2.93 eV. Oue
to the limited energy range of 't.2 eV, it is difficult to say
what happened with the second bump· What has been left shows a
much steeper increment·

III.3.2.3.

Interpretation of the results

A calculation of the optical properties of PtBi as a result of an
AP»i-caJ.culation was given in chapter II. The predictions of the
direct and indirect model, as found there, have no apparent diffe
rences and were virtually structureless· Only two changes in slope
were found associated with two steps in the d-bands part of the
density of states· Comparing theoretical and experimental joint
density of states they haven't the slightest agreement· A similar
disagreement exist between the experimental (52) and theoretical
(66) joint density of states in the case of PdSb. Hence an inter
pretation of the optical constants from a careful comparison with
bandstructure data as worked in the case of NiSb doesn't belong
to the possibilities· One conclusion can be drawn without knowledge
of such data. The optical conductivity has a clear minimum at 0.76 eV
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as can be seen in fig. 3.22· This minimum can be identified 19 the
onset of the interband transitions, in the same way as observed
for NiSb. It means that the few points from 0.1(8 eV to 0.76 eV are
caused entirely by intraband transitions· For NiSb in fig. 3.12,
the intraband contribution has been drawn aeperately because the
Drude parameters were known there· A background curve similar as
in fig. 3.12 accounts for the spectrum until 0.76 eV. The number
of points in this 0.3 eV interval is too small to allow for an
accurate enough calculation of the Drude parameters« The inter
pretation of the interband transitions onset has to be as for NiSb.
The bands crossing the Fermi level have to have a minimum spacing
along the energy direction of 0.79 eV for all places in the Brillouin
zone where direct transitions are allowed. However this information
doesn't give any useful indication for the place of the Fermi level.
Intraband transitions background and interband contributions onset
is everything that can be learned from the optical response without
relying on the bandstructure. The theoretical ioint density of states
has to be discarded. Without an alternative approach the information,
stored in the spectra is simply lost. This alternative apnroach is
straight forward. First all data from different sources will be con
sidered and the more certain facts about the bandstructure will be
looked after. From these facts a proper guess for the density of states
in the histogram approximation. By means of expression (3.268) the
response follows then. This approach was used previously аз a supple
mentary tool for the analysis of UiSb. Here it is the only method left.
So first the information from different source. As can be found in the
littérature the APVJ method accounts fairlv well for the shape of the
d-bands complex as observed in XPS (6ht

65, 66, 6 7 ) . This has to be

taken quite litterally. The lower s-bands of Bi in the bandstructure
of PtBi as given in chapter II have merged into the lower side of the
d-bands. XPS (65) records only two peaks in the d-bands complex. The
third peak in the calculations as seen from the Fermi level has become
a weak bump with its maximum 11 eV below this level, annarently
disjunct from the d-peaka, in the XPS-results. The position of the
Fermi level was questioned already in the discussion about the band-
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structure itself· Taking into account the XPS-raeasureraents and
UPS-measurements, that will be discussed in the next chapter,
there is strong experimental evidence that the Fermi level is
exactly at the place where the d-bands region stops at the high
energy side· This means also that the Fermi level has to be
brought down in the bandstructure by about 3 eV. Emission experiments can only reveal what is happening below the Fermi level and
never what is happening until about 6 eV above (dependent from
the material)· The previous remarks allow already for a very
detailed reconstruction of the density of states below the Fermi
level· From the section about the histogram approximation it may
be recalled, that a negative slope in the .joint density of states
is only possible if there is structure at both sides of the Fermi
level· However PtBi doesn't show a really decreasing part, but
after comparison with the optical data of AuSn and PdSb (32), the
flat plateau of PtBi can be compared with the decreasing ranges
of these two similar compounds and is hence likely to have the
same explanation· This explanation has to be a gap somewhere above
the Fermi level: the first changes in slope caused by the d-bands
complex are positive. Only a gap above the Fermi energy can cause
an effective negative slope under such conditions« These arguments
were combined, regarding also the quantitative aspects, in a histogram approximation for the density of states as shown in the lefthand side of fig· 3.25. The corresponding joint density of states
is shown at the righthand side· The agreement of this model with
the experimental results is far better as the detailed calculation
based on the bandstructure· This is no question of fitting· Only
f
f
the two steps E and E above the Fermi level have been retraced
by means of the ellipsometry results· The rest of the steps have
been found using the independent sources mentioned before· The
main disagreement between this simple model and experiment can be
located above h eV· However even this discrepancy can be given a
plausible explanation. This is the only place where effectively
use can be made of the temperature dependence. The problems in
handling the exact Rosenberg-Lax equation, that has to predict
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this temperature dependence, have been discussed before« Despite
that, it can be remarked that, if the influence of lattice expan
sion is left out from consideration, the influence of increasing
temperature is an increased violation of momentum conservation·
In the lover temperature ranges, below 300 К (68, 69),

where

lattice expansion is unimportant, the optical response will move
from the direct towards the indirect model with increasing tempe
rature· Comparig figures 3.23 and 3>2U it can be seen that tempe
rature influence is

ineffective until k eV, indicating a small

difference between the two models, so the simple histogram approxi
mation will work· Above h eV the optical conductivities start to
deviate· The movement is in such a direction that for higher tempe
ratures better agreement with the indirect model is found· The
maximum at U d eV for Τ = 300 ο Κ can be identified with the maximum
EJB

at k,2 eV in fig· 3.25. So above U.2 eV the simple model is

not useful. But the more it is below h eV« All structure in the
interband transitions can be identified, even the weak· The kink
in the experimental joint density of states at 1·21 eV can be
identified with В E. in fig. 3.25. This means that the gap starts
at 1.21 eV above the Fermi level. The second bent of the experi
mental JDOS at 1.89 eV is correlated with E^B

in the model· This

says that the rise in the d-states complex towards the first peak
is about 1.9 eV below the Fermi level. The energy range from 1.9 eV
to I.U eV contains little or no structure. Insofar theory and
experiment are in perfect agréaient with each other. Theoretically
this is due to the effective cancellation of the steps В E ? and
E.E , that otherwise clear structure would have introduced at 3.0 eV.
The remaining structure is associated with the weak "saddle" E^,
E, in the d-states complex, but even this fits well into the model.
A small bump with the maximum at 3.0 eV vas found in the optical
conductivity. This structure can only correspond with E.B

in the

model at 2.6 eV. From this interpretation follows an experimental
width of the first peak in the d-bands of 1.1 eV. Indeed there is
some arbitrariness in the symmetric choice for the two peak struc
ture in the d-bands complex. The first peak is actually broader as
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the second in the APW results and 1.1 eV as width is a very tjood
value for this peak· After the maximum a change in slope can he
seen at 3·3 eV vhich is much clearer at 170 К (fiR. 3«2ч) then
at 300 K. Close to that comes only Ε В

at 3.6 eV. This çives an

experimental width for the saddle of 0.3 eV, a value that agrees
also with the APW within a 0.1 eV accuracy. The step in the slope
at E.E. can not be allocated from the experiment. Here starts the
increasing difference between direct and indirect models, but the
second maximum at U.1 eV in the 300 К results is still a clear
feature and because Ε, В

has both the closest distance to this

energy and the strongest change in slope the assignment of both
structures is evident. It establishes the width of the second peak
in the d-bands complex as O.fl eV, whereas the APW width has to be
set at 0.6 eV. The difference can be understood as influence from
the decaying flank of the d-bands complex. Also the total width
of the high part follows now from the measurements as 2.2 eV which
agrees with the APW value within 0.1 eV resolution· So as a net
conclusion the flat part of the experimental JDOS and optical con
ductivity contains all relevant information about the p-d complex
within the framework of this model. Comparison with XPS data
reveals some slight differences: the complex is wider, at least
3 eV, but this method has a resolution of 0.5 eV and this smoothes
structure considerably. More serious is the fact that the first
peak is smaller as the second, opposite to the previous results.
The succesful interpretation of the optical response of PtBi in
terms of the simple histogram approximation technique might be
considered as a lucky coincidence· Consistency with the other sour
ces of information, APW-calculation (as far as the d-bands complex
is concerned), UPS and XPS and the analogous behaviour of closely
related compounds as PdSb and AuSn, makes that it is more· As such
PtBi is a nickel-arsehide where the entire d-complex can be found
from optical measurements, with its much higher resolution of 0,02 eV.
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Ili «li· ЕІІірзошеігіс results from Tige,

TiBe

іэ a very interesting compound that plays a fundamental role in

the theoretical understanding of magnetism. The material belongs to the
group of C15 or cubic laves compounds. Those who want to know more
about the implications of the properties of this material for the under
standing of magnetism are referred to the reviev article of tfohlfarth
(70). The discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The bandstructure of this important material has been calculated already
by de Groot et.al. (71). Л second calculation vas performed by Jarlbors
et.al. (72)· Also in this case the bandstructure calculation is indispensible for a proper theoretical understanding of the observed phenoaena
mena. The verification of this bandstructure calculation is a challenge
for the optical methods treated in this thesis. In an initial attempt
the material was investigated by means of UPS. This attempt failed as
can be read in more detail in the chapter about photoemission. However
by means of ellipsometry spectra could be obtained that turned out to be
in good agreement with the theoretical results.

III.U.1.

Calculation of the optical properties

For the calculation of the interband transitions part of the dielectric
constant or its derived properties joint density of states/density-den
sity correlation and optical conductivity use was made from the bandstructure data as published in reference (71)« The bandstructure itself
followed from a fully relativistic AFW calculation. These optical proper
ties were derived by both the direct and indirect model. It turned out
that the indirect model is insufficient for the explanation of the expe
rimental results. Different from the nickel-arsenides studied before,
the direct and indirect model diverge considerably in the case of TiBe .
This is no surprise if one takes into account the completely different
crystal structure. The details of the calculation according to the
direct model follows now. It makes use of expression (3.91) under the
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assumption of constant matrix elements· From this expression the in
terband transitions part of the optical conductivity can be яі еп as:
b

o (<d) » (Α/ω)

Σ
ƒ dî 6(E
i f f 1BZ

- E. - Αω)

(3.269)

1

The bandstructure that provides the basic data, is shovn in fin,

3.28.

For the calculation the ab initio energy eigenvalues E(k) evaluated at
89 in the Brillouin zone were fitted to a symnetry adapted Fourier
series of UU terms. This resulted in an overall fitting error of 0.01 eV.
For the integration over the Brillouin zone as required by (3.269) use
was made of a hybrid method. A rectansular parallellopiped in recipro
a

cal space vas taken whose corners are given by (k : к
χ
ж/а, к

0.2тг/а; к

= 0,
у

= 0, π/a). This block was subdivided into 2000 cubes. The redu

cible character of the Brillouin zone was properly taken into account
by assigning weight factors to the cubes. The reducible character of
the Brillouin zone was properly taken into account by assi^nin^ weight
factors to the cubes. Within every cube the energy eigenvalues were ap
proximated by means of a Lagrange fit. This fit vas obtained using the
energy eigenvalues at the corners of the cubes. These eigenvalues vere
again obtained by means of the original Fourier fit. The contribution
of the cube to the integral (3.269) was obtained by means of a Monte
Carlo approach over the Lagrange fit. For the whole procedure a number
of 1.600.000 pseudo random points were used for the integration. The
final result for α (ω) can be found as the solid line in fig. 3.27.

III. 1».2. Experiment and experimental results

The details about the experimental setup and procedure can be found in
the corresponding sections of this thesis. Because the interesting and
important features of TiBe p have to be close to the Fermi level, already
sufficient information is obtained, if the energy range is limited to
3*3 eV. In this whole range the tungsten lamp can be used with its
superior stability. At 2.0 eV the detector was changed from a PdS cell
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in the infrared to the photomultiplier in the visible range· The final
results were obtained from a averaging of six spectra all measured by
means of the balancing technique as described in section III·5· The
built specimen of TiBe, was prepared by means of arc-melting of its con
stituents· The composition was stoichiometric within a 0.1|5 margin, as
deduced from the difference in weight before and after melting· Ло
other phases have been observed within a 5% accuracy, when the sample
was observed by means of a Debye-Scherrer analysis. Laue diffraction
revealed the structural nature of the polycryatalline samples as a
conglomerate of several small crystallites with different orientation·
In order to obtain an optically flat surface the crystals were scoured
and polished in subsequent steps, the last one being a 54 diamond paste.
3y visual inspection the surface showed a clean, metallic, silvery
appearance« The sample was kept under a protective gas atmosphere be
fore definite storage in the vacuum chamber· After opening, mounting of
the sample and closing of the system a rapid pumpdown was achieved by
means of a small Balzers TPU-100 turbomolecular pump. The overall pressure in the vacuum chamber during the experiment was about 2x10

mbar,

The ellipsometric output was obtained using the standard isotropic
expressions, due to the polycryatalline nature of the samples. Fig. 3.26
shows the real part of the dielectric constant ε.(ω) and fig· 3·27 shows
the optical conductivity σ(ω) = ΐιωερ(ω) expressed in electron volt units
(isolated points). The analysis of the optical response of TiBe p will
be focussed on the optical conductivity and more specifically on its
interband part. TiBe p has a very high density of states at the Fermi
level, but as an assumption it will be used that the intraband transi
tions contribution can still be described by the Drude expression. For
the infrared-visible range (ϋω >> Έί/τ) this can be recalled from equation
(З.^ Ъ) as:

e f ( u ) = (1 - (ω /ω) 2 ) + ί(ω 2 /ω 3 τ)
Ρ
Ρ

O.USb)

which produces a contribution to the optical conductivity that can be
described as:
/ + ( < o ) - №/τ)(ω / ω ) 2
opt
Ρ

(3.2T1)
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The Drude parameters ω

and τ can Ъе found in an experimental way only

by means of (far) infrared data, but the complicated bandstructure at
the Fermi level of TiBe» certainly will hamper auch investigation. All
there can be said about the intraband contribution ia its atructurelea9 l/ω

behaviour» Hence all structure observed in fig· 3·27 has to

be assigned to interband transitions· Inspecting this figure, the fol
lowing structure can be found. At 0.55 eV there is a very clear, narrow
peak marked a)· In the steep slope following a) two shoulders can be
found. The first one, called b ) , can be found at 0.63 eV, but might be
spurious, because it exceeds only slightly the noise level. The second
shoulder b) is more pronounced and is located at 0.76 eV. The steep
slope ends at 0.8U eV, where a flat structureless plateau starts until
1.32 eV. From there a second decline follows containing structure marked
f) at 1.51 eV. This feature is spurious as turned out after careful ana
lysis of the original data. The strongest structure in the experimental
results ia the dip at 1.70 eV, labeled g ) . This dip also remarks a
strong change in slope, as is also clearly visible in the ε. results,
and indicates the beginning of a second plateau, separately labeled
with h ) . Above 1.80 eV no pronounced structure can be found.

III.U.3.

Interpretation

Heturning to the results displayed in fig. 3.27 the structures are
again labeled in alphabetical order. These same labels can also be found
in the bandstructure diagram of fig· 3.2Θ· This explains the meaning of
a certain feature in bandstructure terms. The correspondences shown in
this way are not the result of guess work, but from detailed computer
analysis. However the arrows should not be taken too litterally of
course. Peaks in spectra never arise from single k-points, but rather
from volumes in reciprocal space. Moreover, since it is not necessary
that these volumes are on the symmetry linea, the arrows do not necessa
rily indicate the center of the reciprocal volume that gives rise to
the transition. The first shoulder in the theoretical optical conducti
vity, called a) can be found at 0.U7 eV. This shoulder was identified
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by из with the peak in the experimental results with the same label· The
shoulder finds its origin mainly in transitions from band 7 to bands 9,
10 along the D-line. But this is not the only contribution· There is
also some contribution from transitions from the 8,9 bands to band 10
along the symmetry line Δ, but this is not indicated in fig· 3·2θ. The
shallow shoulder o) in the theoretical results is clearly connected with
excitations from bands 8,9 to band 10 along Σ« It can be identified with
the b)-structure in the experimental results, if it is reliable· Also
the peaks with the с)-label in theory and experiment can be identified
with one another· 3ut their positions (0.Θ1* eV for the theoretical and
О.76 eV for the experimental peak) form the largest discrepancy between
theory and experiment in the present interpretation is the correct one·
neglecting matrix elements, as required by (3·2ά9), the peak c) in the
theoretical results, has to be assigned to transitions from bands 6,7
to bands 8,9 close to and at L. However the transition at L itself has
a zero matrix element, as follows from selection rules. Moving away from
L however, the selection rule is released· So the important question is,
what happens to the peak position if matrix elements are included· Тот
this we have to investigate what happens if we move away from L· Procee
ding into the Л direction the excitation energy will increase. However,
nearly immediately the final state bands 8,9 move below the Fermi level
and with it this type of transitions. The situation is different along
the lines Q and G. There the excitation energy decreases moving away
from li. So we might expect that after inclusion of matrix elements, the
peak с) аз calculated now, will shift towards lower energy. A further
support for this interpretation can be found if a calculation is made
from the volume in reciprocal space where the transitions occur at the
experimentally observed excitation energy (О.76 eV). Such a calculation
also assigns a volume in the neighbourhood of L, but more in the direc
tion of U and 'rf along the symmetry lines 1 and G, producing further con
firmation of this explanation for the c) shoulder. The small peak at e)
cannot be retraced in the experimental results. The general shape however
of the plateau is well confirmed. The calculated f)-peak at I.I49 eV finds
its origin in transitions taking place near the symmetry line 1 close to
V/ from band ? to band 9 and from band б to band 10· This f) peak in the
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fig.3.28.
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theoretical results cannot be associated with the experimental struc
ture at f ) , because this peak turned out to he spurious· The two dips,
the first at d) and the second at ι?) (experiment: 1.70 eV, theory:
І.бЗ eV) are well confirmed by the experiment. Above g) no structure
can be identified. The important implications of this interpretation
is related to the van Hove singularity in the density of states caused
by the bands 8,9 in the neishbourhood of 'rf. The point of interest fol
lows from a comparison of this singularity for the three materials TiBe p
ZrZn.

and TiBe 2

Cu

(73). For TiBe« this singularity is found below

the Fermi level and for ZrZn„ and TiBe„ Cu it is found above (for
2
2-х χ
x ¿ 0.1$). The in the experiment clearly observed transition at a) that
starts from band 7 close to the singularity at W, and arrives at band 9,
is a sensitive test for these models. From these results the prediction
can be made that this transition will vanish during increasing substitution of Be for Cu in TiBe

and that it will also be absent in ZrZn..
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IV.

PHOTOEMISSION EXPERIMENTS : UPS AHD ARUPS

Beaidea the more classical tools of ellipsometry and reflectometry,
the photoemissive techniques have gained increasing influence in the
experimental verification of bandstructurea. This doesn't mean that
optical experiments have become superfluous. The optical experiments
are still better understood, less complicated and more reliable as
photoemission experiments. For the investiRation of levels in the
energy range from the Permi level to about 2 eV above the vacuum level,
only optical methods offer information. On the other hand the influence
of final state structure is less dominant in photoemission, an advantage increasing with photon ener'îy. The unique possibilities of photoemission become especially apparent in the case of a n e l a r dependent
photoemission (ARUPS) opposite to the older integral photoemission
(UPS). The kinds of information and the ways to obtain them will be
given in the theoretical section. The problems and difficulties that
one has to overcome if ARUPS spectra from alloys are required, will
be given in the experimental part. For that the sputtering technique
has to be mastered as a first step. Results obtained from a combination of UPS and sputtering for the alloys NiSb and PtBi, are the first
successes on the way to this goal. These experimental data will be compared with the previously obtained bandstructures and optical results.

IV.1.

Theory of photoemission

Theoretically photoemission is still not completely understood. But
at the moment the older semi classical treatments have been replaced
by more sophisticated quantum-mechanical approaches. These models are
still quite crude, but have turned out to be appropriate for the understanding of the photoemission process. The version given here follows largely the approach of Liebsch. It allows for an understanding
of photoemission in terms of AFW calculations.
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IV.1.1.

Photoemisgion as a one-step process

The experimental configuration is shown in fi?. U.I. Electromagnetic
radiation of frequency ω falle upon the sámele, in the neighbourhood
of the origin. As a consequence electrons leave the target and reach
the detector at H. The detector records the number of electrons within an energy interval between E

and E

+ dE crossing the front ope-

ning per unit time, symbolized as di. Suppose the detector registrates
only one electron, whose wave function is described by Y.Cr), then the
electronic current density is given by (1)

t(4) = £* U* 7 f - (V Ψ*)Ψ 1
Jl
' an! [f af l R V f| j

(U.I)
v
'

which obeys the Hamiltonian based continuity equation:

Ц+М-О

(U.2)

where the charge density e follows from:
p(r) = β(ψ" T f )(r)

(U.2)

Photoemisaion defines two important areas in space: the detector
area around R and the emission area around 0, where light hits the
sample. A surface S connecting these two areas has to be defined as
following. It includes the detector opening dA, a tube connecting
detector and emission area, such that л is parallel to the tube all
over its surface, and a surface inside the sanrole well below the
electronic escape deuth. If the lightspot is considerably smaller
as the detector entrance hole dA, the cone dij centered around *
gives a good impression of such a surface S, but it can be found
in every configuration. Applying Stokes law as usual, provides:

dì - ƒ T-dS = e
dA
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f
volume inside S

d? -¡-(ψ· f f )

(U.3)

M
Δ

Detector

Light-source

dQ

ι
I

к
'9i
metal

fig,4.1.

Configuration

of the photoemission

ppoaeas
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Everything left now із to find an ехсгеззіоп for чЛг).

Тот this it

vili be assumed, that the unperturbed Kamiltonian H' is known including
a corresponding complete set of normalized solutions Ψ (г). If the
perturbation is expressed as H!(u) perturbation theory in the Hei
senberg formulation can be applied:
T f (r.t) - c(t) T e f ( ? )

(l».fc)

where the coefficient c(t) follows from (1)
<flH!li>

c(t) - -

1

'

..

(1 - е 1 ц Ъ

(1,.5>

E f - Ei
Fetching this information into equation (U,3) provides after some
reorganisation:

di.ei<fiH¡ii>i 2 [/d? T : f gi^[i^^]

(u.6)

Because Τ - vas assumed to be normalized,expression (U a 6) can be
treated in exactly the same way as used to obtain Fermi's Golden
Rule· So for t Іагзе one obtains
di - £ • £ |<f|H'|i>|2 i(E, - E. -Ito)
η
ι'
r i

(U.7)

This equation gives the essential content of what has to be under
stood by a one-step process. This derivation avoids the Green's
function approach Liebsch (2, U, 5) Mahan (3) and others and re
veals in a quick way the relation between detector- and emission
area, the conditions to be imposed on the emission area and the
main role of it in the photoemission response. Equation (h.l)

sti

pulates also the unknowns: the ^roundstate wave functions ψ _ and
or
f . and the exact shape of Η!(ω). If the selective character
01

1

of the detector is taken into account, the many particle response
can be found using arguments similar аз used for the derivation
of (3.70) and (3.117):
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K+uE
dl = -Ц- f
dE f dî |<f|H;|i>|
2π^1 E k
ΔΪ
1
211^
emVE. ΔΕαη

^5

K

i(E - E.
- ΐω)δ(Ε - E )
1

1

^%Іт)\<Ф\\і>\

AS |«E f (k f )|
„

s

(\

- E. - M

(U.8)

This is essentially the same proportionality as found Ъу Liebsch.
Implicitly already use was made of the shape of 1 . as will be given
in the next sections. The factor D(b , k f ) , the local density of sta
tes in k-space and the κ-factor of Liebsch, follows from the defini
tion:

D(Ek,íf) - Ifa^kpr 1

(M)

The further constants have their usual meaning· So e representa the
charge and m the mass of the electron, V is the volume of the emission region« Ak is the volume in k-space, determined by the detector conditions·

IV.l.2· The groundstate Hamiltonian

Photoemission experiments require for their description a seni-infinite crystal, different from the optical experiments that can be
treated entirely with an infinite crystal concept· The consequences
are grave· In perpendicular direction translational symmetry has been
broken, hence the corresponding k-component is no longer a good quantum number· Also the surface itself plays an independent, important
role. In the treatment of the emission area it was shown already to
be necessary that the influence of the emission process is limited
inside the solid. In short a completely different groundstate Hamiltonian is required· Until now no rigorous solution for the groundstate properties has been found by photoemission theoreticans. Crude
assumptions still dominate the field· In a slightly modified form
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the muffin-tin based model of Liebach (2) will be given here, due
to ita implications for the APW case· The node! is shown in fig·
U,2.

The potential V(r) defines the groundstate Harailtonian· Below

ζ - 0 the construction is basically the same as in the APW case.
The position of the ions is given by the vector P. Surface renormalization or dislocation is left out fron the model, although fre
quently observed in LEED patterns· The configuration is simple cubic
or hexagonal with the c-axis coinciding with the surface normal n.
The surface itself is defined by the plane with ζ = 0 and plays a
key role in the theory. However the charge density will not stop
abruptly at ζ = 0, but extends somewhat further to ζ = ζ . In this
layer the interstitial potential V . reaches the zero level and is
ть
called the dipole layer· Above ζ the groundstate Hamiltonian coins
cides with the vacuum Hamiltonian· Somewhere in this upper volume
is the detector area at the position H, with π such that the effec
tive opening angle dn of the detector becomes small

IV.1.2.1.

Parallel translational symmetry

Throughout the emission area parallel translational symmetry is ful
filled. Suppose the lattice is generated in the x,y direction by the
basis vectors a., a p , then this symmetry is expressed by
ф(г + n 1 a 1 + n 2 a 2 ) =« с ф(г)
c*c = 1

('t.10)

where ф(г) represents a solution for the groundstate Hamiltonian.
From this follows after similar arguments as used for Bloch's theorem:

ф(г + ρ) = expUk/z-pHir)

ρ = n1a1 + n2a2
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(1».11)

-ο η/Λ Ρ
*

surface dipole layer

fig»4. 2, Muffin-tin model for the photoemission from alean aurfaaea

From which directly the more usual relations are found:
ф(г) » expCik/z-s) uis,»)
u(3,z) » и(з + ρ,ϊ)

С».12)

s • (x,y)

This is Bloch's theorem for parallel translational symmetry. Deep
inside the crystal of course the wave function will fulfil the threedimensional version:
ф(г) « ехріікт) w(r)

w(?) = wi? + ?)

(U.13)

In this particular case ('t. 12) and (U.13) have a very easy compa
tible relationship with one another, following from:
и(з,г) = exp(ikjz) w(r)

C·.!!»)

For the other geometries this relationship is not so straightfor
ward, identifying them immediately as more difficult. Once more it
has to he emphasized that the parallel Bloch theorem is valid
throughout the entire emission region. In fact the fulfilment of
(U.11) or (U.12) defines the parallel extension of this region in
the case of the full Hamiltonian.

IV. 1.2.2.

Perpendicular hehaviour and optical ixstential

As in the APW case the part of эсасе outside from the muffin-tin
spheres, plays a vital role, even more as in the bulk case. As far
as the photoemiesion mechanism itself is concerned, the muffin-tin
spheres.-despite the complexity of the wave function there-, behave
in a passive way. In the entire outside region the rçroundstate Hamiltonian has some very important oroperties. Its formula is:
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[

Л

Л

Л

л

(U.15)
Эх
Эу
9г
-I
The upper - indicates the complex nature of 7 as will be explained
shortly« Separation of variables is possible for the Hamiltonian
(U.15)· So assume that:
ф(х,у,г) = h(x,y) f(z)

('».Іб)

Introducing this into (!»·15) and avoiding zeros as always through
complex solutions, one obtains:

Г- - Ц - - Щ h(x,y) = E^h(x,y)
ι- Эх

(b.lTa)

Эу -1

[- i — + 7(z)] f(i) = Ejf(z)

(U.ITb)

E = Ε χ + E,,

(lt. 17c)

The solutions for ('t. 17a) h(x,y) are trivial:
h(x,y) » βχρίϊΪ,,.β)

(1».1θ)

The perpendicular part (U.ITb) contains the potential V(z). For this
potential a few remarks are necessary·
It is a mere fact from several experiments that electrons escaping
from a solid, ordinate from only a few atomic layers below the sur
face· Neither a Bloch wave, nor a purely decaying wave describe such
a situation in a satisfying way. The classical solution for this pro
blem is the optical potential defined as:
-

ІГЫ

7(z)

= V(z)

V(z)

= V

о

Γ(ζ) = Γ

for

V(z)

= V (z)
s

r(z) = 0

for 0<ζ$ζ

V(z)

= 0

r(z) = 0

for Z2Z

z<0
"
s
('t,19)
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It should be noticed that the muffin-tin floor is now represented
by V instead of 0 as usual« In consecutive order the three diffe* о
rent regions in the 2-direction will be treated· For the lower half
plane the solution is given by:
f (z) • eip(ilcj_z)
Кх » к ^ + і к ^

(U.20)

For which one obtains after application of (U.lfb):

"î, - 4 - Ex - Vo
^Xl kje * Г

(U.21)

The probability density decays along the z-direction as:
f ' U ) f'i») - βχρ(-2Χ^ζ)

CU.22)

This drops to its 1/e value at the socalled penetration depth λ,
о
that follows from (Ί.21) after neglect of kj., as
λΓ - E, •^

л

('•.23)
о

X is known from experiments and from (U.23) follows the correspon
ding value for Γ. However the escape depth λ depends on energy E^,
x(Ej.) (6) and so does Γ: rtE^). The fact causes unexnected complica
tions for the perpendicular part of the Hamiltonian. This will be
left out from the discussion. Equation ('t.20) brings about immedia
tely the necessity of the complex bandstructure. In analogy to the
APW basisfunctions it is possible to construct APW-like basisfunctions,
that look in the outside region as
•*(*,?) - exp(iVs) exp(i (k^ + i k ^ z )
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(U.2U)

The wave function T(k,r) developed Ъу means of this basis set, will
after variational analysis yield an energy E, that can be used for
the construction of
it = k x , k y , kj., + i k ^ I

» E(î)

(U.25)

what is commonly understood as complex bandstructure. However there
is an essential problem with this "solution"· The succes of the original APW solution is largely related to the expansion of the nlane wave
in spherical harmonics at the surface of the muffin-tin spheres (2.16):
.lk,p - e

tf

"
Σ
i 1 j.(kp) Y*
1
Ы
1=0 ш - 1

(î) γ

(f)

(2.16)

І Ш

One would like to have a similar expansion in the сазе of complex kvectors, that can be written as (2.7):
.*«

= Uwe"^

. ^ ' ^

Ζ1

?

Α ' ( Ϊ , Ρ ) Τ.

(Ρ)

1»0 ш=-1

î 1 = (kx, ky, k ^ + ik^j.)

(U.26)

In the rigorous treatment equation (U.26) is indeed the proper expansion that has to be matched to the solutions inside muffin-tin spheres
as in equation (2.18). But an expansion of great practical importance
is the low damping approximation or bulk limit. For that one has to
assume that the probability density is constant for every separate
muffin-tin sphere, yielding

¿Ь'

т

2

- lore" V

1Г

"

Σ

1

i іЛк.р)

1=0 HF-I

1

Y* (к.) Y. (ρ) (>».2T)
1

bi

1

1m

In which one easily recognizes expansion (2.l6).
Solutions in the surf асе-di pole layer can be found from (li.lTb)
if the potential V(z) is known, and look as:
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Ф.(Х.УІІ) » ехрЦ

з) f (ζ)

(U.28)

The surface dipole layer із not very inroortant i f one i s interested
in photoemisaion from clean metals and α proper фіезз V (г), for in
stance linear, can be made, vhat rçivea:
[- - Ц + V g (z)] f a ( z ) = Ej. f g ( z )

(Ц.29)

But also a more sophisticated approach can he used that starts from
the system of equations:

a2

·

•Цу5 Φ(ζ) = -e/e n f*(z) f (ζ)
Эг
o
s
s

Г_ І-_ _ е ф ( г )1 f (z) =EjL r (z)
L Jz

(U.30a)

(Ц.ЗОЪ)

J

Which follows from the Poisson's equation (no exchanRe, correlation).
In the free space volume above ζ = ζ all solutions become tri
vial« However it is useful still to include part of it in the emission
area and use (U.I7). The assumption of V « 0 is only allowed for those
metals where relaxation can be neglected and no imaçe potential has to
be used. Expression (H.ITb) becomes then
2
-•ä-r Λ ζ ) = Ej^f^z)
3z

(1».31)

for which two different types of solutions exist:
f*(z) = β 1 Κ Ζ

for E±>0

f^(z) » β " Κ Ζ

for Ej_<0

(U.32)

The first solution can he recognized from its very nature as a free
and the second аз a bound state. Indeed there are bound states inside
the solid with positive total ener/çv. Vhat happens in the perpendicular direction is decisive. Solutions (U.28) and ('4.32) have to be
matched as usually and the resulting solution is often combined to a
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single one for all ζ 2 0, The г * 0 plane has in the usual theory
of photoemission more importance as the ζ * ζ

plane»

IV.1.2.3. Surface phenomena

As said before the ζ = 0 plane is vital in photoemission theory.
This plane vili be defined as the surface; Before discussing the
boundary conditions a short word already about the wave functions·
Y(r) stands for a full solution of the Hamiltonian equation· As
in the bulk case т(г) can be decomposed into a series of now АРЧlike basis functions. The boundary conditions apply to the full
solution as:
**(£, к£, β, 0) - ^ ( E , U . s, 0)

(U.32a)

IJ ΨΊΕ, £, Î. O) - .¡J ·ΛΕ, Ζ. Í. о)

(Ь.заь)

where ÌL//, the wave vector in the parallel reduced zone scheme, is
used as an identifier, because it is a f;ood quantum number. Insnection of the littérature reveals however that the construction of a
model wave function f(r) still encounters difficulties. For instance
the imposition of boundary conditions as in (^.32) for every Dartial
wave фСку/.г) in the parallel extended zone scheme, like
Ф^к,, + g^,, s, 0) = ф * ^ + ^ ,

β, 0)

(lt.2lta)

is not clear in the usual texts about photoemission. A comparison
with the APVf muffin-tin spheres is useful. The individual partial
waves (2.19) had to fulfil only continuity at the зтЛеге. It was
left to the variational analysis to improve this situation (see
Iioucks ( 8 ), pa»e 2k ).
Equations (k.?.k)

are better compatible with the continuity of V(z)
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at ζ * 0 and this surface will not contribute to the total enerny
as the sphere surfaces· So {h.2h)

will be taken as a plausible as

sumption.

IV.1.2.U.

Initial groundstate_y .

k^ as a good quantum number will be used to label the basis functions
and Τ -(k^ 1 , r) has an expansion over the parallel reciprocal lattice:

т в .(#. ?) = ι u} *(£/ • у., ?)

("»-гз)

The partial waves Φ belong to two сіатзез, which are both necessary
for obvious reasons. For the first category one has to notice, that
φ extends also far below the surface. This leads to the first compa
tibility condition. Deep inside the crystal the partial wave has to
approach the bulk solution. But bulk solutions have no damping. So
from compatibility follows necessarily Γ = 0. This can be understood
from the enerfiy dependence of Γ and it holds for all occupied fjroundstates. The proposed basis function for this category is defined in
the outer volume as:
^(k//,?) • expCik/,·?) f(z)
f (ζ) » exp(ikjz) + 4 expí-ikjz)
Г ^ г ) = udc.z)

(Ц.26)

where к is a real quantity. This solution has to be investigated
in the perpendicular direction. From (U.2U) follows:
1 + R » и(к,0)

1кх(1 - н ) -f^u(*.*)) 2 = o
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('••гт)

The important conclusion with respect to R comes from the compati
bility vith the bulk· APW-baaia functions at к and -k have equal
probability in the solid· Using time-reversal one finds after in
spection of fig.^.S:
H - ±еіф

(U.28)

So the non damped basis functions from {h.25) are inside the sample
composed from tvo bulk APW-Ъазіз functions vith coefficients that
only differ in phase· The energy considerations can be done by means
of (1».1Та,Ъ). For ζ > ζ the damped solution from (U.32) has to be
used. So a propagating bound state can be expressed as:

*ei(^

·Γ)

u

w

" J? j ι iL

{

a'

(

"* J

.* rSri1,?)
i\ =_ Γj. Uj
..i Σ- ..i^ expíik^-s) u.dc^z)
T^CÍ//
j
+
Ij l ^
^ j ' J^-1
í^ " (^

• 8,5.-кГ - Ч^)

(«1.29)

After application of (U.IT) and common sense, also the folioving
relations hold:

•¿i = -<•, + <ι) < о
к " + Bü.! > 0

(1».30)

The propagating solutions followed from a real kj_. Imaginary kj_
values are also allowed by (.k.ij) like:
k £ - Ej.- V o < 0

(U.31)

For ζ i 0 only solutions decaying towards the interior are allowed·
Because for ζ ì ζ solutions also decay in the opposite direction,
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TIME-REVERSED

Reflection and time-reversal for the groundstate
¡Vote the relationship /A/ = /BR/ and /AR/ = /В/

the function of the dipole layer becomes clear· The two decaying
solutions can not be matched at the same plane· Such states can be
identified as surface (Tamrn) states (10) and have the expression:

^.(îir,?) - r »5 »fv,,,. χχ. ?)
T^dt//1,?) » E u^ expUit.^'s) U ( K . Z )

('•.32)

APW
Here •_
represents an APU-solution where a purely exponentially
decaying state exists in the interstitial region· Solutions (U.29)
and ('t.32) are visualized in fig.U.U.

IV.1.2.5·

Final groundstate Ψ .
• • »

—

—

•••

•• Il ι Ο Ι

The final or emitting state Τ _ can be developed in a way analogous
or
to the procedure of the previous section if the following differences
are taken into account. Above the Fermi level purely propagating sta
tes don't exist. The potential is given here by the unabridged version
of equation (U.19), so with a Γ(Ε) Φ 0 for ζ i 0. The states that ema
nate from such an assumption can be described as damped propagating
solutions. As an ansatz the AFV-like basis functions for the interior
will be written now as Φ _ (к,г). The development of one such basis
function in the parallel direction follows the usual pattern. The be
haviour is again determined by the z-axis. The shape of this kind of
basis function along ζ was dicussed already in full detail by ('t.26)
and (Ί«29). Solution (U.29) is the most popular for clean surfaces and
will be used here. The solution in the dioole layer will not be given
in analytical form as never, but classified by the corresponding ζ i ζ
quantum number. For ζ > ζ the solutions in the emission area are
s
simple plane waves. In analogy with (lt.26) the basis function can be
written in the outer volume as:
*f(fc//.r) = expfiit/ys) f(z)
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for

1
1

Zs

the photoemiasion

and damped propagating

1
I
1

I
1

'

i2

^¡
с

groundatate
solutiona

f (ζ) » Τ expí-kgj.z) exp(iklXz)
fa(z)

= UB(K,Z)

{U.33Ì

^ ( z ) =» exp(iicz)

In the low dampiru; lirait Φ. can still Ъе developed in the perpendi
cular Вгатаіа lattice аз expressed in кц • Іс^ + ^, · By means of
these eqationa the vave function Τ . can Ъе expanded in the emission
area as following:
Tof(*/y .r) - Ε η. Ζ w 1 І^
' n f( k // ·Γ) = Σ u. Σ w
І ·> 1
Τ f U/y »f) = ϊ и. Ε w
j J 1

* D p (к.,, ί Χ ι , г)

expUk.^s) и.(к , ζ)
J

J

ехрСік.^-з) expluc-z)
'1

The interpretation of the factors T. . will be discussed later. It
has to Ъе introduced in order to obtain a proper matching at the
surfaces. The emitting Solution ψ _ is the only one with a contrior
bution in the detector area.

IV.1.2.6. Relation to other methods

In the treat-nent of photoemission three concepts are frequently in
use: APW, ОРИ and pure Bloch. All these methods make use of plane
waves, especially for the deduction of practical rules. Comparison
is necessary to avoid confusément. Л pure Bloch-state isrçivenЪу:
f(î,r) = expCik1-,?) u(£r,?)

(1..35)

Such a state is a direct solution for the Hamiltonian and has an
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energy eigenvalue E(k )· Bloch-atatea make only sense in the reduced zone scheme and are eiçenstates for the solid themselves«
The easiest expansion for (U.35) are Fourier series. ргога (9) it
vili be recalled that:

till,?) » Σ ^ exp(i(î + в £ )·?)

(k

i
This is still an eÏRenstate as a эегіез. If now one component,
say erp(i(k + g.)·!·), is taken apeirt and proposed as a solution,
then the energy belon^inR to this "state" as derived from the
sandwich integral <k + »5.|H|k + %.> is different from E(k ). This
is trivial, but it emphasizes one important fact. Equation (U.36)
can be seen as the result of nondef;enerate perturbation theory,
with the total V(r) аз perturbation. Similar ançuments hold for
the OPW-case. One OPW doesn't solve the SchrödinRer-eriuation,
series do. In the same way one APW-basis function doesn't renresent an eigenstate for the solid, but neither is this done by a
series there. The series form an approximate solution due as they
are to variational analysis. The general conclusion is: all considerations based on a single plane wave are troublesome, but it is a
coamon habit among experimentalists and a constant source of confusément.

IV.1.3.

The emission process

The past sections contain enough information to discuss the photoemiaaion process itself. The first step is a proper formulation of
the perturbation Hamiltonian. It will be shown that the known facts
fit into this model.

IV.1.3.1«

The perturbation Hamiltonian

In principle the perturbation has to follow also in this case from
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However if terms in A

2

are omitted one obtains, rather then the

result (З.76), primarily:

H J W =• ί(ω)·ρ + ρ·Ϊ(ω)

С«.37)

The second term could be dropped in the bulk case, because Α(ω)
behaves inside the solid as a uniform property· But the electro
magnetic wave encounters at the surface the same difficulties as
the vave function itself. In fact these electromagnetic surface
phenomena have intrigued the first solid state photoemission in
vestigators (6), This can be discussed better by focussing on the
transition probability
<І\Я,\І>

- -іьГ<і|А.(^д +|j)|f> + < i | | 7 Î | f > ]

(fc.38)

The last term is generally known as the surface-sensitive one. Indeed due to reflection and transmission there is a strong derivate
for A at the surface. On the other side it is known that:
ЭЕ
p(z)/E

. ЭА

o =ir = -lt^r

So the surface variation of A

С" 3 9 )

is associated with corresponding sur

face-charge p(z). The only electrons able to account for such loca
lized behaviour are the electrons in the surface states ('t.32),
indicating the necessary existence of those states from the point
of view of classical electromagnetism. It has special consequences
for the discussion if photoemission is a surface phenomenon or not.
Within the framework of the model here the answer has to be that
photoemission is always a surface effect in the sense that only a
few atomic layers below the surface give a contribution. If the sur
face is restricted to the surface dipole layer, the distinction made
between surface- and bulk contributions is particularly easy in this
model. All transitions with ζ г 0 are surface and with ζ s 0 are bulk
emission. Many authors make only use of the bulk expression (2, 3, 6)

H, = ί-ρ

(З.76)
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For thia equation a number of alternative expressions exist
H. = jt-p, it-r, -1/ίω ί·^ν
All these expressions are equivalent as can Ъе found in reference (11).

IV.1.3.2. The wave function in the detector area
All theoretical treatments about photoemission start with an elabo
rate evaluation of Τ . in the detector area using concepts, as the
Dyson equation, borrowed from scattering theory (2, 3 ) . The results
can be written as:
Y o f (R) - e ^ i , c R ) <Y o f |A.?l* o i >

Ik.kOi

An easier derivation of essentially the same result was already
çiven in the first section of this chapter. It indicates conelike
shape for the tube, used to arrive at (U.S). However the entire
approach is not very helpful in explaining what happens actually
in the experiment, for that a different method is more useful. It
starts with the second form of Green's theorem (12)
ƒ d r ( f V 2 ç - )572f) = ƒ (fftî - Ç7f).d3

V

i1».!»!)

S'

Starting from this equation, it is possible, in a way equivalent to
the one as used for the deduction of Kirchhoff 's law in physical
optics (13), to arrive at:

where г is defined from 4 = r • s. Equation (U.l»2) shows that this
quantum mechanical case behaves exactly as physical optics equiva
lents. This optical analogon of the photoemission experiment is the
pinhole camera, with the illuminated area S аз the pinhole· Only for
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one reason it is necessary to make this comparison· The pinhole
camera transforms a momentum distribution in the S area into a spatial distribution on a hemisphere vith radius H. This happens in
such a way that the intensity measured at R represents the probability of the k-component in the S or emission area. By means of (U.U2)
an equivalent of (U.8) can be written for a perfect monochromatic
beam as:

di .Ç£|i|<f|H;|i>| 2 | / e,p(-i(î.R)[!!s£* ( 1 - «)(г.н)т о Г ]| 2
« 6(E f - Е. - hu)

{ и л з )

The integral can be defined as the geometry factor and accounts for
the previous remarks·

IV.1.3·3·

The matrix element

For both expressions (U.S) and (U,l»3) an explicit expression for the
matrix element is necessary. This can be developed as:
<f|H!|i>
» ƒ dr »*, HÎ f .
1
1'
of 1 οι
V

- ƒ iti ) a dz *>!(*.£ • ?.jt) Τ*. • i dz T^tf.^T*.!
= 1+11

(U.UI.)

In principle these equations can be developed by inserting ('».29) t
C Í . S S ) and (U.31»). The final result will be very lengthy and because
the interest here is only in bulk states, a reduced approach will be
followed· At first the surface dipole layer will be omitted· The bulk
contribution will be obtained for initial states exclusively expanded
for propagating basis functions and final states in the low damping
limit. This is a strong assumption, because also states outside епегяу
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gaps need damped basis functions in their expansion. The vital part of
the perturbation іэ the gradient, hence
<f|$|i>1TT1 = α,α.
Σ Σ u. VL. W, V 1 T, . in·,,,.
f 1
j.kl.rn J ^ 1 m l j J k : l m

Here v 1 incorporates both the w^ and vje
Ш

1

in the previous expression

1

for propagating initial states (I».29). Let further S be symbolic for
the area of the parallel intersection with the unit cell and с the
lattice constant in perpendicular direction, then one obtains easily by
means of ( ·*. 27 ) :
B

ju«"l

z

e

II íia i

n

Чі^

d2

(k

*

i-ia'V'r) 7 *

(k

ta»r)|

ι
(U.U6)

The second expression between brackets can be recognized as the previous
partial matrix element m where ρ has to be identified with (j,!) and q
with (k,m). In the low damping limit the series reduce to:

^ 1 Γ 1 .-J—- λ

" (e ^ Г - О - е

к

ux-0

гі-і с D

{UM)

1

In combination with (U.U5) the r e s u l t now becomes:

«f|*|i> - Λ .
f

1

Σ Σ u^ui w^V Гт* \ î 1
j . k l,m

J

^

1

m

LlJ

1

(U.W)

PlJ

Equation (U.US) is usually internreted as the quantum mechanical confirmation of the three step model due to the appearance of the three terns
between brackets, connected with respectively transmission, transport and
excitation. This is an erroneous point of view. (U,l*8) describes from its
very nature only the excitation probability. Transport and transmission
show up elsewhere. They are intrinsic properties of the final state and
cannot be discussed in the usual theories, due to the omission of the
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geometry factor as indicated in (U.U3)·

1

IV. 1.3· *·

Escape conditions and polar detection.

The actual emission of an electron, or escape, has to obey a number of
conditions. These conditions concern two quantities, energy and momentum.
The energy of a state can he found in three vays: from the sandwich inte
gral, from the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian in function apace and from
the local solution of the Schrodinger equation. The last concept is impor
tant for escape. In the detector area the plane wave components of the
wave functions are spatially dissolved. The energy follows from the simple
expression for a single plane wave and coincides with the energy of the
state. In contrary a single plane wave in the interstitial region inside
the solid will yield a different energy if the local SchrSdinger equation
is used. This has important consequences for the matching of partial waves
(U.2k),

Inside their energy (using the local formalism) follows from

(k + g) , in vacuum by E.. During the root-searching for this type of APWproblem the energy for the vacuum region becomes the energy scanning value
E. As a consequence the T 1 . become energy dependent Т.. .(Б), a situation
comparable with the logarithmic derivatives at the muffin-tin spheres. So
for every step in the scanning procedure the partial waves outside are
degenerate with respect to energy, This allows for a confinement of the
variational analysis to values of ζ S ζ .
s
The other conditions concern momentum. These conditions can be best
understood in the repeated zone scheme, because in that zone scheme every
individual partial wave used in the equations (·ι.29), (1»·32) and (U.31*)
has its own place. All these conditions can be divided into two groups:
the conditions concerning the excitation and the conditions concerning the
final state. The final state conditions are:
a)

The energy at the detector follows from the condition:

P
Ef = к

pp
от

h к /2m
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b) In the interior the energy follows in the repeated z.s. from:

E f = E(kp, E(k£ + Î,)
c) The parallel momentum is conserved during escape:

The conditions concerning the excitation are
d) Conservation of епегет during absorption of the photon:
E. = E. + hu
f
ι
e)

Conservation of reduced total momentum
t\ = ζ

(1».1»9)

These conditions are universal, because they are not related t o t h e
specific details of the bandstructure model· T h e excitation conditions
are more restrictive as the final state conditions. So the best pro
cedure to discover for what angles at a specific energy E . emission
can b e found (in practice the appearance of a sharp peak in an AREDC,
at a certain polar angle •* polar detection) is to impose first the
excitation conditions. This gives rise to the famous 4ahan cones (1U).
After application of a ) , b ) and c) only a very restricted number of
K-vectors with non-zero emission are left. This is visualized in fig.
U.5. In that figure by means of open circles the places in k-space are
shown where transitions can occur based on the excitation conditions
d) and e ) . Only two places are shown that belong to the same initial
state. As discussed in (Ί,2θ) one partial wave contains two reduced
wave vectors (k//, kj_) and (к^, -k^) explaining fig. Ί.5· In practical
discussions one frequently encounters the expressions "primary" and
"secondary" cone emission. This is no rigorous distinction. Of course,
as one sees from fig. U.5, there are more cones then one in that confi-
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guration. Their primary difference із the intensity of the emission.
This is determined by the strength of the partial waves belongins to
f f
the open circles as given by the coefficient u. ν in (U,3li). For that
there exists a simple rule of the thumb: that partial wave is strongest
for which extended and repeated zone scheme representation coincide (6)t
The point obeying that rule in fig· h.'y,

is indicated bv a small arrow.

The corresponding cone is represented bv "primary". The observation of
more cones for one uartial wave is a very strong experimental evidence
for the quantum mechanical treatment of photoemission. Experimental
works in that field can be found in references (15, 16). For the deri
vation of the conditions (U.U9) use was made of rigorous (reduced)
momentum conservation. The violation of this rule during the excitation
process was discussed already in chapter III. In nhotoemission momentum
conservation is also violated in a different way. This is shown in fig.
U.6. The final state solution (U.3O is made up from damped propagating
APrf-functions. After fourier analysis of these states along the z-direction
a peak with finite width centered around k.^ is obtained. For this width
Ak the order of magnitude can be estimated from:

uk/k'j. = c/λ = 1/10

(MO)

If this information is used one obtains cone diffusion due to poor momen
tum definition in the final states. In principle this cone diffusion can
be used to determine the escape depth of the final state. In practice
this can be obstructed by broadening during excitation and тюог instru
mental resolution. Further relevant information about polar detection
can be found in references (IT, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 2 U ) . Especially
in (20, 21) an eminent discussion about muffin-tin models for the photoemission process can be found.

IV.1.3.5«

Azimuthal detection

As the essential aim of polar detection is the tracing of a characteristic
_>eak in the angle resolved energy distribution as a function of Ito and
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-mainly- the polar angle Θ, azlmuthal detection is concerned with azimuthal variation· The typical azimuthal experiment has the detector fixed
at an energy, where a peak in the EDC occurs, as veil as the polar angle
Θ. The azimuth angle φ is varied and the intensity di recorded as function
of φ. Polar detection is still the overwhelming part of angular dependent
experiments· Azimuthal work is until now still connected with the famous
work of Smith and Traum (25)· The value of this experiment is at best
seen from the original formulation: there it was supposed that:

T.(k., r) = I *(r - ?) exp(ik·?)
1
1
Ρ
* f ( k f , ?) » 1/ V exp(i5tf.?)

(U.51)

where 4(r) represents an atomic orbital. With this crude LCAO assumption
for the initial and plane wave assumption for the final state, the emis
sion is entirely dominated by the matrix elements (see (k.H3) and (U.8)),
like

dl(k f ) » C | * ( k f ) | 2 i(E f - E. - 11а))6(І^ -

Ф(к ) « ƒ dî *(?) е х р Ц к ·?)
V

φ

(I».52)

For this special configuration the azimuthal spectrum reflects the inten
sity of the Fourier transform of the initial state at which the detector
has been set· Such detailed information about an orbital ia in general
scarce and this explains the value of the experiment· But Smith and Traum
were in the exceptionally favourable situation of the layer compounds TaSe p
and TaS-, where the z-direction is unimportant and (U·?') is sufficiently
fulfilled· The general case requires a lengthy numerical approach, mostly
beyond the possibilities·

IV.1.3.6.

Miscellaneous

In this section a few things will be treated that are indispensible, but do
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not fit directly into the previous model. At first follows a phenomenon
hidden behind the formal description of the optical potential. All photoemission spectra show at their low energy side strong emission with a
shape independent to first approximation from the material used. Those
electrons are the socalled secondary electrons. They are the final results
from the electron-electron scattering processes, causing the damping of
the final states in the photoemission process, but if this final state
is less then 3 eV separated from the Fermi level also electron-phonon
interaction has to he incorporated (26). As in (3.56) the corresponding
relaxation time τ follows from:
e
1/τ

= W
e

+
ее

W

(U.53)
ер

From which the corresponding escape depth λ(Ε_) follows from

X(E f ) = T e ( E f ) <$k(Ef)>/li

where

(U.5U)

<v (E )> is an averaged value over the Згіііоиіп zone· Equation

('t.53) explains the minimum in the escape depth (6) at about 50 eV< In
the lower energies electron-phonon and in the higher energies electronelectron interaction becomes dominant. However about the shape of the
energy distribution of the secondary electrons not much is known· Of course
also secondary electrons have to be in states as given by equation

(h.^h)

within an independent particle approach. Omitting theoretical rigour com
pletely, in a tentative way a statistical approach can be applied known
as the cascde model. This yields a Poisson distribution:

(dM/dE) E

! g e c

- A ( E f - Ep) e x p U E p - V ^ s e c *

( U

'55)

This is an internal distribution. Because the model is semiclassical, the
corresponding escape conditions (27) have to be applied. This brings about
an infinitely sharp rise for E

= 0. Experimental circumstances as finite

resolution and influence of residual electromagnetic fields modulates this
into the characteristic experimentally observed peak structure· Especially
for low photon energies (below 11 eV) secondary electrons are a dominant
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and troublesome phenomenon in the investigation of handstructure· For
practical vork commonly use is made of the superposition principle (28)
Е О С ( Е , Л и ) = EDC (Е_, ы) + ЕЭС (Ε,Λω)
Г
ре î
эе r F

(1».5б)

The experimental results of this thesis as far as the nickel-arsenides
are concerned, make only use of integral photoeraission· A theoretical ex
planation of the photoemission process is necessarily an angular dependent
one. Integral results (UPS) are obtained from (Ь.Э) or (U.Uj) by a simple
integration of the photoemission current over the upper hemisphere of
(k.)-space· For this case already a decade ago practical descriptions
were developed. These expressons follow from Ct.S), (1».1*3) and (It.US), if
only one partial wave (j,l) is allowed in the expansion (и.З1»). This can
be called the semi-classical limit or the omission of all secondary cones.
The result is, if the integrated photocurrent is represented by Ι(Ε_,1ιω)
2
I(E .hu) » A S T
ƒ dk |Т(Е.,£) А(Е-,ІГ) M!-(k)|
1
i,f 1BZ

|a(k)| 2 4(E f (k)-E.(kMù>) i(E f -E f (î))

(1..57)

Only in this single partial wave approximation it is allowed to use the
approximative expressions:

T(E f ,k) - i

E f = E o • еф + E k i n

if

E

if

E. . i 0
kin

kin *

0

(Ц.53)

E

represents the distance from the Ferrai level to the bottom of the cono
duction band. Expression (U.58) holds only in the nearly free electron case.
The workfunction еф represents the minimum escape energy for an electron.
Further in ('t.57) the finite penetration depth of the uv beam has not been
taken into account and G(k) means the geometry factor from equation (U.U3).
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gquation (1»·57) bas to Ъе compared with the expression for the interband
transitions part of the dielectric constant in the direct model (the ex
pression

preceding (3.111))· As in that case equation ('t.57) has an indirect

equivalent, that is even more likely to approach reality· It is given
by (27):
2

2

I(Ef,h<i)) - Α |<Τ>| |<λ>| M

2

D(E f ) D(E f - *ω)

(I».59)

vhere for Τ, λ and M averages over the Brillouin zone have been used· Further
comment about the application of ('t. 59) can be found in the discussion about
the experimental results·
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IV.2

Photoemiaaion: the experiment

The spectra shown in the section about the results, are all obtained
by means of integral photoemission. These measurements vere all performed on the modified existing setup. The modifications concerned
the bridge circuit and the addition of the sputtering facility. The
increased experience in this field resulted in a new UPS-setup,
based on an entirely different principle for this kind of measurements. Basically five materials vere measured by means of UPS: HiSb,
PtBi, PdSb, UAlp and TiBe . These first three materials (jave useful
output, but the last tvo materials, interesting and important in
current materials research, vere no success, due to strong scattering
processes. As is clear from the theoretical section ançular dependent
measurements have unique possibilities as far as high level bandstructure research is concerned. Much effort has been spent in the past
fev years to get such a system running. This home built equipment
produced its first (secondary) spectra recently, but it could not be
used to obtain scientific results. Hence only a limited outline of
construction and design of the system vili be given.

IV.2.1.

UPS experimental 3etu¡p:_ver3Íon 1

As far as the detection is concerned, this system is exactly the same
as used in (27). So for the general treatment the reader is referred
to that place. The heart of the detection circuitry is the Eden bridge
circuit as shown in fig. b.Ta.
The ac-equivalent of the bridge circuit, that closest agrees vith the
experimentally observed behaviour, can be found in fig. U.Tb. The
characteristic values Rp and С
pF for С

and about 1 0

11

for the collector cell are about 1 - 2

П for TL·. These last values were obtained from

DC-difference measurements. From k.Jb

one easily obtains the expression

for the AC bridge current·
ν
1 =•
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The lock-in output V
of (1*.60). С

ie proportional with the absolute average

has to be tuned in principle in such а чау

that С

ia compensated· R c and H D represent the leak resistances to ground
from the left- and right branch of the bridge and η is the trans
former ratioa The value of interest is (dl/dV ) , It is convenient
π
to write ('t.60) as

î - S ехр(іф) $

(к.61)

ас
The problem of the use of the bridge is its tuning· It requires a
careful interplay between tuning the variable capacitor and setting
the phase of the lock-in. The procedure is as follows·
First the bridge is brought out of balance as much as possible, with
the monochromator closed· Then the phase is set in such a way that
the lock-in has a zero output· Due to the dominance of (C
lock-in is now in phase with ν

- С ) the

, or φ = 0· Next the amplitude of

V o u * i with the RC-time of the lock-in set at 0, is minimized by means
of the tunable capacitor and an oscilloscope for monitoring· At mini
mum there is still an in phase component caused by the last term, the
leak resistance in (U.éO)· Their combined value can be estimated from
comparison with photoemission signals as 10

f!. With tuned imaginary

component the monochromator is opened and the system is ready for
operation. Two incommodities are inherent to the bridge circuit· The
leak resistances can be physically located at the ШІ

feedthroughs

and the isolation of the tunable capacitor· Values as high as 10

(1

can be influenced by atmospheric conditions, as could be observed from
the oscilloscope· Especially the tunable capacitor suffered from this
problem and after modification the situation indeed improved· The next
cause of trouble is electrostatic influention. Moving persons are
usually electrostatically charged and this charge causes by influention
high current in the bridge circuit choking the electronics for a few
seconds. Grounded persons had no influence« With these factors sup
pressed the noise in the photoemission signal is caused by the elec
tronics« The lamp can be eliminated as noise source· The noise doesn't
increase with the light intensity. With the bridge disconnected, still
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the same поізе pattern vas obtained. This noise pattern contained
very low frequency parts that remained after RC-filtering. The Re
time of the lock-in was used at 0.1 sec. The true filtering was done
by the channel integration of the CAT, because then the memory effect
disappears. By measuring the spectra as a series of repeated scans
the long term variations could be effectively reduced. The signal to
noise ratio for the measured spectra varied between 500 : 1 and
25 : 1, in agreement with the total intensity as shown in fig. Ц.8.
This kind of plot has an important diagnostic value. If the dip at
9.5 eV increases drastically, the grating is deteriorated and has
to be replaced. The high energy side drops of stronger after some
time. This is due to the LiF entrance windows of the monochromator
(formation of colour centers). For measurements above 10 eV fresh
windows are necessary. The physical information in (U.60) is stored,
as said before, in (dI/dV n ). The effective amplitude of V- determines
π

о

dV , to be interpreted as the energy window. The corresponding di has
л

to be compared with (U.58) or (^.59).

IV.2.2.

UPS experimental setup: version 2

The shortcomings of version 1 can be summarized as: extensive tuning
procedures, external disturbances, low signal to noise ratio and a
not grounded sample, which is a disadvantage for sputtering. Those
shortcommings have been largely eliminated in version 2. In this
setup the old Eden cylindrical diode has been replaced by a triode
head, with a better energy resolution (29). As in the previous diode
the retarding voltage is between collector and emitter. In principle
the space between emitter and grid has to be without fields, but a
small positive voltage is usually applied to remove space charge.
The modulation is applied between grid and collector. The geometry
of the triode head is spherical. The crucial point of the system is
exactly at the grid in the big exit opening. It has to be understood
that the flow of modulated electrons there is proportional to dì and
next at about zero kinetic energy. For these electrons the further
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stages in the system are identical, independent from V . Due to
π
lock-in detection only modulated electrons are observed· Hence,
exept for some obliquely emitted electrons, the final lock-in
output signal is exactly proportional with the output of version 1·
The extraction voltage betveen collector and grid in the deflection
stage is necessary to give the modulated electrons sufficient energy·
By means of a voltage betveen tvo deflection plates the electrons
are dravn out from the path of the uv beam and focussed into the
entrance grid of an electron multiplier tube. Between deflection
stage and entrance grid a voltage of 200 V exists in order to give
the electrons sufficient energy to impinge efficiently into the first
dynode of the electron multiplier· The electron multiplier replaces
the pico-ampere meter of version 1· By means of a high voltage capa
citor the signal at the anode is fed directly into the lock-in,
From there the system is the same as in the previous one· The fact
that in this system galvanic and free space currents are effectively
separated, allows for the removal of the compensating capacitor and
eliminates electrostatic influention. The sample is properly grounded·
This configuration yielded a ready for use system, where the operation
was reduced to switching on, switching off· The monochromator however
had to be placed further from the sample and a LiF collector lense was
necessary to keep enough light on the sample« Also the possibility to
measure total yields has been lost in this configuration· The results
of this new configuration can be called positive· The signal to noise
ratio increased by a factor of 2 or 3 and can be further improved
until at maximum 5 or 6 times better as the previous setup· Despite
that the big improvement that was expected (a few decades), was not
found. The conclusion has to be that the enormous difference in signal
to noise ratio between integral and angular dependent setups is almost
predominantly due to the pulse counting technique used in the latter·
In principle digitizing can be obtained also in this configuration by
applying a multi-channel analyzer directly to the output capacitor.
In that case the modulation is omitted and the spectrum from the ana
lyser differentiated by means of a computer. Besides the merits
already mentioned, there are in addition: the expensive pico-ampère
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meter can be omitted and a better energy resolution ia obtained·
Version 2 vas scheduled for measurements of the semi-conductor
CuInSe ? in cooperation with dr. M. Turowaki. A total collapse of
the pumping system prevented these experiments·
IV.2.3«

Argon-ion sputtering

For elements the most convenient way to obtain a clean surface is
evaporation· This is in principle also possible for alloys, if flash
evaporation is used· Cleaving and argon-ion sputtering are the tvo
other methods commonly in use in photoemission spectroscopy to obtain a clean surface· Both have the advantage that they produce a
clean surface for all types of single crystals, a condition absolutely necessary in the case of angular dependent photoemission·
The choice vas made for argon-ion sputtering as a slightly more
flexible tool· The argon-ion gun used, was a Riber CI-50RB, The gun
produces a beam of argon-ions characterized by their energy in eV
and total current in ampères· The beam was focussed and used in a
scanning mode· The x- and y voltages from the sveep module vere connected to an oscilloscope and the current monitoring output of the
argon-ion gun pover supply vas applied to the z-modulation after
amplification in a video preamplifier· This extension allowed for
an observation of the sample with respect to the beam· Three energy
ranges control the application field of argon-ion sputtering:

- belov 0.5 keV: cleaning or etching region· The adsorbed gas atoms
are removed and аз a result a clean metal surface is left.
- from 0.3 to 10 keV: sputtering region· Besides cleaning from gas
atoms, also metal atoms are removed from the lattice·
- above 10 keV: implantation region· The argon-ions become implanted
in the lattice·
For all experiments to be described in the next section, the ion
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energy was below 500 eV (UOO or U50 eV mostly), во the instrument
vas used veil in the etching region· The ion-current behaviour vas
material independent for the materials that were investigated
(TiBe.( UA1 0 , PdSb, NiSb, PtBi). If the vacuum in the main chamber
.
-9
-8
vas allowed to increase from about 1 x 1 0

mbar to 2 χ 10

mbar

by means of the needle valve regulating the argon flov to the diffe
rentially pumped ion gun and the emission current set at the maxi-2
.
...
mum value of 10 A, the ion current dropped from an initial value
—7

of 2 χ 10

—fi

A to a final stable value of 2 χ 10~ A· These obser

vations are in agreement vith littérature (газ sputtering of Ar
adsorbed on pyrex -+ (31))< The interpretation is that a metal sur
face after pumpdovn from atmospheric to UKV conditions has a few
layers of adsorbed gas atoms (Η , H«, 0

or H O ) on top of it. The

evidence for H p 0 and H p vas also known from measurements vith an
АЯА АС-2 differential pressure analyser during heating of the belljar. These insulating adsorbed layers have a very hiçh sputter yield.
This explains the high initial ion current. For the clean metal those
values are considerable lover. This interpretation is entirely supported by the photoemission experiments. On the one side it is known
(32) from gasadsorption experiments on clean metal surfaces, that
the initial primary electrons containing spectrum turns into
an entirely secondary electrons based spectrum for exposure rates
exceeding 1000 Langmuir. The reverse picture is observed for increasing sputtering times. This brings about an important conclusion as
far as photoemission is concerned. There are two kinds of secondary
electrons. The first type originates only from the adsorbed gas layer,
as can be understood by assigning this layer a high Г value.
The second type of secondary electrons originates from in metal scat
tering processes, as discussed in a previous section. These seconda
ries cannot be removed by sputtering.
IV.3· Results

As mentioned already, five compounds have been investigated by means
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of UPS-photoemission in the first version in combination with
argon-ion sputtering in the cleaning mode· Three nickel-arsenides
were taken 2iiSb, PtBi and PdSb, hence providing a complete aeries
of results for those three materials: bandstructure, sllipsometry,
UPS and XPS. PdSb was already extensively studied by other authors
(33i З1», 35)· Only for completeness also a few spectra

from this

compound were measured· The emphasis is on the data obtained for
NiSb and PtBi· They have to be combined with the other sources,
the majority being in this thesis· The two last materials UA1

and

TiBe. were included in the measurements due to its current impor
tance. Both materials failed to produce usable results as will be
commented shortly· For all these materials a few remarks have to
be made· All samples were sputtered in a plain way· They didn't
get a heat treatment afterwards. It is a known thing (16) that
argon-ion sputtering, even in the cleaning mode causes surface
amorfization· A heat treatment is able to restore this damage·
However for integral photoemission in this particular case it will
be shows that this is not absolutely necessary· A second problem
especially existing if alloys are sputtered, is the problem of pre
ferential sputtering· It means that one of the constituents expe
riences a stronger sputtering as the other· For this there exists
only one rigorous solution: a LEED-Auger probe in the same vacuum
chamber is able to control both amorfization and preferential sput
tering· At the time that the experiments took place this facility
was not yet available. From comparable cases (inSb), 31) it can be
concluded that the alloys investigated here, don't suffer from pre
ferential sputtering·

IV.3.1·

Photoemission from NiSb

Fig. U.lOa and fig· U.10b show the photoemission spectra of NiSb
for photon frequencies from 7.50 to 10.0 eV· The spectra reveal a
predominant abundance of secondary electrons. This is obvious from
the observation that the low energy contribution is strongest· This
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is an immediate consequence of the application of sputtering and can
not be improved if this technique is applied (36). These secondaries
are caused by scattering processes inside the solid, with a shape
that for structureless final states can be found in (37)· Above 1 eV
this secondary background can be veil described vith the cascade
model (U.55). Above 3 eV kinetic energy the secondary electrons can
be neglected« The remaining primary part, responsible for all struc
ture above 1 eV vili be best described by the indirect model (U.59).
Besides the arguments already given in the discussion of the ellipsometric results, the surface amorfization caused by sputtering vili
give rise to an increased cone diffusion, vhat also favours the in
direct model· This situation comes very close to the Ce,Bi and Cs Sb
case as studied by Wooten et.al. (38). Their conclusion can be sum
marized as that in (1t.59) the transport factor |<λ>|

and the product

DOS: D(E f )D(E f - fiu) establish the shape of the observed spectra. In
such a case use can be made of the socalled "equal increment rule":
structure moving vith increasing photon energy has to be ascribed to
the initial density of states as is clear from (k.59)· So focussing
on the Die. - flu)) term of (U.59) the folioving conclusions can be ob
tained from fig· U.10· Obviously the high energy side sharp drop re
presents the Fermi level· From its relatively lov height, especially
at lov photon energies (7.50 and 7.75 eV), it becomes clear that the
Fermi level has to be situated in the s-p hybridized background (this
vili be further explained in the case of PtBi). The second feature
obeying the equal increment rule, becomes visible for Ti ω = θ.75 eV.
From as accurate as possible measurements the distance Fermi level
d-banda onset can be given as 1.63 eV for fia = 8.75 eV, 1.55 eV for
ΐ ω » 9.25 eV, 1.53 eV for ftu = 9.75 eV and 1.U6 eV for Α ω = 10.0 eV.
Although the resolution of the UPS version 1 system is limited to
0.1 eV, the tendency is clear: for increasing photon energies this
distance decreases. The consequences of this observation vili be dis
cussed later. For the photon energies of 9*50 eV and higher the dbands exhaust becomes visible. From the spectra measured at 9.75 and
10.0 eV the width of the d-bands complex can be deduced as 1.67 eV.
These two spectra also reveal more initial state structure. The small
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wiggle folioving the d-banda complex has to be associated with the
weak dip in the density of states of the s-p hybridized background,
in the calculation 0.Ί eV below the d-bands complex. The experiment
yields 0.6 eV. Ho more data about the initial states can be obtained
in a reliable way. The strength of all structure obeying equal
increment rule, decreases for increasing photon energy, a consequen
ce of the decreasing escape depth |<λ>| · Besides this initial state
structure NiSb the shape is certainly anomalous, especially for low
photon energies. For ίω я 7,50 eV the low energy peak is very sharp
and contains a clear wiggle in its low energy slope. This wiggle can
be followed for all higher photon energies at the same kinetic energy
(0.7 eV). This can be regearded as a dip in the final density of
states. Such an interpretation comes close to a comparable situation
existing in cesiated GaAs (28). Weak deviations from the equal incre
ment rule occurring at 3.1 eV, can also be seen as a small maximum
in the final density of states D(E f )· This can best be seen for the
spectra measured for ΐω = 9.00 eV. Comparing these experimental data
with the results of the calculations reveals the following« The cal
culated distance Fermi level -d-bands complex deviates 0.7 eV from
the UPS value. The experimentally observed d-bands width observed in
integral photoemission, is 0.U eV smaller as the calculated value.
Certainly the agreement is not so good as for the corresponding
ellipsometry results.

IV.3.2.

Photoemission from PtBi

The photoemission spectra for PtBi in the energy range from 7.30 to
10.25 eV are shown in the figures U.I la and I*. 11b. Aa for HiSb the
spectra show a strong contribution from secondary electrons. There is
only one dominant feature due to primary electrons: The highly increa
sed emission at the high energy side. As always the high energy edge
represents primarily the Fermi level. From a comparison with the pre
vious

HiSb case it is obvious that PtBi has a considerably higher

density of states at the Fermi level as NiSb. This is in good agree
ment with the assumptions previously used to clarify the ellipsome-
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trie response of PtBi. This very pronounced existence of the Fermi
level can be used to investigate in more detail the final state
structure. At the Fermi level side of the photoemission spectra the
influence of secondary electrons is weak. The low energy side is
dominated by secondary electrons· A secondary electron spectrum,
obtained from a "dirty"·sample, was used to fit the low energy side.
The peak height of this secondary electron fit was assumed to be propor
tional with the uv beam intensity, or more accurately intensity times a
weakly from frequency dependent factor, f(ω). In equation (U.jg) the
intensity is stored in the prefactor A. Dividing the intensity of the
Fermi level side I_, by the corresponding peak height I

(l F /I o ) - D F f-\U)

yields:

|<T>| 2 |<λ>| 2 M 2 D ( E f )

(U.62)

Fig. U.12 shows this normalized intensity as a function of photon
frequency. In equation (b,62) D„ represents by definition a pure
г

constant, f(ω) can be estimated from the quantum yield (39) as
fairly constant. It varies only for photon energies a few eV more
as the work function. | < λ>|
tions of E

and |<T>|

are simple monotonous func

in the studied energy interval as can be learned from

equation (U,58) and references (26, kO),

From (1»0) it can also be
2
found that the assumption of a constant Μ , doesn't hold in the
2
case of photoemission, but açain the 4 used there was simply mono-J
tonoua. So the peak for Ъш = 8.25 eV in fig. k,i2
is most likely
ascribed to final state structure. Transforming this information
to the £,. -axis provides a final state peak at about 3.75 eV. The
small shoulder at the end of fig. U.12 may be seen also in this way,
but is not important for the interpretation. From calculation and
ellipsometry it is already known that the d-bands complex of PtBi
contains a double peak structure. The first of these two peaks, as
seen from the Fermi level, can indeed be observed in the spectra
from ϊιω = 9 eV on, but only as a very weak wiggle. In the spectra
for fut = 10 eV and tun " 10.25 eV this wiggle starts to converge with
the just discussed final state maximum at 3.75 eV. The maximum of
the first d-bands peak can be given аз 2.U eV below the Fermi level
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and its width as 1.0 eV vith a 0.2 eV uncertainty. The second d-bands
peak can hardly be observed and only from the last two spectra a
value of 3.3 eV for the place of its maximum with respect to the
Fermi level can be deduced. To estimate the width with any accuracy
is simply impossible. So also from these data the improper place of
the Fermi level in the calculations, follows.

IV.3»3. Photoemisaion from PdSb

The photoeemission spectra of PdSb in the energy range from 7.50 to
10.0 eV are shown in fis. U.13a and It. 13b. It was already mentioned
that there exists quite some information about this material. From
direct observation it is clear that the PdSb spectra contain even more
secondary electrons as the previous two materials. Compared with the spectra of 9·50 eV and 10,0 eV the spectrum of 9,75 eV has a lower
quality. It was one of the first spectra and insufficiently sputtered.
Due to the limited quality of the PdSb spectra only limited infor
mation from these spectra can be obtained. Considering the XPSresults for PdSb (35) it can be concluded that the d-bands complex
for this material has only one clear maximum at 3.3 eV below the
Fermi level. In principle this agrees with the theoretical predic
tions (33), but only after strong smoothin"? with a window of at least
0,5 eV, аз done in (35) for Sn. The Fermi level in the PdSb spectra
is not so pronounced as for IliSb or PtBi, but this rounded off be
haviour is in good agreement with the APW-results. It is difficult
to allocate the d-bands peak for the low energy (below 8.5 eV) spec
tra, because there is some weak structure at 2.3 eV that cannot be
explained. However for Τιω = 8.0 eV there is a very clear broadening
of the secondary electrons peak at 1.5 eV. This can be interpreted as
the d-bands peak just leaving the secondaries. Applying the equal incre
ment rule this peak can be followed through all spectra from
lim • 9·0 eV and higher. So the 'JPS value for the position of the
d-bands maximum measured from the Fermi level, becomes 2.1« eV. This
is not necessarily in disagreement with the XPS-results. It is still
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possible that UPS for higher photon energies will reveal a second
peak due to ita higher energy resolution· With less smoothing also
more peaks are expected from the calculated results· The theoreti
cal d-hands onset of 1.6 eV agrees very well with these UPS-results·

IV. З Л .

A_l03t_ca3e¿_TiBe2_and_UAl2

TiBe« and UAl, belong both to a different crystallographic class of
materials. The interest of TiBe« was discussed already in chapter III.
as a key material for the understanding of ferromagnetism. For
UAlp the very flat f-band levels were the important factor· Fig. U.lU
shows photoemission spectra for both materials measured for
•bu = 7«75 eV. Some hundred spectra were measured for the two materials, but what is presented in fig· k,\k

is the very best what is

possiblewith these materials· TiBe p was the first material investigated, The spectrum of fig. k.ih

was obtained immediately after the

sputtering was stopped. Only for this low photon energy of 7<75 eV
the Fermi level can be distinguished. For higher tuu the spectrum·
transforms quickly into a secondary spectrum· At 3.50 eV already
nearly no primary structure can be observed. But also the poor results at 7*75 eV are not free from problems· The structure disappears,
due to the strong gettering capacity of the material· The same
behaviour was also observed for XPS, ARUPS measurements, where scraping was used to clean the surface· So gettering and strong internal
scattering mechanism prevent photoemission investigations for this
material. Also UAl» shows primary structure for *ω » 7»75 eV, but the
further results are as for TiBep.

IV.he AHUPS: the angular dependent setup

Technologically an angular dependent photoemission system is entirely
different from an UPS system. Due to the angular selectivity the
signal strength decreases correspondingly· Only pulse counting
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techniques offer enough sensitivity to meet these conditions· Full
profit of this angular resolution requires a movable detector and
this in turn requires a system entirely different from the two systems discussed before« In this nev setup, that is going to he discussed now, also those innovations vere incorporated, that can be
considered to be up to date at the moment· AKUPS is only feasible
if tvo environmental conditions are properly fulfilled: ultra high
vacuum and lack of disturbing magnetic fields· The first two sections
from here are devoted to the solution of this problem·

IV.lt· 1. The vacuum system

Basically five different types of pumps are available at the moment
to arrive at ultra high vacuum conditions: magneto-ion pumps, electroion pumps, oil diffusion pumps, turbomolecular pumps and cryogenic
pumps. The first experiments in the field of photoemission were performed by means of magneto-ion pumps, where photoemission has to
be understood in the limited sense of spectroscopic photoemission.
The vacuum produced by these pumps is indeed clean, but they introduce also strong magnetic stray fields· These problems are overcome
in the electro-ion pump, where a radial electric field replaces the
magnetic field of the magneto-ion pump. The UPS systems described
in this chapter, were pumped by an electro-ion pump· The electro-ion
pump however is a delicate, difficult to operate device· This is
probably one of the reasons that the production of this type of
pumps has been stopped· The problem inherent to all ionic pumps,
is that they need trapping. Gasaes are not removed from the vacuum
chamber, but stored in a trap, usually a thin layer of titanium. All
traps become saturated if there is a constant influx of gas into the
system, as is the case if a differentially pumped facility, like an
argon-ion gun or a helium lamp is added. The result is a poor vacuum.
Oil diffusion and turbomolecular pumps don't need trapping and are
hence better suited for advanced photoemission systems· Oil diffusion
pumps however normally don't produce a clean vacuum· Some advanced
oil diffusion pumps seem to have overcome this problem, but it remains
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a гізку affair· From a physical point of view the turtomolecular
pump is related to the oil diffusion pump (both use neutral collision
mechanisms to achieve pumping), hut the turbo is clean· The majority
of the AftUPS systems are equipped with turbomolecular pumps at the
moment· The position of the cryogenic pumps is still not clear· They
offer the best pumpdovn characteristics available now, but they are
only recently commercially available· They have one disadvantage in
common vith ionic pumps, they need trapping· For this ARUFS system
a Balzerà TPU 270 turbomolecular pump was chosen· The performance of
this type of pumps depends on tvo characteristics· At first the pumping speed S, determining the time to evacuate the system, follows
from (Ul, US):
S(P) » V á_

ln

(p)

(U.63)

S(U) - Q u

(1».6U)

In (и.бз) V means the volume of and Ρ the pressure in the bell-jar·
The expression describes a fixed volume under static conditions (no
gas influx)· Equation {k.6h)

says that the pumping speed for a turbo

is proportional with the rotational speed u. S(P) is constant for
pressures below 10~ 3 mbar and depends only weakly from the molecular
mass M of the gas to be pumped· More important however is the compression
ratio K, following from (U2):
K(M) » P f (M)/P i (M)

(U.65)
1

K(M) = ехр(3\Ум/Н Τ )
Equation (h,65)

(Ц.66)

defines К as the ratio of partial pressures at the UHV

side P. and at the prevacuum side P.. This ratio is worst for small
molecular masses (H. and He)· So extremely low pressures can be obtained
obtained by reducing the prevacuum pressure· A combination of a rotary
pump and a 63 l/s Diffstake oil diffusion pump as forepumping unit
allowed for a final pressure theoretically in the low I O
in practice 3 * 1 0 ~
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10

-11

mbar ran<;e,

mbar· In less then 20 minutes all free gases are

removed from the system. Removal from absorbed gases (especially H„0)
requires time and heating. The final pressure consists nearly
entirely from H«. These empirical results were found by means of a
partial pressure analyser ANAVAC-2. This device is an important
diagnostic instrument for UHV work«

IV.U.2. The_Helraholtz_coil3

¡älectrons, removed from the solid, have low energies. This mokes them
extremely sensitive for static magnetic fields, especially if also
the momentum has to be left unchonijed. The raaçnetic field of the
eartn is already about UOO milliçauss. íhis is too much for ATJPS,
it nas to be reduced to at least 50 m/jauss (23). In this apparatus the
earth magnetic field is compensated by means of six square Helmholtzcoils, grouped together as α cube. The cube was 2.5 meter hi<;h and
the volume vaere the magnetic field could be reduced to below 5 mijauss
followed from calculations, based on 3iot and Savart's law, as the
same as the volume of the bell jar, if the compensation was properly
adjusted. Kot all static magnetic disturbances can be removed by means
of a set of Helmholtz coils. Small ferromagnetic ports inside the
vacuum charaaer are more problematic, as for instance certain screws.
Elimination and replacement by non-magnetic components is the only
solution, riovever if the ferromagnetic disturbance is weak and far
from vital areas as sphere or deflection plates, removal is not
necessary, due to the r

decrement of the field of α magnetic dipole.

No mu-metal shields were applied. After tests it turned out that
there is always some residual magnetism from these materials.

IV.lt.3. The_detection_circuit

Λ schematic view of tne detection circuit is shown in fi·;. ^.15. \s
main constituents can be distinguished at first the li^htsource com
posed of a IcPherson 235 Seya-IIaraioka vacuum monochromator with
Hintere^ger hydrogen discharge lamp (the sane as used in the UP" setup)
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and a mirror· This mirror focuaaes the outcoming divergine beam of the
monochromator аз a small spot on the sample A and allows also for a
variation of the polar angle of the incident lightbeam. The sample
itself is mounted on top of a Vacuum Generators manipulator with
translational movement in the Χ, Ï and Ζ direction and two rotational
movements in ψ, θ direction· The tip of the manipulator containing the
sample is equipped with a small heater, enabling the annealing proce
dure· By means of a small LDH mounted in place of the sample,
accurate adjustment of the lightbeam is possible· The collector
sphere В made from copper, has two perpendicular slits over ISO , one
for the in- and outgoing (reflected) lightbeam and another for the
released photoelectrons. The sphere is connected with the sphere vol
tage power supply V

. The supply produces a positive voltage,

adjustable from 0 - 5·0 Volt, with in principle the same function as
in UPS system version 2· The components from С to H, as indicated in
fig.1». 15, form together the actual detector. Descriptions of detectors
that come close to this one can be found in references (23, 2h, U 3 ) .
The main part of the detector is the deflection stage made up from
the two deflection plates F and G, and the entrance and exit slits E.
The plates F and G are connected with the deflection voltage power
supply V D „ . The radius of curvature of the inner plate G is r. and of
the outer plate F it is r 2 . The slitwidth for exit and entrance slits
have the same value dr. This type of deflecting energy analyser is
known as a Hughes-Rojanski analyser and well-described (UU, 1ι5, U6, UT)·
The angle between the slit plates is critical and has to equal
127

27'« If so a beam of electrons focussed in a direction perpendi

cular to the axis of symmetry, at the entrance slit becomes again
focussed at the exit slit· The condition for electrons to pass this
configuration follows from (U7)
r
E

'/DFL
p " 2 1η(Γ2/Γι)

Where E

(U.67)

represents the kinetic energy of the entering electron· The

resolution dE of this detector can for practical applications suf
ficiently well be found from tne simple relation:
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dE/E • dr/r
Ρ

г - (r2 - т^/г

(ΐ».6β)

It is possible to obtain already EDC's (energy distribution curves)
with a plain Uughes-Rojanskit In that case the deflection voltage has
to be used аз the scanning voltage, derived from the channel number
of the MCA (Multi channel analyser). Due to its simplicity this is
indeed applied by some people, but the method has at least one se
rious disadvantage. The energy resolution as given by (Ь.бв) varies
with energy. To overcome this difficulty the electrons in the
energy channel, to be investigated, have to be brought up or down to
a constant pass energy E
by means of a retarding voltage V p ,
ρ
и
before they enter the analyser. This retarding voltage V„, as can be
seen from fig. U.I5 is connected to sample and analyser slit plates.
How electrons with energy E, . are observed at a V,, following from:
Kin
e

й»V

η

Е

- *іп

This V R now is controlled by the channel number and V _

(Ц

-б9)

is used to

select a proper pass energy E

following from (I4.6T). Due to the
Ρ
constant Vg-, V starts to work after the entrance "Herzog abschluss",
C. This slit system starts with a circular aperture in a field free
space to guarantee proper angular resolution. After this aperture,
closer to the analyser, a real slit, perpendicular to the plane of the
analyser, follows. All slits however between regions of different
field strength behave as electrostatic lenses. The influence of such
a slit lense can, if the field strength before the slit is given
by E. and after by Eg, be found from the socalled Daviason-Calbick
equation (1*9)| for the focal length f of it:
f =

2 E.
.
kl
" ,
*(E 2 - Ej)

(U.70)

This focal length describes only the situation in the close neighbour
hood of the slits. At longer distances the influence of the constant
electric fields E„
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has also to be taken into account. In order to

obtain proper Госиззіп? a slit D is necessary· Computations based on
(1».70) and constant field correction resulted in the use of the
inversion amplifier V.

. A potential difference, given by -2·13

times the the potential difference across plates E and C, has to be
applied between plates С and D to produce proper focussing) The
calculations predicted also a nearly constant (within 10 %) trans
mission and constant angular resolution. The geometrical parameters
for this detector were taken as: Distances between slit С and D and
between slit D and Ε: 5·0 mm, radius r 1 = 28.7 mm and r- " 33.5 mm.
All slitwidth's are O.U mm vide, except slit D. This slit is 1.0 mm.
The diameter of the entrance aperture is 0.9 mm, corresponding with
2

angular resolution. The accelerating voltage 4.rr

of 200V is

applied between exit slit and the specially shaped electrode H,
connected with the entrance cone of the channeltron. This guarantees
a good collector efficiency for the channeltron. This channeltron is
a commercial Galileo (Bendix) СЕЧ 1)028. At an operating voltage of
α

2800 V, supplied by the module Чщ, a gain of 10

is obtained. With

its low bias current of 2.8 μΑ and a dark count rate of 0.5 counts/sec,
it forms an ideal device for pulse counting. An "anode" resistor of
1 ΜΩ

is connected in series with the channeltron. Through a special

high voltage capacitor the pulses are transferred to а 50П coax
cable towards the CMA.

Г .Ц.І*. S^3tem_control and data processing
The electronic center of this system is a Canberra series 30 multi
channel analyser. It has a special 500 pulse input and a 102U χ (1 - 10 )
channel memory. This system has many built in features that allows
for easy pulse spectroscopy· The input section has the lover and
upper discriminator levels, which after proper setting allow for the
high signal to noise ratio, characteristic for pulse counting.
Especially the removal of the low thermal pulses by the lower discri
minator level is necessary. An indispensable diagnostic tool is also
the pulse height analysis (PUA) mode of the instrument. In this mode
the display shows the distribution of pulses as function of their
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height. Channeltrons produce a characteristic narrow peak· In the
PHA mode alaо the discriminator levels can be adjusted· For measuring
the MCA mode has to be used. In this mode the channelnumber controls
the retarding voltage 4 . By means of a fast {2h00 baud) serial TTY
π
connection the MCA is linked to an AIM 65 microcomputer· The micro
computer is used as buffer, additional spectrum processor and by
means of its recorder section as mass data storage·

IV. 1».5« Preliminary results
After completion of the system as described and the vacuum teatine;,
the tests could be started to get the system into operation. A
filament from an electronic tube was installed at the place of the
sample. With only the collector sphere in the bell jar the emission
characteristics were tested. The current from the collector was
measured by means of a HP digital multimeter. The next step was to
mount the channeltron directly behind the exit slit of the collector,
with the filament inside. The MCA was tested independently by
measuring the PHA for a normal photomultiplier. This yielded the
picture known from the literature. Then the MCA was connected to the
channeltron output. Initial measurements didn't produce a PHA spec
trum. The differential pressure analyser turned out to be the
disturbing factor. After elimination of this source of trouble very
çood channeltron PHA characteristics, free from afterpulsins;, vere
obtained. The test was continued by adding the front optics C, D, E
between collector and channeltron. In the MCA mode now a steplike
response was expected, if V

was scanned· Indeed a steplike response

was found in the neighbourhood of V

= 0, but for high positive V

the

response decreased again. This could be corrected by putting a positive voltage of about 20V constant on slit D, Then the entire system
was built in in the vacuum chamber. In MCA mode the peak-like
emission spectrum of the filament was found, but only on top of a
huge background. This is in agreement with what is known in the
literature (Ito). As in this reference the solid deflection plates were
replaced by transparent screens. After that, there still was some
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background, but not at those values of V

where the photoemission

spectra were going to appear· The thermal emission peak behaved in
accordance with equations (!(.67), (Ц.68) and (I*.69). Now the filament
in turn was replaced by the sample and the uv beam properly adjusted·
Indeed after some experimental searching secondary spectra of the
silver substrate were found· After moderate heat cleaning even
some primaries could be observed· As main problems were found, that
a high sphere voltage V s p is necessary to have enough intensity·
Only for higher photon energies (above ϋω » 9 eV) the corresponding
focussing of the electrons just above the sample became less and
reasonable angular dependence was found· Due to the constant voltage
on slit D, the transmission is likely to be not constant· Many of
these problems will automatically be resolved if 21.2 eV light
from a Helium resonance lamp is used·
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V.

CONCLUtílONS

In the previous chapters enough experimental and numerical material
has been collected to allow for a comparison between these results in
the case of the three nickel-arsenides NiSb, PtBi and PdSb. To facilitate this comparison a schematic bandstructure applicable for all
nickel-arsenides has been given in fiç· 5·1· For this figure use has
been made of information obtained from the articles with the bandstructure calculations for these three materials and from the general article
of Allen and Stutius (l). As in the figure in this chapter the zero for
the energy axis will be located at the Fermi level· Because the four
sources of information (bandstructure calculation, ellipsometry, UPS
and XPS) cover different energy ranges, it is useful to divide the features of fig· 5«1 into three groups: the d-bands complex, the gap between the p-d bands complex and the higher metallic s-p bands and the
remaining structure below the d-bands complex. For each group of features the comparison will be made.

V.l.

The d-bands complex

The d-bands complex is visible in all the four methods mentioned before.
It is in good agreement with the observed lack of ferromagnetic behaviour that the d-bands for all three alloys are situated well below
the Fermi level. In all cases the d-bands complex is immersed in the
p-bands originating from the pnictide constituent (Sb, B i ) . NiSb is а
material where the d—bands can be very well investigated. The results
can be collected in a table (values in eV)
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where BSC stands for bandstructure calculations. The column with the
XP3 results, follows from the littérature (2). The other columns contain the information from previous chapters· The peak maximum IL in
the column ELLIP is an estimate· The general shape of the d-bands
complex, as calculated, is confirmed Ъу UPS and ΧΡΞ. Ellipsometry
agrees also as far as estimated. The experimentally observed d-bands
width's show deviations from calculation, partly caused by instrumental
resolution· The agreement is acceptable· The most remarkable result
however is the place of the d-bands onset IL. There is nearly perfect
agreement between the theoretical value and the ellipsometry) but going
to UPS and XPS the values decreases· This seems to be linked to the in
crement of the photon energy. Even UPS alone confirms this dependence!
as was shown in chapter IV. At first glance relaxation seems to be the
responsible factor· In that case it seems also reasonable to consider
the Sb-derived p-bands relaxation free and to ascribe the shifts to re
laxation of the metallic d-bands· If the ellipsometry results are
assumed to be free from relaxation, because the electron doesn't leave
the lattice, in that case the kinetic energy of the escaping electron
in UPS and XPS gains by relaxation· This is not possible in the сазе of
free atoms. Considering the comments from reference (3) the observed
behaviour has to be ascribed to extra atomic relaxation· A profound
analysis of this type of complicated relaxation mechanisms is beyond
the scope of this thesis. The static properties of HiSb (U) are also
more in agreement with a density of states following from the bandstruc
ture calculation, ellipsometry or UPS, then with the XPS picture. Cer
tainly in the case of NiSb the XPS-spectrum is not a replica of the
initial density of states. The d-band data for PtBi can also be given
as a table, but PtBi has two maxima to be given as EUPS

ΧΡΞ
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The data were all collected fron previous chapters, where it haa
to be remarked, that the peak values given in the ellipsometry
column vere obtained as averages of the edge positons· The remarkable
fact now is the good agreement between all experimental results and
the apparent deviation of the theoretical results. However by a mere
shift of the Fermi level of 2.5 eV in the bandstructure, all d-bands
data are in good agreement for Pt3i. So something is wrong with the
theoretical predictions, but the calculation was not performed in a
self-consistent way. A different atonic configuration for the Pt atom
might cause serious improvement! Despite that the reproduction of the
shape of the d-oands complex is remarkable, also as the calculations
are taken into account (see for instance section ΙΙΙ.3·2·). For PdSb
the table with d-bands can be presented as:

Energy

<

3SC

ELLIP

1.60

UPS

XPS

л. 2.3 Î

—

ι.β

* 3.5

2.U

3.3

•S

л. 3.1

4

5.3

6.6

width

3.7

k.a

Only the UPS data are from this thesis. Theoretical data are obtained
from (5). Ellipsometry results and XPS results are taken from (6, T)
respectively. Although there is already some increment in the density
of states at the Fermi level, iL indicates the first sharp rise in
this quantity below that level. The ellipsometry results need some
comment. PdSb resembles PtBi with a less structured d-bands complex.
Comparing the results then with those of PtBi, with some caution the
2
.
.
place where ω с. starts to rise again at 2.3 eV can be assigned as
d-bands onset and the wiggle at about 3.5 eV as d-bands maximum. In

ρ
reference (5) also a calculation for ω e„ based on the direct model
can be found. Below 3 eV this calculation predicts two peaks, rather
narrow. The experiment shows only one clear peak in the same range.
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Agreement can be obtained if the d-bands near ΓΜ and К causing the
peak at 1.0 eV coincides with the peak at 2.1 eV, an argument also
used for HiSb. The figures in the table are derived from the indirect
1
2
model. The value for bL is less clear then the value for E . This vili
be discussed later. Comparing all results then there is a less clear
picture as in the tvo other cases, but the calculation certainly
accounts for the overall shape of the d-bands as observed experimen
tally.

V.2.

3

elow_the_d-band3

As can be seen in fig. 5.1. there is in general a small metalloid
(pnictide) derived s-band below the p-d bands complex. Ellipsometry
and UPS, with hydrogen source, have just enough range (U eV) to ob
serve the entire d-bands peak. Below that range only XPG data are
available and they have to cope with the possible features! s-band
maximum, gap and p-d bands exhaust. However the s-bands are weak fea
tures in the XP3 response, too weak to produce convincing experimental
evidence for the existence of a gap. Hence only the s-band maximum Eg
and the p-d bands exhaust are listed in one table for all three nickelarsenides.
(eV)
Energy

4
4

PtBi

HiSb

BSC

XPS

3SC

6.8
•v. 11

10.8

_^_

PdSb

XPS

BSC

XPS

7.6

5.4

7.0

10.6

9.35

10.5

For HiSb the agreement is very good. It has to be realized that it is
very difficult to determine accurately the s-band maximum in the theo
retical results. In the calculations is a sharp peak there, but it is
too weak to be resolved, hence 11 eV is given as an approximate result.
For PtBi there is striking disagreement. The s-bands clearly appear in
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the XPS resulte as a separate phenomenon, but theory predicts the
total immersion of these bands into the p-d complex. The agreement
between XPS and bandstructure calculation is for PdSb only s l i ^ t l y
worse as for NiSb. For PdSb the sharp peak in the theoretical s-bands
was taken as place of the maximum. With some influence of the lover
bands the correspondence will be even better. As a general conclusion
it can be said that it is very likely that the s-bands are separated
from the p-d bands by a gap for all three materials.

V.3.

Above.the Fermi_le;gl

Experimental information about what happens above the Fermi level, can
only be obtained through ellipsometry, if a confinement is made to the
k or 5 eV just above the level. The analysis of ellipsometry spectra
is particularly difficult. At first there is the difficulty vhat model,
direct or indirect, should be used. Argumenta were already given that
the experimental results come closest to the direct model predictions,
but those places where direct and indirect model are substantially dif
ferent are scarce. The arguments were already given in a previous chap
ter. The indirect model is easier for analysis. This nodel requires for
the explanation of that part of the joint density of states that is
constant or declining, a gap somewhere above the Fermi energy. In the
optical response those gaps mix with the d-bands response, masking the
influence of the latter. The gap parameters for all three nickel-arse
nides are listed in a table.
NiSb

<eV)
Energy

4
For NiSb E
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PtBi

3SC

ELLIP

ъ 0.7
2.0

3SC

PdSb
ELLIP

BSC

ELLIP

•x. 0.7

1.2

3.2

1.9

Ό 2.0

•v- 3.0

U.2

-v. 3.0

is difficult to be located in the theoretical model. The

place of the gap seems to be justified, but the APW model doesn't
produce a true gap аз is required by the indirect model· PtBi doesn't
show a gap at all from the theoretical point of view, but especially
E- is beyond doubt clearly visible in the optical data· So again theory
G

and experiment deviate in the сазе of PtBi. PdSb can be considered as
a nickel-arsenide where the joint density of states is dominated by its
final state gap structure. E
.

is as clearly observable as in the case
.
.
2

of Pt3i. The second bent is very likely to be assigned to E . The
d-bands will hardly contribute to the optical response, because they
rise gradually to their maximum. This explains also why it was so diffi
cult to give that parameter in the previous section· Only the d-bands
peak is a sharp feature here· So the conclusion is that the bandstructure predicts the place of the sap at an improper place for PdSb.
V.lt.

Summarizing

If all information collected, is compared, it is possible to produce
something as a reconstructed bandstructure/density of states· Such re
constructions are for instance the histogram approximations shown for
HiSb and PtBi. In return every method for data acquisition can be
"tested" now. The result is, for convenience, shown in a table:

UPS

XPS

Feature

BSC

s-bands

acceptable

shape d-bands

good

good, if·.

acceptable

good

place d-bands

acceptable

good, if··

with care

with care

Sap

bad

good

ELLIP

good

The most important conclusions can be made now· The three APW calcula
tions are poor in reproducing the final state gap structure, but very
reliable in predicting the proper shape of the d-bands complex. Also
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in the experimental resulta the d-bands complex shows up аз α rigid
phenomenon· The entire calculation of PtBi fails, except for the shape
of the d-baoda. It is very likely that a different atomic configuration
for the platinum constituent, will be the factor, that can give improve
ment. The emissive experiments UPS and XPS have to be regarded in a
critical way as the place of the d-bands is considered« NiSb offers in
dication that strongly localized d-levels are shifted, probably caused
by relaxation. Аз a final remark it can be said that the existence of
gaps, especially the one above the Fermi level, suggests a somewhat
more ionic behaviour as predicted by the APW calculations. In this sense
the simple ionic scheme of Allen and Stutius (1) finds some experimental
confirmation. On the other hand a rigid band model for all nickel-arse
nides doesn't seem to be plausible· The three examples investigated here,
have all different shape of their d-bands complex. This indicates alao
the strong point of APW calculations, it predicts very well the shape of
the d-bands complex, and,-except for PtBi-, also very well the place of
this complex. As such the theoretical model, if confirmed by the experi
ment, allows for more and different conclusions then can be provided by
experiment. The conclusion, about the localized nature of the d-bands of
HiSb, is a good application of this idea.
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SAMEHVATTING

AFW bandenstructuur berekeningen із een van de beste methoden om de
elektronenstruktuur van metalen te berekenen· De toepassing van deze
methode op metallische legeringen is pas van recente datum in verband
met de vereiste hoge rekencapaciteit· In navolging van de door 'iyron
uitgevoerde berekening aan PdSb, zijn in deze thesis de bandenstructuur van twee andere legeringen uit de nikkel-arseniden groep, NiSb
en PtBi, berekend volgens deze AFW methode. Het is de bedoeling van
het experimentele deel van deze thesis om de aldus verkregen resulta
ten te toetsen aan de waarneming. Gezien de vele onzekerheden, zovel in
theorie als in experiment, kan slechts door vergelijking van verschei
dene methoden voor verscheidene nauv verwante materialen een enigszins
correct beeld worden verkregen. Experimenteel stonden voor dit onder
zoek een ellipsometer en een integraal fotoemissie opstelling ter be
schikking. Beide opstellingen hebben in verband daarmee de nodige wij
zigingen ondergaan. De kwaliteit van de resultaten verkregen n.b.v. de
ellipsometer staat of valt met de mogelijkheid om deze te ijken. Een
geheel nieuw ontwikkelde ijkmethode en een daaraan gekoppelde midde
lingsprocedure heeft geleid tot een reproduceerbaarheid die binnen het
ruisniveau ligt. Tevens was het hiennee mogelijk de anomale respons
van de ellipsometer boven 5 eV, zoals gebleken uit vergelijking met een
reflectometer, te herleiden tot afwijking binnen de polarisatoren. De
problemen bij de integraal fotoemissie opstelling lagen op een ander
vlak. De gebruikelijke methoden om een schoon oppervlak te creëren in
het geval van

elementaire metalen, zoals opdampen, zijn niet ge-

schikt voor legeringen. Om voor deze materialen een schoon oppervlak
te verkrijgen is in het systeem een argon-ionen kanon ingebouwd. Voor
de nikkel-arseniden konden hier goed tot redelijk

resultaten mee wor-

den bereikt. De interpretatie van deze fotoemissie resultaten kon tamelijk rechtstreeks gebeuren. Voor ellipsometrie lag deze zaak anders.
Uit de numerieke resultaten van de bandenstructuur is de experimentele
joint density of states berekend volgens twee modellen: direct en indirect. Beide modellen gaven een niet sterk verschillend resultaat,
hetgeen ook plausibel is op grond van de bandenstructuur. Slechts voor
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'liiSb lagen theorie en experiment dicht hij elkaar· Bij PtBi vaa van
overeenstemming geen sprake, maar m.b.v. een eenvoudig model vas het
mogelijk toch de d-band pieken te Іосаіізегеп. Een analoge situatie
bleek te bestaan voor het vroeser gemeten PdSb. Een vergelijking tus
sen de resultaten voor de drie nikkel-arseniden NiSb, PtBi en PdSb
leidde tot de volgende conclusies. De uitgevoerde APW berekeningen
voorspelden tamelijk getrouw de vorm van het d-banden complex, maar
lieten het boven het Fermi niveau afweten· Alle hier bestudeerde nik
kel-arseniden hebben op grond van ellipsometrie bepalingen een gap bo
ven het Fermi niveau, welke door de theorie niet of onjuist wordt voor
speld. Verder is gebleken dat de d-banden van NiSb in de fotoemissie
experimenten (UPS en XP3) verschuiven t.o.v« de achtergrond van overige
banden· De berekening voor PtBi bleek te sterk af te wijken van de ex
perimentele resultaten. Een andere configuratie voor de Pt atomen kan
hierin verbetering brengen. De ervaring gebaseerd op deze drie materi
alen is in elk geval dat resultaten behaald met één methode, nooit een
afdoende verklaring kunnen opleveren. De gegevens ten aanzien van de
fysisch belangrijke d-banden, zoals die hier uit dit vergelijkend onderzoek naar voren komen, wijken daarom nogal sterk af van elders met
doorgaans slechts één methode verkregen resultaten· Verder zijn twee materialen, nl. UA1„ en TiBe. bestudeerd in het kader van een breder algemeen onderzoek. Geen van beide materialen bleek geschikt om fotoemissie aan te bedrijven. Abnormaal sterke strooiing in het materiaal zelf en
een hoog getterend vermogen verhinderen een behoorlijke waarneming· Voor
TiBe 2 , een belangrijk materiaal in het onderzoek van magnetisme, zijn
ellipsometrie metingen gedaan· Deze bleken goed met de elders uitgevoerde berekeningen in verband te brengen. De ervaringen opgedaan in het integraal fotoemissie werk hebben geleid tot de bouw van een verbeterde
UPS opstelling, met hogere energie resolutie en hogere signaal-ruis verhouding bij eenvoudiger bediening. Op grond van testmetingen kunnen de
resultaten positief genoemd worden. Geheel los van het voren beschreven
onderzoek, moet het werk aan een hoekafhankelijke fotoemissie opstelling
(ARUP3) gezien worden. In korte tijd heeft deze methode zich ontwikkeld
tot een van de belangrijkste experimentele methoden om het gedrag van
electronen in metalen te onderzoeken, van dit moment· De klassieke
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benadering van fotoemisaie, zoals die meestal wordt gebruikt ter verklaring van integraal fotoemissie experimenten, is niet geschikt om
hoekafhankelijke metingen te verklaren· Deze thesis bevat een gewijzigd
APW model van een type zoals dat momenteel gebruikt wordt om hoekafhankelijke metingen te verklaren. Van de gebouwde en hier beschreven
opstelling zijn slechts voorlopige resultaten verkregen·
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STELLINGEN

I

Het f e i t dat fotoemissie experimenten wél en optische experimenten
geen gebruik maken van gedempte eindtoestanden dient beschouwd te
worden als een fundamentele inconsistentie. Deze inconsistentie kan
voor eenvoudige metalen worden opgeheven door de introductie van
sferisch gedempte eindtoestanden die uitgaan van het middelpunt der
muffin t i n bollen, in de beschrijving van het optisch experiment.

II

Het superpositiebeginsel ten aanzien van de intra- en interbandovergangen als gebruikt b i j de bepaling van de diëlectrische constante van metalen, berust op een ad hoc aanname. Deze aanname kan
komen te vervallen indien de energieoverdracht vanuit het fotonensysteem verkregen wordt middels een Onsager-schema toegepast op een
stelsel van subsystemen voor fotonen, phononen en electronen. Electronen afkomstig uit verschillende banden horen dan in een apart
subsysteem te worden ingedeeld.

III

Het niet in beschouwing nemen van oppervlakte toestanden in de gebruikelijke analyse van met behulp van optische experimenten verkregen meetresultaten dient als een ernstige nalatigheid beschouwd
te worden.

IV

V

2
De afgeleide van ω e, heeft een veel directer verband met de density
2
of states als ω ε- zelf. De experimentele bepaling van deze groot
heid vraagt echter een zeer hoge signaal-ruis verhouding.
Experimentele informatie over de lokale toestandsdichtheid aan metaal
oppervlakken kan in principe verkregen worden door een spanningsafhankelijke bepaling van de capaciteit van twee op uiterst geringe af
stand staande metaalplaten.

VI

De eerste fasen van zuurstofadsorptie op Cs, Rb of К oppervlakken
kunnen als gelokaliseerd en atomair beschreven worden, met behoud
van typisch atomaire eigenschappen, als multipletsplitsing. Latere
stadia hebben eveneens een lokaal karakter, maar nu van molekulaire
aard.

С. Wijers. M.R. Adriaens en B. Feuerbacher
Surface Science 80 (1979) pp. 317-324
VII

De anomale lichtstrooiing aan goudkolloiden bereid volgens de
natriumcitraat reductie methode, kan begrepen worden door de
samenstellende momokristallijne gebieden van de partikeltjes
als onafhankelijke deeltjes te beschouwen.

VIII Of Slater zich bij de ontwikkeling van zijn APW methode door
oude beschouwingen over de kwadratuur van de cirkel heeft laten
leiden, is helaas niet bekend.
IX

Hoeveel leed zal de mensheid bespaard blijven en welk een omme
keer zal er plaatsvinden in de preventieve geneeskunde, indien
patiënten zich voortaan vöór in plaats van na het oplopen van
hun verwondingen zouden laten verbinden.

X

De mogelijkheid van beïnvloeding van de leerstellingen van de
dissidente farao Echnaton op de beginfazen van het zich ontwikkelende judaische monotheïsme is door archeologen helaas nog te
weinig onderzocht.

Nijmegen, 6 mei 1982

C.M.J. Wijers

